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I PREFACE
I This report cover_ work _lccomplisiled during the teat-men,It period from
December 1979 throttgh October 1980.
I Volume I, F,'*rc,_:_1 ,o;_] h',:,_,_':,_c_l_:'_,_z*_, presents summary f indinBs and
recommendat ions based Oll an analysis of 208 clvll wire ';trike accidents in
I the ten-year period 1970 to 1979. Volume II contains a description and
analysis of each accident.
I The work outlined was performed under contract NAS2-10505, NASA - Ames
Research Center, Moffett Field, California 94035. The teclmical monitor was
I Hr. William Snyder of the NASA - Ames Research Center.
This project was conducted at the HumRRO office, Carmel, California,
I under the supervision of Mr. William C. Osborn, Director, Military Training
Research Division. Principal investigator was Capt. Clyde |1. Tuomela, USN
(Re,). Hajor contributors were Col. ,_l:_rk F. Breanan, USA (Rot) and Dr.
I Elaine N. _aylor.
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INTRODUCTION
This volume contaLns a description and analysis of each of tile 208
civil helicopter wire strike accidents reported to the National Transpor-
tation Safety Board for the t_n-ycar period 1970-1979. The accident analysis
briefs are based oil pilot reportsp FAA lnvesti_atiou reports, and such acci-
dent photographs as were made available. Briefs are grouped by year and+
within year. by NTSB accident report number.
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At;RICUI.TURE
AERI AI..tPPI. 1CATI ON
....]-O_162 7120170 Nr. Buffalo, _ _2bqa No lnJ.rio_ :;ub_tanrtat - _2_''
•_'SB Aceidenr Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid objects or obstructions
The Ac,'idont: A ¢OmaerciaI pilot t1715 hours) struck a b_trbed wire wlttcb was
_tretched across a coulee about 35 feet above ground. The pilot was on a spray-
ing :aission. The pilot's flight time on the day of the accident had been 7.8
hours. The pilot was unaware of the wire until the wire strike.
At the time of the accident, 20i7, the weather was clear with visibility of
25 miles. The sun was low and casting shadows across the line of flight, creat-
ing poor lighting conditions.
The main rotor of the aircraft struck the wire. The pilot was able ¢o land
without further damage. There were tie injuries.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see and avoid the wire caused cite accident.
Recommendations: A pilot's warning devt._e identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
An estimated forward speed of 00 knots would have provided sufficient kinetic
energy for external wire cutters Co be effective had they been installed.
Pilot's Recommendation: "Fly higher."
"4
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AIR _3.AN,_PORI.A[J.ON
]-t]7_ _/8/70 Big Rock, VA Ilu_hes 269B t _uri%us luJury Substantt;tt - gtO,O00
DITSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: Diverted attention from operation of aircraft
Factor: Coli£sion _ith bird
The Accident: A private pilot (1030 hour_) struck power aires about 200 fe_t
above ground. _te pilot was on a local flight from one airport ¢o another.
Tim cecal time of flight was $ minutes. The pilot stated a bird cot!tded with
his windshield while tn flight, and while he was leaning forward to inspect
the damage to the bubble, he lnadvertantly onowed the aircraft to descend. The
pilot was aware of the wires.
The weather was clear with some haze at the time of the accident, 1930.
_'leibility was 6 miles. It was dusk.
The initial impact of the wires was with one rotor blade. The main rotor
shaft i=pacted with other wires. During autorotation to a landing, the rotor
blades hit a tree and the aircraft crashed. There was no fire. The pilot was
seriously injured.
Conclusion: The pilot's diversion from operation of the aircraft to inspect
damage from a bird collision caused the wire strike.
Reco_i_endation,: A p _ warning device identifying wire location when within
ha=ardbus distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
The pilot was aware of the wires in this case, therefore identification of
wire location was nor a factor.
_orw_trJ _?eed of the aircr_tfr of /tnFroxlm_tely 60 knots provided sufficient
kinetic cherry for w!re cutter effectiveuo_ had they been installed.
I
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A[R TR_'_si-_PORTAT!ON
3-1433 3/27/70 Port llurgn_ Hich. Bell 47_; 2 Serious Substantial - _lTt|)O(___)
• NTSB Accident " •t,auee.
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid objects or obstructions
Factor: High obstructions
The Accident: A commercial pilot (823 hours) struck and broke an unsc,,n
• household service llne. about 35 feet above _round. whtl_ on a nowerline
patrol mission. Aircraft then went uo into the powerLtne betng patrolled
and crashed.
At the time of the accident, 1430, the weather was clear with vlslbIIity
I of 15 miles. Total time of flight was I hour, 45 minutes. The sun was high
and not considered a factor.
The bubble of the aircraft _tde initial contact with the household
service wire, which separated after impact. The helicopter pitched upward,
rotor blades caught and separated main power cable. The cable wound around
the mast and the alrcr:tft crashed. Both pilot and observe_ were seriously
injured.
Conclusion: Pilot's failure to see and avoid household service powerline
and aircraft subsequent entang£ement with a second power cable caused the
accident.
RecommendatiOns: A pllot warning device identifying wire location when within
Im_ardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of housohoLd service lines along flight path would have
aided and ooeaibly prevented initial wire strike.
Forward speed of aircraft, approximately 60 knots, would have provided I
q
sufflci_nt kinetic energy for effective use of wire cutters had they been
h_stalled. 'I
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ACRICULTU_E
AF:RL_L APPLI_T [_N
3-2238 5125170 Hr. Terra Cela, NC Bell 47G4 No Injuries Destroyed - _4_._{)0
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot error: 1. Diverted attention frnm operation of aircraft
2. Misjudged clearance
?actor: High obstructton_
The Accident: A commercial pilot (2645 hours) struck several wires at the
end of a swath run. Pilot was on a defoliation mission. Total time of flight
was 15 mlnutes. The pilot had knowledge of close and other wires in the area.
Pilot momentarily looked away from his flight path to check spray Just before
striking wires.
At the time of the accident, 0635, the weather was clear with visibility
of $ miles. The sun was low in the east but not a factor as pilot was flying
an east-west swath run.
Pilot had made several swath runs before strlktn B wires. After striking
wires with the maim rotor blades, the aircraft landed, slowly rolled over on
its right side and caught fire. The pilot was uninjured.
Conclusion: The pilot's momentary diversion of attention from the operation
of the aircra£C and misjudgment of clearance caused the accident.
Recommendations: A pilot warning device identifying wire .cation when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Idenciftcatiou of wire location was not e factor in this instance, as
the pilot knew the location of wires.
Forward speed of approximately 40 to 60 knots would have provided sufficient
kinetic energy for wire cutter effectiveness, had they been installed.
q
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AGEI CULTURE
AERIAL APPLICATION
3-2261 5--/30/70 Nr. Fallen, _V Bell 47fi3B 1Ntnur Injury _ubstanrtal - $20 5__O0
._TSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid objects or obstructions
Fact-r: High ebstruction
The Accident: A high time commercial pilot (8800 hours) struck power and telephone
lines about 15 feet above ground while making a swath run over an alfalfa field.
Total time of the flight was 5 minutes. The pilot was not aware of the wires
until impact. The wires were strung parallel to a line of trees at tile end of
the field.
The weather was clear at the time of the accident, 1300, with visibility of
15 miles. The sun _¢as at its zenith and not considered a factor.
Initial contact of wires was with the cabin bubble. The aircraft came to
rest in an irrigation ditch with substantial damage. The pilot received minor
injuries. The aircraft was carrying toxic chemicals.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see the wires at the end of the field
caused the accident.
Recommendations: A pilot warning device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to know ground objects
prior to flight would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
Forward speed of about 60 knots provided sufficient kinetic energy for
effective use of wire cutters, had they been installed.
E
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AIR TRANSPORTATION
3-241___4_/6/70 Ketterin_, Ohio Hughes _69HS I Serlous I 3 Minor Destroyed - _6_ O_
[ NTSB Accident Cause:
I PilOt Error: I. Inadequate preflight preparatio_ and/or plannln8
2. Failed to see and avoid objects or obstructions
Factors: High obstructions
!
The Accident: A high time commercial pilot (19,775 hours) struck a telephone cable
approximately 30 feet above ground. The pilot was in a liftoff from a shopping
center parking area. Total time of the flight was 1 minute. The pilot was aware
of wires surrounding the area.
The accident occurred at night, 2145, in a flood-lighted area. The weather
was clear with visibility of 15 miles. The wind was 0-5 knots from _'NK.
The tall rotor of the aircraft impacted with the telephone cable, causing
the aircraft to crash Co the ground. The pilot was seriously injured; 3 passen-
gers received minor injuries. The aircraft was destroyed.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see and avoid the telephone cable on ltftoff
caused the accident.
Recomendat£on: The benefit of a pilot's warning device is questionable as the
pilot knew of the wires.
Likewise, identification of wires is not a factor since the pilot had driven
out and inspected the slte the day before the flight. He also did a walk-around
inspection of the area and the craft prior to the takeoff preceding the accident.
Speed of the aircraft at takeoff/hover would not have _eeu sufficient for
effective use of wire cutters.
00000001-TSA1
AGRICULTIH{E
AERLYL APILICA[[(N
3-2423 6/4/70 Nr. David City, NE Bell 47D1 No Injuries Subatant__la_l_Oo -)
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: ,Misjudged clearance
Factor: lligh obstructions
The Accident" A high time ,:mmaercial pilot (3531 hours) struck a power line
approximately 15 feet above ground after a turnaround from a swath run. The
total time of flight was 5 minutes. The pilot stated he misJudg-_d his distance
to wires at the end of the field and struck the top wire of a tw, J-wire line.
The weather was clear at the time of the accident, 0900, with visibility
of 15 miles. The sun was high and not considered a factor.
The aain rotor of the aircraft engaged the wire, which broke on impact.
The aircraft landed under control approximately 150 yards from the point of
impact. The pilot was not injured.
Conclusion: The pilot misjudged the distance to the wires at the end of a
field on his turnaround before starting a swath run.
Recom_endatlons: A pilot warning device identifying wire location may have
been beneficial. However, it would have been of questionable value as the
pilot knew the loca_ion of the wires.
Identification of w_re location was not a factor in this case.
Forward speed of 30-45 knots provided sufficient kinetic energy for
effective use of wire cutters |lad they been installed.
00000001-TSA13
AIR TRAN_FORTAT ION
3-2S84 7_/3170 Nr. Bellln_ham, WA HB_hes 2691_ No l_]orie_ _.hs_utial- $I5_O01)
NT_B _,ee!denC Cause:
Pile= Errorl Failed to see and avoid objects or ohscruetlons
Factors: lllghobs_ructlona
S_nglare
T_tcAcclde_t: A co_merclal pilot (247 hours) with 24 hours dual and i0 hours solo
in rotorcraft, struck several power lines about 40 feet above ground. [l_ was
practicing hovering, takeoffs and landings £rom a pasture. Total time o_ the
flight was 15 _Inutes. The pilot was not aware of the wires until the wire strike.
At the time of the accident, 1330, the weather was clear with visibility of
40 miles. The pilot was lifting off into the sun, which was a facCo_ _n "h_ pilot's
inability to see the wires.
The main rotor blades contacted the wires firsts and then the top _ , _
cabin. The pilot autorotated to a hard landing, further d_o, _ :._ the axrcra£t.
There were no injuries.
Co_clugion: The pilot's failure to see and avoid the wires caused the acclden_.
Recommendations: A pilot warning device identifying wire location when _:_thin
hazardous distance _ould have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of w_re location in relation to known ground objects prior
to flight would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
Liftoff speed of approximately 30 kno_s or less may not have provided
sufficient kinetic energy for external wire cutter effectiveness had they been
-- installed.
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00000001-TSA14
AIR T_SPORTKrION
3-292__4 7/11/70 Maupin_ OR Hiller UH12A No Injuries Substantial - $37t000
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid objects or obstructions
FacCors: Hidden obstructions
Evasive maneuver to avoid collision
The Accident: A private pilot (345 hours) struck a power line appro_:tmately 20
feet a_'ove ground, while making a landing approach to a created area. The pilot
was on a student cross-crountry flight. Total ti_e of the flight was 50 minutes.
The pilot became aware of the power line Just before the wire strike.
The weather was clear at the time of the accident, 1650, with unlimited
visibility. The sun was relatively high and not a factor. The pilot reported
a large tree at the side of the landing site hid the pole supporting the wire.
The main rotor blaaes impacted initially with the wire. The pilot hit the
ground attempting to miss the wire. The hard landing further damaged the air-
craft. The pilot was uninjured.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see and avoid the power wire caused the
accident.
Reco_endatlons: A pilot's warning device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identifleation of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior
to flight would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
The aircraft's forward speed of above 30 knots on a landing approach provided
sufficient kinetic energy for wire cutter effectiveness had they been installed.
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,_R tCtII.TUR_
AERIAl. APPLICAT ION
3-3245 _ queen. Creek, AZ Bell 47(_ No_ SUb_t_tnt.ial - $1jO00
NTS__BAc.ccldenJ"t:_es_____._e"
Mist: (:round Signalman
Factor: High obstructions
TI.._Accident: b hieh clme comerelal pilot (5900 hours) struck a power line
approxl_tely 15 feet above the ground. He was making a swath run in _ night I
spraying operation; the swath run bcin_ marked by a ground flafi_mn, Total
time of flight was 5 minutes. The grotmd flagman went co the wrong field,
where there was a wire. The 9tlot was unaware of the wire loc_tion until the
strike. -"_"
The weather at the tlme of the accident, 2300, was clear with visibility
of I0 _lles. The night was dark.
The helicopter pilot oriented his ewaeh run in relation ¢o the flagman
and during his run scruck the wire wi_h the main rotor blade. The pilot was
able re control the aircraft to return re the takeoff point. The pilot was
not injured.
_onclusion: The error of the flagman in marking the wrnng field, Ollcwhich
con¢aleod wires, caused the accident,
Reco_aqudatiL_ns: A pilot warning device identifying wire location when within
he=ardoue ,is|ante would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Iden_tfication of wire location In relation to known ground objects prior
_o flight was no_ a factor, as the fh_gmsn marked the wrong field.
Forward speed of bO knots provided sufficient kinetic energy for effective
use at'wiro cutters h,td they been installed.
.... Ots_ontlnue spraying fiL,Ids ,itnight it"wires arL,Pilot's _:amendatio_21}: " ""
' O0000001-TSB
PUBLIC SERVICE
Police Patrol
3-_299 8/5/70 Redford, VA Hiller PHllO0 No InJ.rles Substantial - $2t000
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: I. Inadequate preflight preparation and/or planning
2. Misjudged clearance
The Accident: A state police pilot (1210 hours) took off from a confined area
and struck a power wire. Tlle pilot had landed in a parking lot with obstructions
on three sides, in connection with a survey of a motor vehicle accident site.
Total time of flight was one minute. The pilot was aware of the wires and was
attempting to avoid the_ on llftoff.
At the time of the accident, 1200, the ceiling was 25,000, with scattered
clouds at 3500, and vlsibillty of 20 miles. The sun was not a factor.
The aircraft main rotor blade inltlally impacted with the wire. The air-
craft made a hard landing, damaging the tall boom and tall rotor.
Conclusion: The pilot's inadequate preflight plannlng in landing and lack _f
pilot skill in taking off _rom the confined area caused the accident.
Recommendation: _ pilot's warning device, had it been installed, would have
been of questlon_ble value as the pilot was aware of the wires.
Liftoff speed of under 30 knots would not have made wire cutters effective.
P
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A(;RIC_LTURE
AERIAL _)PI.ICXF ION
3-453_ 9/9/70 _en_tcheo_uLJCA Bell47(;_ [ Hlnor InJury _ohstanttai- $26_()0()
NTSB Accident Cause:
P:lot Error: Failed to see and avoid objects or obstructions
Factors: High obstructions
Sunglare
The Accident: A cotmercial pilot (444 hours) struck telephone and power lines
about 30 feet above ground while in a pull up from a swath run. The pilot wag
spraying an orchard. Total time of the flight was 15 minutes. The pilot was
aware of the location o[ the wires prior to the wire strike.
At the time of the accident. 1715, the weather was clear with visibility of
15 miles. The pilot was flying into the setting sun and sunglare on pull tip
was a factor in this accident.
The aix,raft initially engaged the wires with a skid. The aircraft went
out of control and crashed. The pilot sustained minor injuries.
Cownclueton: The pllotts failure to see and avoid the wire while hulling up from
a swath run into the sun caused the accident,
Recommendations: A pilot warning device identifying wlre location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification was not a factor, since the pilot knew the location of the
wires,
A forward speed of 60 knots provided sufficient kinetic energy for external
wire cutter et:feetiveness had they been installed.
_e
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AGRICULTURE
AERIAL APPLICATION
3-455__.___610/12/70 Nr. Dundees_._.FL Sikorsky S-55 No Injuries Substantial - _lOrO00
NTSB Accident Cause:
f Pilot Error: Inadequate preflight preparation or planningFactors: Sunglare
High obstructlonz
The Accident: A high time commercial pilot (3441 hours) entangled the right nose
gear with power lines about 20 feet above ground. The pilot was engaged in
spraying grapefruit trees and had Just completed a pull-up into the morning sun.
total time of the flight until engagement was 7 minutes. The pilot was unaware
of the wires until entanglement.
The weather at the time of the accident, 1007, was clear with visibility
of i0 miles, The pilot stated his vision was temporarily lost as he turned east
into the morning sun.
The pilot tried to disengage or break the power lines but failed. He hov-
ered for approximately one hour until the engine quit because of fuel starva-
tion. The pilot autorotated into grove from about lO feet and the aircraft
sustained substantial damage. The pilot was not injured.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see and avoid the wires as the result of sun-
glare caused the accident.
Recommendations: A pilot warning device id.,itlfylng wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneflclal in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior
to flight would have aided the pilot in wire avoidance.
A forward speed of 30 knots or more on pull-up from a swath run should have
provided sufficient kinetic energy for effective use of wire cutters had they
been installed.
!
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00000001-TSB06
AIR TRANSPORTATION
3-__.00619 2/23171 Touche% WA Bell 47G3 No Injuries Substantial - $34.000
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid objects or obstructions
Factor: Unmarked obstructions at alroort
The Accident: A commercial pilot (920 hours) struck a power line about 30
feet above ground while making an approach to a private airstrip. Pilot was
landing to obtain directions. Total time of the flight was 30 minutes. The
pilot had no knowledge of the wires before contact.
The weather ceillng was 3000' at the time of the accident, 0800, with
haze. Visibility was I0 miles. The weather was not considered a factor.
The tall rotor inltlally contacted the wire. The helicopter did a 180"
turn and landed hard, further damaging the tall rotor and shaft. The pilot
was not injured.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see and avoid a wire during an approach
landing caused the accident. The wire was unmarked.
Recomendations: A pilot warning device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior
co flight would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
Landing approach speed under 30 knots would not have created sufficient
kinetic energy for effective use of wire cutters had they been installed.
Pilot's Recommendation: Remove power llne from the Touche: airport. Or, at
least, being a private strip, there should be an X on the ruuway to indicate
the field is c]o_,d :!or public use.
|! i
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FIR TR_SPORTATION
3-072_____2_ Bowie _D Hu_hes 269B 3 Minor IpJuries Substantial - _24r000
_TSfi Accide¢_ Cause:
Pilot Error: 1. Exercised poor Judgment.
2. Failed to abort takeoff.
3. Failed to maintain adequate rotor RPH
Factor: High ebstructious
The Accident: A colereial pilot (2800 hours) struck power wires approximately
40 feet above ground on l'ftoff. The pilot was giving helicopter rides to DAV
post _e_bers from a parkiug lot. Total time o£ the fligh was 2 minutes. The
aircraft developed power loss on takeoff. The pilot was appareutly aware of
wires surrounding the landing area.
The weather was clear at the time of the accident, 1900, with visibility
of 15 miles. The wlnd was from the north at 5 knots. The sun was low but not
a factor.
The pilot attempted to return to the takeoff point after power loss during
the initial climb. The aircraft continued to lose power, struck power wires
with the maln rotor, and fell to the ground on its right side. The pilot and
two passengers sustained minor injuries.
Conclualon: The pilotts failure to observe Inadequate engine power and abort
takeoff caused the wire strike.
Recor_uendatlons: None
I" O0000001-TSBC
AIR TRANSPORTATION
3-093___.._56/21/71 New Orleans t LA Bell 47G4A One Fatal Destroyed - $62t000
NTSB Accident Caus....._._._...._____je:A high tlme co_erclal pilot (3253 hours) struck two power
wires approximately 250 feet above ground while on a final approach to a hell-
port at New Orleans. The pilot was on his first flight for an oil company,
and was ferrying the aircraft to the heliport in readiness for an early morning
flight the following day. Total time of the flight was I hour, 48 minutes.
At the time of the accident, 2040, the weather was clear with visibility of
i0 miles. The night was dark.
The aircraft impacted with power wires strung across the Mississippi River.
Towers are 425 feet high and each tower has a flashing red llght. The cables
sag to 250 to 200 feet above the river. The aircraft crashed and burned. Sal-
vage parts from the river had cable wrapped around the rotor head. The pilot
was killed in the crash.
E
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see and avoid the power wires caused the
• crash.
Recommendations: A pilot warning device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
I
Identification of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior
to flight would have aided the pilot in avoidance.m
Forward speed of aircraft at 60 knots provided sufficient kinetic energy
for effectiveness of wire cutters had they been installed, however possible
Inlt_al rotor head wire impact could have precluded their effective use.
00000001-TSB09
0 ..... I I
AIR TRANSPORTATION
3-1177 _ LaFollette, TN _hes 269A i Mino_.___rDestroyed - _15,000
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: 1. inadequate preflight preparation and/or planning
2. Continued VFH flight into adverse weather conditions
3. Failed to see and avoid objects or obstructions
Factors: Low collinS, los, snow
High obstructions
The Accident: A private physician pilot (300 hours) struck _ower wires about
20 ft. above ground on liftoff during adverse weather. The pilot was returning
to LaFollette airport where he had taken off earlier. He had run into fog and
snow, turned back, and landed in a field when conditions got worse. On liftoff
from the field, he became entangled in wires. Total time of the flight was
25 minutes.
At the time of the accident, 1715, the ceiling was indefinite, 200 feet,
obscured. Visibility was 3/4 mile with light snow, smoke and haze.
The tail rotor initially came in contact with the power lines on liftoff.
It spun out of control and becaml_ entangled in an inverted position in telephone
wires on the other side of a road frora the power lines. The pilot had minor
injuries.
Conclusion: The pilot's attempt to take off from a field during IFR conditions
and striking wires during liftoff caused the accident.
Reco_endatione: A pilot warning device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior
to flight would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
Liftoff speed of aircraft would not have created sufficient kinetic energy
for effective use of wire cutters had they been installed.
#
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AIR TItAN_PORTATION
3-1338 7/21/71 Fairbanks, AK Bell 206A 3 Fatal Destroyed - $131_000
_rrSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: 1. Inadequate preflight preparation and/or planning
2. Failed Co see and avoid objects or obstructions
Factor: lligh obstructions
The Accident: An experienced commercial pilot (3272 hours) struck two high
tension power lines approximately 40 feet above ground after caking off from
a landing area adjacent co a road. The pilot was carrying personnel ax_ equip-
merit on a soil sampling program of the Alyeska Pipeline project. The pilot
had landed at the area near the road for about 30-45 seconds for a passenger
to pick up some equipment. Total time of the flight was 10 minutes. Ic is
not k_own if the pilot was aware of the power wires before the wire strike.
At the time of the accident, 2210, the skycover was scattered at 6,000
feeC with visibility of 15 miles. It was dusk. A witness stated that because
of haze, clouds and deep dusk, it was hard to see the wires.
The fuselage and main rotor initially impacted with the wires. The photo
shows power cable strand marks on the upper main rotor mast. The aircraft
crashed to the ground after impact, killing two passengers. The pilot was
thrown clear and was found deed. The aircraft caught fire and burned.
Conclusion: The pilot's apparent failure to check liftoff area for wires and
subsequent failure to see and avoid the_a, caused the accident.
Recommendations: A pilot's warning device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior
co flight would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
Forward speed of the aircraft of over 30 knots had sufficient kinetic energy
q
for wire cutters to be effective had they been installed; however, their value
is questionable if the main rotor blades were involved in initial impact.
00000001-TSB11
!AORICUL_JRE
AERIAL APPLICATION
3-208__5 _ Franklin MN BeI____I47GOne Minor Substan!i%l - $9,000
h'TSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid objects or obstructions
The A_eldsnt: A cc_erclal pilot (148 hours) struck a telephone wire approxi-
merely 10-15 feet above ground while on a spraying mission. The line was
out of service and hanging _tom a pole. Total flight time of the pilot on the
day of the accident was 4 hours. The pilot was not aware of the wire until
impact.
The weather was clear with visibility of 15 miles at the time of the acci-
dent, 1430. The sun was high and not a factor.
The wire impacted with the bubble of the hellcopter and wrapped around
the rotor mast. The aircraft was put into autorotation and tipped over on
landing, damanging the main rotor blades. The pilot received minor injuries.
Conclusi__.o_: The pilot's failure to see and avoid the wire caused the accident.
Reco-..eadatione: A pilot warning device identifying wire location wheu within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior
to flight would have aided the pilot in wire avoidance,
A foz_ard speed of 60 knots provided sufficient kinetic energy for use
of external wire cutters; however, as one end of the wire was free, the use of
wire cutters in this accident would be of questionable value.
P_lot's Reco.-.endatlon: "Closer observation to obstructions in field."
i
AGRICULTURE
AERIAL APPLICATION
3-216__6 5/29/71 Wilsonville, OR llughes 269A No Injuries Substantial - $24,00_
!¢rSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: i. Diverted attention from operation of aircraft
2. Failed Co see and avoid objects or obstructions
Factor: High obstructions
The Accident: A certified agricultural pilot (394 hours) struck a power line
approximately 30 feet above ground. The pilot ,tag on a pull up from a swath
run while spraying shrubbery. Total time of the flight was 45 minutes. The
pilot was aware of the wire prior to entanglement.
The ceiling was _000 feet with visibility of 15 miles at the time of the
accident, 1920. The sun was not a factor.
The pilot looked back at his right to see if spray was coming out of
spray booms. At that moment, a main rotor blade hit and severed a power wire.
The helicopter went out of control and landed in a lake. The pilot was not
in_ured.
Conclusion: The pilot's diversion of attention free operation of the aircraft
and failure to see and avoid the wire caused the accident.
Recommendations: A pilot warning device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
An identification of wire location would not have aided the pilot in
this case.
Forward speed of 50 knots should have provided sufficient kinetic energy
for wire cutter effectiveness had they been installed.
00000001-TSB13
PUBLIC SERVICE
Police Patrol
3-2340 _ Rosedale, MD Ball 206A No Injuries Substantial - @70,000
_r!iBAccident Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed to see end avoid objects or obstructions
Th___ebcci_ dc_,_: A btate police officer commercial pilot (480 hours) struck a
5/16 inch cable approximately 35 feat above ground while making a landing.
The aircraft was on a medical evacuation mission. The pilot had a search-
light on and was descending when he struck an unobserved cable.
The night was bright and the sky was clear at the time of the accident,
2213. Visibility was unlimited. The pilot had ground police car check for
wires prior to landing and none were observed. The pilot turned on the search-
light, saw wires and cleared them.
The tail rotor impacted with the unobserved cable. The helicopter made a
hard landing which caused the main rotor to strike the ground. Damage to the
aircraft was substantial. The pilot and passenger were uninjured.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see and avoid the cable during landing
caused the accident.
Recommendations: A pilot warning device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have Dean beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire locatlon in relation to known ground objects prior
to flight would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
The speed of the aircraft of under 30 knots would not have provided suf-
ficlent kinetic energy for wire cutter effectiveness had they been installed.
O0000001-TSB14
AIR TRANSPORTATION
3-2554 7/15/7.l _u_ AZ Hu_hes 369HS No Injuries Substantial - $30.000
NTSBAccident Cause:
Pilot Error: 1. Failed to see and avoid objects or obstructions
2. Failed to follow approved procedures, directives, etc.
Factors: High obstructions
The Accident: A co..-ercial pilot (_021 hours) struck telephon_ wires approximately
180 feet above the river in the Grand Canyon. The pilot was with 3 passengers on
a sight seeing flight. Total time of the flight was ll minutes. The pilot was
not aware of the wires until after impact.
The weather was clear at the time of the _ccldent, 1402, with visibility
of 20 miles. The wind was variable at 4 knots. The sun was high and not a
factor.
Two rotor blades of the aircraft impacted with the wires. The pilot did
not lose control and made a safe landing at Phantom Ranch in the bottom of the
canyon.
Concluslon_ The pilotts failure to see and avoid the wires caused the accident.
Recommendations: A pilot warning device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior
to flight would ha_e aided the pilot in _voidance.
Forward speed of aircraft at 90 knots provided sufficient kinetic energy
for wire cu_ter effectiveness had they been installed.
I:.......
00000001-TSC01
AIR TRANSPORTATION
3-296__7 8/11/71 S_rln_flcld i M0 Hiller UHI2A 3 Minor In_urles Substantial -._$3B.OO0
NTSB Accident Cause_
Pilot Error_ Inadequate preflight preparation and/or planning
Factors: Water in fuel
High obetructlona
The Accident: A commercial pilot (1120 hours) struck a power line pole approxi-
_Cely 18 feec above 8round. The pilot was on takeoff for a sightseeing trip
with two passe.ere. The pilot had noticed engine did not develop full power
on the previous flight.
The weather was clear with visibility of 15 miles at the time of the acci-
dent, 1930. The sun had set and was not a factor.
The helicopter began to lose power cn lifteff. The pilot did not have enough
altitude to clear utility wires and a parked car, so had no other choice but to
hit the utility pole in his path. The pole was struck by the main rotor blades.
The aircraft crashed on the right side. The pilot and 2 passengers suffered
minor injuries.
ConcluBiou: The pilot's failure to check the loss of power in engine noticed
earlier and have it corrected prior to flight, caused the accident.
Eeco.--endatioue: None
AIR TRANSPORTATION
3-2989 8/13/71 _ Bell 4703B 1 Minor I:_ury Substantlal - $5tO00
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid objects or obstructions
Factors: High obstructions
The Accident: A commercial pilot (1519 hours) struck a I/2 inch steel cable
approximately 75 feet above ground. The pilot was on a photo mapping mission
with two pa: engers. Total time of the flight was 40 minutes. The pilot had
no knowledge of the cable at the time of the wire strike.
The weather was clear with vlslbillty unlimited, at the time of the acci-
dent, 1030. The sun was high but not considered a factor.
The bubble of the aircraft struck the cable, which broke on impact. The
aircraft descended under control into a river. The pilot suffered minor injur-
ies - passengers were unhurt.
Conclusion: Pilot's failure to see and avoid the wire cable caused the acci-
dent.
Recommendations: A pilot warning device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior
to flight would have aided the pilot in wire avoidance.
Forward speed of 45 knots created sufficient kinetic energy for effective
use of wire cutters had they been installed.
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00000001-TSC03
AGRICULTURE
AERIAL APPLICATION
3-2992 8/12/71 Union Brid_o. MD Bell 47D-1 No Injuries Destroyed - _20e000
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid objects or obstructions
Factor: High obstructions
The Accident: An experienced co,-,ercial pilot (2474 hours) struck a power line
about 40 feet above g_ouv_, Just after starting a swath run. The pilot was aware
of two sets of wires, one set being higher than the other. On his approach, the
hIsher set apparently blended into a cornfield and the pilot failed to see the
wires. Total time of the flight was 24 minutes. The pilot was on a spraylng
_%s_ion,
The weather was clear at the time of the accident, 1230. Visibility was
i0 miles. The sun was high and not a factor.
The wlreimpacted with the aircraft skid. The wire did not break initially,
c_usln8 the aircraft to crash to the 8round. The pilot was uninjured.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see and avoid the wire caused the crash.
Reco,_endatlons: The heneflt of a pilot's warnln8 device is questionable as
the pilot knew he w_s approachln8 wires.
_dnetlflcatlon of wires is not a factor in this case.
Estimated forward speed of the aircraft of about 40 knots would have provided
sufficient kinetic enersy for offectlve use of wire cutters had they been _nstalled.
Pilot's Reco,,_endatlon: "Proper markers attached to wires in fields utillzin8
aerial application."
!
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AGRICULTURE
AEZL nAPPLZCATZO
3-324__6 9/14/71 Grandvlewp TX H£11er UHI2C No Injuries Substantial - $2D000
i NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: Misjudged clearance
b Factor: High obstructious
The Accidents A high time commercial pilot (4262 hours) struck a power llne
about 20 feet above ground. The pilot was on a swath run. Total time of the
flight was 15 minutes. The pilot had knowledge of the wire before entanglement.
The weather was clear with 15 miles visibility at the time of the accident,
1430. The sun was high and not considered a contributing factor.
The wire hooked on a skid of the aircraft and then entangled the main
rotor, causing it to sever the tall boom.
Conclusion: The pilot misjudged his clearance of the power llne while spraying
a fleld.
Re_ommendatlons: A pilot warning device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location @as not an issue in this case.
Forward speed of approximately 60 knots would have provided sufficient
kinetic energy for effective use of wire cutters had they been installed.
q
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#AIR_ANSPORTATION
Power-P_peliue
1 Serious
3-3259 10/5/71 Idaho S_rlnss, CO Bell 4703B2 I Minor , Destroyed _ _58j009
NTSB Accldenc Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed co see and avoid objects or obstructions
Factors: Crew coordination - poor
High obstructions
The Accident: A high time air transport pilot (7,561 hours) struck 3 telephone
wires 64 feet above ground. The pilot and passenger were on a powerline patrol.
The total time of flight was i hour, 5 _nutes. The pilot and passenger failed
to see the telephone lines.
The weather was o_ear at the time of the accident, 0905. Visibility was
unlimlted. The sun was relatively high and not a factor.
The helicopter impacted with 3 of 4 telephone wires, lost altitude and
struck a power line, a tree, and finally hit the ground tail first. The engine
section of the aircraft caught fire, which was extinguished by the pilot. The
passenger was seriously injured; pilot sustained minor injuries.
Conclusion: The pilot's and passengerls failure to see and avoid the wires
caused the accident.
Reco-,-e_datlons: A pilot warning device identlfyin8 wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior
to flight would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
The aircraft's forward speed of 45 knots provided sufficient kinetic energy
for wire cutter effectiveness had they been installed.
PUBLIC SF.RVICE
Police Patrol
3-3347 _ Las Vegas, _IV Hu_hes 269C 2 Minor In_urles Substantial -,$35,000
bITSB Accident Cause_
Pilot Error: 1. Failed to see and avoid objects or obstructtous
2. Disregard of good operating practice
3. Pilot fatigue
Factors: High obstructions
The Accident: A pollce officer commercial pilot (1991 hours) struck a telephone
cable about 30 feet above ground, after flying under a power line. The pilot
and passenger were searching a drainage ditch at niEh_ , looklng for a missing
child. Total fllght time was 4.9 hours. The pilot had no knowledge of the cable
untll entanglement.
At the time of the accident, 0409, there were scattered clouds at 8500 feet
with visibility at 15 miles. The nlght was dark. Aircraft was using searchlights.
The cable broke upon i_pact with the main rotor blades. The aircraft crashed
into a ditch.
Pilot had stayed on duty for search even though his shift was over at 0200.
He stated that he was tired and did what he would not normally do - fly under
a power llne.
Conclusion_ Pilotts failure to see and avoid the telephone cable caused the
accident. He was fatigued at the time.
Reco_uendatlons: A pilot warnlng device identlfylu s wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to known 8round objects orlor
to flight would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
Near hover speed of aircraft would not have provided sufficient kinetic
energy for effective use of wire cutters.
q
PUBLXC SERVICE
Pollae Patrol
3-419___8 8/10/71 Bellwood I IL Bell 47C2A1 2 Fatal Destroyed - _44rO._ON.
i NTS B Accident Cause|
_torcraft: Hiscellauaoue units aud assemblies, tail booms/pylons/cones
, Misc. Acts, Conditions: Fatigue fracture
! Factorz High obstructions
i The Accident: A comerctal pilot (1898 hours) struck wires and a telephone
pole about 30 _aet above lrouud while attemptiu$ a lauding in a built-up area.
The tail rotor drive shaft yoke failed in flilht end the pilot was unable to
control the aircraft. The aircraft crashed, caught fire and was destroyed.
The pilot and police officer passenger, who were on a traffic control mission,
were killed in the accident.
At the time of the accident, 1628, the ceiling was 5000 feet, with visi-
bility of 12 miles. The wind wee 22 knots with suets to 30, which could have
been a factor as the pilot tried to land an uncontrollable aircraft without
hitting wires/poles.
Witnesses reported the aircraft having trouble as high as 300 feet, los-
ing altitude and rotating clockwise. Witnesses also described the tail rotor i
rotating so slowly that each blade was distinguishable. The main rotor blade
impacted with the wires end poles Just before the crash.
Conclusions The failure o£ the tail rotor drive shaft yoke durir_ flight caused
the aircraft to be uncontrollable in descent. The main rotor blade hit the
pole and wires on the way do_m, causing the aircraft to crash aud burn.
Recquuueudatioue: None. The at rcraft was u_coutrollabla at the time of the
wire strike.
• 00000001-TSC0
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MISCELLANEOUS
CONSTRUCTION
3-0011 _ Glenwood gprln_s t CO Bell 47J-2 2Se.._Eious Destroyed - _76r500
NTSB Accident Causez
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid objects or obstructions
Factors: Obs_ructions _o vision
High obstructions
The A_cldsnt: An experienced co_erclal pilaf (2522 hours) struck 2 steel tele-
phone wires approximately 45 feet above ground. Wires wart located 50 feat
below a ridge in mountainous country. Pilot and passenger were on a telephone
llne inspection. Total flight time was 1 hour. Pilot had no knowledge of
wire until entanglement.
At the time of the accident, 0930, light snow was falling, ceiling was
2000 feet, and visibility was 2 miles. Pilot reported flying over a bridge
Just prior to the wire strike and the telephone wires blended into haze and
background.
The aircraft became entangled with steel wires on impact, crashed to the
ground, and caught fire. Pilot and passenger were seriously injured. 300 yards
of steel telephone wire was attached to the wreckage.
Conclusion: Pilot's failure to see and avoid wire under conditions of low
visibility caused the accident.
Recommendations: A pilot warning device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location with known ground objects prior to fllght
would have aided the pilot in wire avoidance.
Forward speed of approximately 60 knots should have provided sufficient
kinetic energy for effective use of wire cutters. However, effectiveness against
#109 steel wire over 2000 lbs/sq, in. tensile strenB_h makes use of wire cutters
questionable in this accident. '_
00000001-TSC10
AIR TP_SPORATION
3-0058 2/21/72 Ninters_ CA Hu_hes 269B No _ Substantial - _1500
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: 1. Failed to see and avoid objects or obstructions
2. Unwarranted low flying
Factors: High obstructions
The Accident: A private pilot (98 hours) struck a powerline at approximauely
100 feet above a lake. Pilot was sightseeing with two passengers in a canyon
above a lake. Total time of flight was 1 hour. Pilot had no knowledge of
wire before entanglement.
The weather was scattered clouds at 5000 ft with 20 miles visibility. At
the time of the accident, 1500t the sun was high and not considered a factor.
Amain rotor blade struck the wire and was pulled back out of phase.
After autorotation and landing (aircraft had float equipweut) pilot was able
to phase rotor blades and ueturn to departure point.
Conclusion: The pilotts failure to see and avoid the wire caused the accident.
Reeo_endations: A pilot warnillg device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location with known ground objects prior to flight
would have aided the pilot in wire avoidance.
Forward speed of 60 knots provided sufficient kinetic euergy for effective
use of wire cutters had they been installed.
Pilot Recommendatiot_: *'Never fly below the ridge altitude in canyon areas.
Also recommend power company markers be attached to obvious hazards to flying.
Napa County Sheriff advised this exact same wire span caused 2 fatalities in
a light plane accident previously. Obvious hazards are well marked except for
long span power lines,"
F
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00000001-TSC11
AIR TRANSPORTATION
3-0205 i/8/72 Polo, I__L_ell 206 No Injuries Substanclal - $5_00__O0
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: I, Improper operRtion flisht controls
2, Improper compensation for wind conditions
Factors: Unfavorable wind conditions
High obstructions
The Accident: A hish tlme private pilot (3168 hours) struck a power pole
while hover taxiln8 from a landln8, Pilot applied too much collective pitch
to offset strong crosswlnd and became airborne, Pilot hovered underneath
wires and hit a pole off left rear before 8ettln8 helicopter turned into wind.
Total time of flisht was 1 hr., 15 minutes.
Weather was clear, 20 miles visibility with 40 knot winds at time of
accident, 1230. The sun was high and not a factor.
The main rotor blades hit the pole. There were no injuries to pilot and
passenger,
Conclusion: Pilot's improper operation of flight controls and improper com-
pensation for wind conditions on taxi after landing caused the accident.
Recomendatlons: None
O0000001-TSCl2
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AIR TRANSPORTATION
3-0411 4/24/7_ Coeburn, VA Sikorsky Itl9G 1 Fatal Destroyed - #205._00.
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot error: Failed to see end avoid objects or obstructions
Factors: High obaLruetiona
inadequate preflight preparation and/or planning
The Aeeiden_: An experienced commercial pilot (2300 hours) struck 3 power lines
approximately 150 feet high, strung across a mountainous valley. The pilot was
moving tlle aircraft to a new location in preparation for strip mine seeding
operations for the following day. The time of flight was 8 minutes. The owner
of the aircraft stated he had repeatedly warned the pilot not to fly into a
hollow without checking for wires.
The weather was clear at the time of the accident, 1908, with unlimited
visibility. It war twilight.
The ai_cralt collided wlth 3 unmarked high voltage power lines at the point
where the lines sag below the ridge lines on either side and where they blend
in with the landscape background. The aircraft exploded, crashed and burned.
The pilot was killed.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see and avoid the wires caused the accide_,t.
Recommendations: A pilot warning device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior
to flight would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
A forward speed o£ the aircraft of around 60 knots would have provided
sufficient kinetic energy for wire cutter effectiveness, had they been installed,
4
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AGRICULTURE
AERIAL APPLICATION
3-0732 4/5/72 _ Bel147G N_o_oln__uries Substanzlal - $I0,000
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pile= Error: Failed to see and avoid objects or ohstructlons
Fa_tor: High obstructions
The Acclden_: A high time commercial pilot (19,000 hrs) struck several power lines
approximately 20 feet above ground on a final approach to a landing area,
The pilot was moving aircraft from one field to another to start a spraying
operation. Time of flight was one minute, The passenger was showing the
pilot the fields he was to dust. The passenger did not see th_ wire before the
strike.
The weather was clear at the time of _he aoeldentp i045t with visibility
of 15 miles. The sun was relatively high and not considered a factor.
The aircraft cras_ed on final approach to the landing area and st'flared
substantial damage. The pilot and passenger were not injured.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see and avoid the wire while on landing
approach caused the accident,
Re¢o-_sndatlons: A pilot warning device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire l'catlon in relation to known ground objects prior
to flight would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
The forwar_ speed of the aircraft of over 30 knots provided sufficient
kinetic energy for wire cutter effectiveness |lad they been installed.
i 00000001-TSC14
AGRICULTURE
AERIAL APPLICATION
3-084___7 8/5/72 Floyd, VA nell 47G2A Two ?ata_l Destroyed - _30_000
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: Yailed to see and avoid objects or obstructions
The Accident: A high time co-,,ercial pilot (6,589 hours) struck L_o power
wires approximately 80 feet above ground. The aircraft was spraying the right-
of-way on a lower power line. Higher power wires, 90 ° from the fltsht path,
ran from the top of one ridge to the top of another ridge on either side of
the flight path. Tot_ time of the flight was 7 minutes. A map found in
the wreckage clearly indicated the upper power line crossing flight path.
The weather was overcast at 4500 feet at the time of the accident, 0738,
with visibility of 5 miles. The sun was not shining.
The main rotor of the aircraft impacted with and broke two wires of
the higher power lime. The tail sect£on became entangled with the lower power
lines causing the helicopter to crash nose first into the ground. The pilot
and passenSo_ were killed. There was no fire.
Conclusion: The pilotts failure to see and avoid the wires caused the accident.
Recommendations: A pilot warning device identifylng wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wlre avoidance.
Id_nti£1catlon of wire location is not an issue here, as the pilot ha4
a map marked with the wire locations.
Forward speed of the aircraft of 60 knots provided sufficient kinetic
energy for wire cutter effectiveness had they been installed, however initial
main rotor wlre impact would preclude effective use of wire cutters.
|,
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NISCELL_NEOUS
Offshore Otl Support
3-087__1 11/10/72 Hr. Dulac r _k Bell 47G-4A No Injuries _.bstantial_4_)O0
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: 1. Inadequate preflight preparation and/or planning.
2. Improperly loaded aircraft-weight-and/or C.G.
The Accident: An experienced commercial pilot (2478 hrs) struck a cable suspended
from a crane on llftof_ from an off_hore platform. Pilot was engaged in trans-
port _g cargo to a nearby platform. Flight had Just started when tileaccident
happened.
At the time of the accident, 1004, the visibility was I0 miles with high
scattered clouds. The sun was high and not considered a factor.
An external load of 150 Ibs was placed in the left pontoon carriage. Maxl-
mum uns.vmetrlcal Class A external load is 50 Ibs. As pilot brought aircraft
to a hover, he was unable to maintain control. Aircraft struck a suspended
personnel basket cable wi_h main rotor blades and crashed.
Conclusion: Pilot failure to check loading of aircraft caused it to go out of
control on llftoff, strike a cable and crash.
Reco_endations: None
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AGRICULTURE
AERIAL APPLICATION
3-1853 5/29/72 Orovnda_ NV Kaman K-600 .No It_uries Substan_ial - $10,0OO
NTSB Acclden_ Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid objects or obstructions
Factors: Inadequate preflight preparation and/or planning
High obstructions
The Accident: A high time couluerclal pilot, 6700 hours, struck several power
wires about 20 feet above the ground, The pilot was on a swath run, spraying
ditches next to an alfalfa field. Total flight time was 30 minutes.
The weather was clear with visibility unlimited at the time of the accident,
0630. The sun was low but not considered a factor.
The power wires broke upon impact with the helicopter. The aircraft rotor
system and cabin were damaged. The pilot was not injured.
Conclueio_: The pilot'e failure to see and avoid the power lines caused the
accident.
Recommendatlone: A pilot warning device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior
to flight would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
The forward speed of approximately 40 knots provided sufficient kinetic energy
for effective use of wire cutters had they been installed.
1
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AGRICULTURE
AERIAL APPLICATION
3-191._____46/4/72 Warden_ WA Bell 47G-2 N9 Injuries Substantial - $3,000
NTSB Accldenc Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid objects or obstructions
The Accident: A commercial pilot (803 hours) struck a guy wire while spraying
parallel to a telephone pole llne. Pilot was flylng about 15 feet above
ground and was not aware of an extra long, 90 Coot, guy wire. Total tlme of
flight was 5 minutes.
At the time of the aecldentp 0830_ the ceilln8 was 3000 feet, 5-10 miles
visibility with haze. Early morning light conditions made it dlfflcult to
see guy wire.
The main rotor blades struck the guy wire, and the helicopter sustained
substantial damage on landln 8.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see and avoid the guy wire caused the
accident.
Reco_endatlons: A pilot warning device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wlre location in relation to kno_t ground objects prior
to fllght would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
Forward speed of approximately 50 knots provided sufficient kinetic energy
for effective use of wire cutters had they been installed.
00000001-TSD04
AGRICULTURE
AERIAL APPLICATION
3-2243 7/8/72 Holsene HA Bell 47G3g2 No Injuries Substantial- $2,200
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid objects of obstructions
Factor: High obstructions
The Accident: An experienced commercial pilot (2530 hours) struck two power
lines about 15 feet above ground. The pilot was on a crop spraying mission t
and had Just started a swath run. Total time of the fllght was 45 minutes. ]I
The pilot was not aware of the wires until striking them. I
IThe weather was clear at the time of the accident, 2130, with visibility
of 25 miles. It was twilight; pilot reporting visibility was poor due to
decreasing light.
The nose and main rotor of the aircraft impacted with the wires, which
broke. The pilot immediately landed the aircraft without further damage. The
pilot was uninjured.
Conclusion: Due to decreasing visibility at twilight, the pilot failed to see
the wires, which caused the accident.
Recommendations: A pilot warning device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior
to flight would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
Forward speed of alrcra£t in starting a swath run, estimated at 45 knots
or over, would have sufficient kinetic energy for wire cutter effectiveness
had they been installed.
Pilot's Recomendatlon: (The accident could have been avoided) "by s?raylng
during good light only. By checking out field to be sprayed for obstacles such
as wires, trees, etc., I>efore spraying is initiated."
?
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AGRICULTURE
AERIALPPLI_ATION
3.-228.._2 _ Stockton, CA Bell 47G__2 No Injuries gu.bstantial - $28,500
HTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: i. Failed to see and avoid objects or obstructions
2. Operated carelessly
The Accident: A commercial pilot (2275 hours) struck 2 telephone wires approxi-
mately 20 feet above ground. The pilot was making a pull up from a swath run
in spraying a field. Total time of flight was 15 minutes. The pilot knew the
location of the wires but stated he forgot about them being there.
The weather was clear _Ith visibility of 20 miles. At the time of the
accident, 0935, the sun was high and not considered a factor.
One wire went above the aircraft bubble and was broken. The other wire
went beneath the aircraft and became entangled with the tail rotor blades and
drlve/mount assembly. Aircraft flew about 200 feet and struck the ground,
sustaining substantial damage.
Co.nclusion: Pilot failed to see and avoid wires, although their location was
previously known.
Recommendations: A pilot warning device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior
Co flight would have aided the pilot in avoidance,
Forward speed of 40 knots provided sufficient kinetic energy for wire cut-
ter effectiveness had they been installed.
4
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00000001-TSD06
AIR TRANSPORTATION
Power/Pipellne Patrol
3-2638 10/2/72 Cambridge, Ohio Bell 47G4 No Injuries Substantlal - $37p000
NTSB Accident Cause
Pilot Error: 1. Diverted attention from operation of aircraft
2. Failed to see and avoid objects or obstructions
Factors: Unwarranted low flylns
The Accident: A con,aerclal pilot (1578 hours) struck a power llne approximately
40-50 feet above ground. The pilot _nd passenger were on a power llne patrol.
Total t_,,eof the flight was 2 hours, 45 minutes. The pilot looked down at a
map, at which t_e the wire strike occurred. The passenger saw the wire but
too late to warn the pilot.
The weather was clear at the time of the accident, 1450, and the vlslbillty
wee 20 miles. The sun was high end not considered a factor in the accident.
Initial impact was with the bubble and skid. The helleopter took up the
slack in the power llne and then snapped it. The llne whlplashed and damaged
the tall rotor. The pilot landed in median on 1-77 highway. There were no
injuries.
r Conclusion: The pilot's momentary diversion from operation of the aircraft
and resultant failure to see and avoid the power llne caused the accident.
Reoo-,-endatlons: A pilot warnln8 device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior
to fllght would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
Forward speed of 60 knots pzovlded sufficient kinetic enerBy for external
wire cutter effectiveness had they been installed.
g
00000001-TSD07
AGRICULTURE
AER_L/_PLI_..___._____CATION
3-267.._5 7/23/72 Murdock_ IL Bell 47G-2 One Minor Injury Substantial _, _28t500
NTSB AecidentCause:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid obJecUs or obstructions
Factors: High obstructioas
The Accident: A commercial pilot (1594 hours) struck a power pole approximately
10-20 feet above ground with the tip of a main rotor blade. Pilot was on a swath
run in a corn pollination operation. Total flight time was 5 minutes.
The weather was clear and visibility was 15 miles. At the time of the
accident, 1400, the sun was high and not considered a factor.
Conclusion: Pilo_ misjudged distance to hlghllne pole and struck it with his
main rotor blade.
Recommendations: None. Pilot was aware of all poles in fleld prior to making
his swath runs.
!
00000001TAD 8
AORIGULTURE
Aerial Appllcatlon
3-303__5_ Oxnard r CA Bell 670_ No InJurles Destroyed - $53_000
_SB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed Co see and avoid objects or obstructions i
Factors: Poor Judgweut
High obstruction
The Accident: An experienced comercial pilot (4300 hours) struck t_o power
wires approximately 40 feet above ground. The pilot was making a recounaisaucs
of a lemon orchard prior to spraying with toxic chemicals. Total time of the
flight was 5 minutes. The pilot was unaware of the wires at the time of the
strike. The power line poles were 300 feet apart and extended 40 feet above
the orchard tress.
The weather was clear at the time of the accident, 0540. Visibility was
50 miles. It was dawn, but lack of light was not reported as a factor.
The tail rotor impacted with the wires, which were 90 ° to the line of
flight. The helicopter could noC be controlled and crashed. The aircraft
was destroyed; the pilot was not injured. The pilot was exposed co toxic chem-
icals and _ediately received a shower. He was examined by a pathologist and
the results were negative.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see and avoid the wires caused the aircraft
tail rotor to strike the power wires.
Reco_nendations: A pilot's warning device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to known ground objects when
co flight would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
Forward speed of the aircraft of 60 knots would have vrovlded sufficient
m. kinetic energy for wire cutter effectiveness had they been installed.
Up
I"'! 00000001 -TSDOc.
AGRICULTURE
A_IAL t_?LXCATIOH
3/3079 7/7/72 _isp, NA Ball 470__._2No Injuries Substantial - $8_000
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid objects or obstructlonb
Factors: Sunglare
High obstructions
The Accident: A commercial agricultural pilot (1359 hours) struck 3 power wires
100-120 feet above ground at the end of a swath run. The pilot was on a spraying
mission. Total time of the flight was 20 minutes. The pilot was aware of
the wires at the end of the swath run.
The weather was clear at the time of the accident, 2015t with visibility
of i0 miles. The sun was low and the pilot stated he was going to stop spraying
after this run because of the sun in his eyes.
The bubble impacted with the wires and snapped them. The pilot landed
the aircraft with a hard landing. The pilot was not injured.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see and avoid the wires because of the sun-
glare caused the accident.
Reeon_nendatlons: A pilot warning device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location is not a factor in this accident, as the
pilot knew the location of the wires.
Forward speed of aircraft of approximately 60 knots provided sufficient
kinetic energy for wire cutter effectiveness had they been installed.
J!
00000001-TSD10
qAGRICULTURE
AERIAL APPLICATION
3-3634 _ ElberC°nt GA Hu_hes 269A Onc_er_ous Injury Destroyed- ._371000
.NTSBAccident Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid objects or obstructions
Factors: High obstruction
.The Accident: A student pilot (hours unknown) struck a telephone wire approximately
20 to 25 geet above ground while on a swath run during a spraying operation. Total
flight time is unknown. The pilot saw the wire, realised he could not fly over
it, and attempted to fl_ under it and crashed. Pilot did not hold Agricultural
Aircraft Operator Certificate.
The weather was clear with VFR conditions. At the time of the accident,
1530, the sun was high and not considered a factor as pilot was on a south to
north run.
The wire struck the main rotor blades of the helicoFter causing the crash.
Conclusion: The pilot failed to see the wires in time to avoid hitting them.
Recommendatlons: A pilot warnln_ device identifying wire locatlon when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to known grour_ objects prior
to fight would have aided the pilot _n wire svolda_lce.
Forward speed of approximately 40 knots would _?_ provided sufficient
klretic energy for effective use of wire cutters had they been installed.
I
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00000001-TSD11
AIR TRANSPORTATION
3-3767 12_2_]72 Stonewall, TX Bell 206A 2 Minor In_uries DnstFo_ed - _131r0DO
_ITSB Aceldenz Cause:
Pilot Error: Misjudged Altitude
Factors: High obstructions
Low ceiling
Fog
The Accident: A high time commercial pilot (10,250 hrs), while maneuvering tO
align on tax,way lights, struck a power llne approximately 20 to 30 feet above
ground.and crashed about one mile southeast Johnson City airport. Pllot was
enEagsd in a night VFR flight from Austin to airstrip on Lyndon B. Johnson
ranch. Total flight time was 25 minutes. The pilot had no knowledge of wires
until entanglement.
At the time of the accident, 2110, the night was dark, ceiling at 900 feet,
scattezed at 200, with fOB and haze.
The power llne broke on impact wit|* the aircraft. The helicopter continued
forward, hit trees and crashed.
Conclusion: Pilot misjudged h_ _ititude while making a final approach, under
low visibility conditions.
R__e$$mmendations: A pilot warnin G devic_ identifyin G wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneflclal in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior
to flight would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
Porward speed of estimated 40 knots, provided sufficient kinetic energy
for effective use of wire cutters had they been installed.
00000001Tso12
AIR TRANSPORTATION
3-3838 12/25/72 B_ Bell 47G 3B1 No Injuries Minor - _2t000
NTSB Aceidenc Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed Co see and avoid obstructions
Faetor_: High terrain
The Accident: A high time commercial pilot (6700 hours) struck an abandoned
radio antenna cable 150 to 200 ft. above the ground. The pilot was engased
in a sightseeing tour of mountain country. Total time of flight was 20 minutes.
The pilot had no knowledge of wire until entanglement.
The weather was clear wlCh 50 miles vlslbillty. At the Clme of the
accident, 1220, the sun was near zenith and noc considered a contzibuting
factor.
The wire broke upon initial impact with the cockpit, and no further damage
to the helicopter occurred.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see and avoid the wires caused the crash.
Reco_nendations: A pilot warning device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to known sround objects prior
to flisht would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
Forward speed of approximately 60 knots provided sufficient kinetic energy
for effective use of external wire cutters had they been installed.
I!
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00000001-TSD14
AGRICULTURE
Aerial Application
3-0169 1/12/73 Marysvil!e t CA bell 47D1 No InJuris s nes.troyefl 7 $10tOO0
,,_.Sg Accident Caugs:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid objects or obstructions
Factors: Diverted attention from operation of aircraft
High obstructions
The Accident: A very experienced co_mercial pilot (8760 hours) struck three
wires approximately 20 feet above ground while midway on a swath run. The
pilot was spraying peach trees. Total time of the flight was 4 hours from
midnight to the time of the accident. The pilot was finishing the field,
however, he did uot indicate he knew of the preseuce of the wires.
At the time of the accident, 1400, the sky was clear with visibility of
15 miles. The sun was high and not reported as a factor.
Initial impact with the wires was with the canopy. The aircraft lost
forward motion and fell upright into the trees below. The aircraft was destroyed
and the pilot was uninjured. The aircraft was carrying dry toxic chemicals.
The pilot was not affected by exposure.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see and avoid the wires caused the accident.
Recommendations: A pilot's warning device identifying wire location when withln
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wJre avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior
to flight would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
Forward speed of the aircraft of over 90 k_ots provided sufficient klne_ic
energy for wire cutter effectiveness had they been installed.
' O0000001-TSEC
AGRICULTURE
Aerial Application
3-041___.__33/1/73 Live Oak, CA Uiller UH-12E I Serlou_._sDestroyed - _57jO00
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid objects or obstructions
The Accident: A very experienced ooHnercial pilot (10,000 hours) struck 3
power lines approximately 25 feet above sround while on a cleanup swath run.
The pilot was spraying an orchard and stated he completely forgot about the
wires, flew under them, striking wires with the rotor mast. Total t_ne of
the flight was 6 minutes. The pilot had flown one hour that day up to the
time of the accident.
At the tlme of the accident, 0921, the ceiling was I000 feet, cloudy, wlth
visibility of l0 miles. There was llsht rain which reduced visibility.
Agter strikins the wires with the rotor mast, the helicopter pitched up
sharply, fell back on the tail boom and bounced onto a road. The aircraft was
destroyed and the pilot seriously injured. The aircraft was carrying non-toxlc
chemicals at the time. The report states the pilot had handled little toxic
mateL'al for a considerable period prior to the aoeldent and toxicity was not
considered a factor.
Concluslo...__.___._n:The pilot's failure to see and avoid wires caused the accldeut.
R__ecomendatione: A pilot's w_rnlns device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to known sround objects prior
to flight would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
Forward speed of the aircraft at 40 knots had sufficient kinetic enersy
for wire cutter cffcctlvenese had they been installed.
AGRICULTURE
Aerial Application
3-043__6 3/18/73 Stockton e CA Bell 47G2 No Injuries Substantial - _lSeO00
HTSB AceSdent Cause:
Pilot Error: I. Diverted attention from operation of the aircraft
2. Failed tO see and avoid objects or obstructions
The Accident: An experienced commercial pilot (2,438 hours) struck a telephone
wlra approximately 8 to 15 feet above ground while on a swath run. The pilot
was spraying an alfalfa field. Total time of the flight was 4 hours and 50
minutes. The pilot was unaware of the wire, having stated he had not seen it
on his initial reconnalsanee of the field. The pilot stated that Just before
the wire strike his atrentlon was diverted to tileleft spray boom as it cleared
a tree near the wire.
The sky was clear at the time of the accident, 1610, with visibility of
15 miles. Thc sun was still relatlvely high and not reported as a factor.
Wire impact was mldwa F between the main rotor hub and maln transmission.
The aircraft crashed in a nose down attitude. The pilot was uninjured. The
aircraft was carrying liquid toxic chemicals. An interconnecting hose between
two insecticide • ' wast,_:_s broken upon impact but the pilot was not exposed to
poisoning.
Conclusion: The pilot's momentary diversion to observe spray boom clearance
resulted in his failure to see and avoid a telephone wire.
Reco_mendatlons: A pilot's warning device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior
to flight would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
Forward speed of the alrc_aft over 30 knots had sufficient kinetic energy
for wire cutter effectiveness had they been installed.
J
Pilot's,Recommendation: "Better inspection of wire locations on alfalfa field."
1
00000001-TSE03
AIR TRANSPORTATICN
1 Hlnor _nJury
_3-0503 3/19/7_.___3 Oirdwood I AE Hiller FHll00 4 No _nJuries Substantial - _35t000
_SB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed to sea and avoid objects or obstructions
Factor: High obstructions
The Accident: An experienced commercial pilot (3878 hours) struck two long span
power wires approximately 200 feet in the air. Total time of the flight was 1
minute. The pilot had flown 2 hours in the last 24. Th_ pilot was carrying
four passengers from a ski resort parking area to the top of a mountain for
skiing. The pilot saw wires Just before the impact. The power lines ware not
marked for vlsual identification.
At the tlme of the accident, 1615, the sky cover was scattered at 5,000 ft.
with visibility of 60 miles. The aircraft was flying to the southwest and the
position of the sun could have been a factor in the pilot's inability to see
the wires, although no statmment was made to that effect in the report.
Initial impact was with _he bubble. The pilot kept the aircraft under
control, landed, and discharged the passengers. One passenger received minor
injuries. The pilot returned the aircraft to Aleyska Resort, a distance of
11 miles, after inspecting the aircraft. The pilot was unaware the main rotor
blades had been damaged.
Conclusion: The pilot*s failure to see the long span wires in time to avoid a
wire strike caused the accident.
Recommendations: A pilot's warning device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identlficat_on of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior
Co flight would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
Forward speed of the aircraft of over i00 knots had sufficient kinetic
energy for wire cutters to be effective had they been installed.
Pilot's Recommendatlon: "Had the wires been marked in some way, I am certain
that I would have seen them soouer and been able to avoid them. They are very
high in the air and difficult to see against the dark trees In the pass."
j,
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00000001-TSE04
AIR TRANSPORTATION
3-0850 5/i/73 Nr. Uvalde TX Hughes 26_A 1 Fatalt I Serious Destroyed-$37_O00
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid objects or obstructions
Factors: Misjudged altitudeHigh obstructions
The Accident: An experienced commercial pilot (4743 hours) with a student pilot
aboard (44 hours) struck two long span telephone wires across the Nueces River,
approximately 25 feet above ground while on a aerial survey of livestock. Total
time of the flight is estimated at 2 1/2 hours. The seriously injured student
pilot was unable to be interviewed and there is no indication either me,abet of
the crew was aware of the wire strike.
At the time of the accident, lOlO, the ceilln 8 was 300 feet broken with
1000 foot overcast. There was a light drizzle and haze restricting visibility.
The skids, fuselage, rotor blades, and tall boom/pylon assembly impacted
with the wires. The aircraft crashed to the ground. The pilot died in the
crash and the student pilot was seriously injured. There was no fire.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see and avoid wires caused the accident.
Recommendations: A pilot's warning device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire locatlon in relation to known ground objects prior
to flight would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
Forward speed of the aircraft, estimated above 60 knots, had sufficient
kinetic energy for wire cutters to be effective had they been installed.
, i I S
00000001-TSE05
AIR TRANSPORTATION
Power Line Patrol
3-0973 4/25/73 Humboldt_ TN Boll 47G-4 1 Serious, 1 Minor Destroyed - $55,400
NTSB Accident Cause:
l° Power plant failure for undetermined reasons
2. Pilot misjudged clearance
Factor: High obstructions
The Accident: A very experienced commerclal pilot (6550 hours) was on power
llne patrol when the engine failed without any indication. The pilot had arrived
over a power substation to pick up a new set of wires. He had turned to the
left when the engine failed, and in descending, struck one of two sets of power
llnes approximately 75 feet above ground. The pilot was aware of wire locatlon
prior to the wire strike. Total time of the flight was 20 minutes.
At the time of the accident, 0955, the eeilln8 was broken at 2500 feet
with visibility of 12 miles. The sun was not a factor.
The main rotor impacted initially with the wire and the pilot lost control
of the aircraft. The aircraft crashed to the ground and was destroyed. There
was no fire. The passenger was seriously injured and the pilot received minor
injuries, The cause of the power plant failure was undetermined.
Conclusion: Engine failure in flight and the pilot's inability to clear wires
while descending caused the accident.
F;ecommendatlons: A pilot warning device identifying wire location would not have
been beneficial as the pilot was aware of wires and their locatlon.
Forward speed of the aircraft of approximately 40 to 50 knots had sufficient
kinetic energy for wire cutters to be effective had they been installed.
00000001-TSE06
PUBLIC SERVICE
Search and Rescue
3-106______6_ Portage De Sioux, MO Bell 473 One__.Rinor Substantial - $40_000
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: I. Diverted attention from operation of aircraft
2. Failed to see and avoid objects or obstructions
Factors: High obstructions
The Accident: A high time commercial pilot (13,000 hours) struck a power line
while attemptlr_ to land in a small helipad on which two other helicopters had
landed. The pilot was assisting in evacuating people from an area surrounded by
water. In landing, the pilot was following two other helicopters. The pilot
struck a line approximately 20 fee_ above ground while attempting to land to
uhe right of the second helicopter. The pilot did not see the power wires.
Total time of the flight was 30 minutes.
_-- At the time of the accident, 1910j it was a dark night with the ceiling at
4000 feet. Visibility was i0 miles. Wind velocity was 15 knots with gusts to
25 knots.i
m Initial impact of wires was wlth rotor blades as the pilot maneuvered
sideways to avoid being too close to the helicopters on the ground. Control was
lost, the aircraft crashed and received substantial damage. The pilot suffered
i minor injuries.
Conclusion: The pilot failed to see wires as he attempted to land in a confined
area in which two other helicopters had landed.
Recomendatlons: A pilot warning device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location In relation to known ground objects prior
to flight would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
Landing speed of under 30 knots would not have created sufficient kinetic
energy for wire cutter effectiveness had they been installed.
Pilot's Con_nents: "Heliport was to have been F_k approved as indicated by Union
Electric personnel. Pad was not inspected by F_ personnel and was represented as
a pad to accommodate 4 to 5 copters. There was room for two copters only and within
50 feet of distance through a gate there was a safe approvable area to operate. Ar,.a
not properly lit. Obstructions not lit. Improper clearance to pad."
4'
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00000001-TSE07
AI_ TRANSPORTATION
!
Aerial Survey
3-i12_____56/9/73 Kerrleman City| CA Bell 47G-2 No _n_urles Substantial - $28_000
NTSB Accident Cause:
i Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid objects or obstructionsFact r: High obstructions
The Accident: A commercial pilot (2050 hours) struck two long span power wires
approximately 30°40 feet above ground while on a geological survey flight.
The pilot and passenger were attempting to find a geological seismic cable and
were flying 20-30mph at 30-40 feet above ground level. The pilot, flylng
the contour of the land, descended into a canyon and hit power lines which were
below the horizon and blended into background. The pilot hit midway on a 900
foot wire span. He was not aware of the wires prior to the wire strike. Total
time of the flight was 15 minutes.
The weather was clear at the time of the accident, i000, with visibility of
lO miles. The sun was high and not a factor. The pilot stated the position
of his hellcopter at midpoint of the wire span prevented him from seeing the
power poles.
The part of the aircraft initially impactln8 with the wires was not reported.
The pilot maintained partial control after the wire strlke_ landed hard on the
side of a hill, bounced, and crashed on the left side. The pilot and passenger
were not injured. The aircraft sustained substantial damage.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see and avoid a Ions span set of power wires
caused the accident.
Recomsndatlons: A pilot warning device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior
to flight would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
Forward speed of the aircraft of 30 knots or under wo_'id make effectlvuness
of wire cutters questionable had they been installed.
00000001-TSE08
AIR TRANSPORTATION
3-1157 5/27/73 Honolulu_ HI Bell 206A 1 Minor Injury Substantlal - $50_000
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid objects or obstructions
Factor: High obstructions
The Accident: A very experienced commercial pilot (20,000 hours) struck a long
span power llne lightning arrest cable about 200 feet above ground across a
valley. The pilot had off-loaded passengers at a rock quarry. Total time of
the flight was 1 minute. The pilot had been warned by a Hawaiian Electric Co.
employee to be careful of the power lines in the valley. The pilot stated he
was aware of the cable but thought he was 40-50 feet above it.
At the time of the accident, 1515, sky cover was scattered at 5000 feet
with visibility of 75 miles. The aircraft was flying east and sun was not a
factor.
Initial wire impact was with the right skid. The pilot attempted to keep
the aircraft level as the airspeed dissipated and the cable drew taut. The
helicopter eventually settled into trees and brush, sustaining substantial
damage.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see and avoid a long span wire across a
valley caused the accident.
Recommendations: A pilot's warning device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire locatlon in relation to known ground objects mlgh_
h_we aided, however the pilot knew the location of the wire and thought he was
above it.
Forward speed of 70-80 mph provided sufficient kinetic energy for wire cut-
ters to be effective had they been installed. J
Pilot's Recomr endation: "Having electric wires marked across valleys." qi
I
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AIR TRANSPORTATION
1 Serious
3-1212 1/22/73 Miaml Beacht F_L Bell 47G I Minor I I None Substantlal - _II,000
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: i. Inadequate preflight preparation and/or planning.
2. Misjudged distance, speed, altitude or clearance.
3. Failed to malutalu adequate rotor RP_.
4. Improper operation of flight controls.
Factors: High obstructions
The &ceident: A commercial pilot (1214 hours) on an initial climb out after
takeoff, experienced a settling condition. The pilot turned the aircraft to
avoid wirzs. The main rotor blade hit a light pole, resulting in a crash landing
onto a street. The pilot was carrying two passengers, one injured seriously and
the other receiving minor injuries. The pilot was uninjured.
At the time of the accident, 1130, the weather was clear with scattered clouds
at 1200 ft. Visibility was I0 miles, The wind was from the southeast at 20-25 mph.
The pilot was carrying close to the maximum load of the aircraft.
Conclusion: The pilot was aware of all wires and obstacles in the take-off area.
The failure to maintain llft when operating at near gross carrying weight caused
the aircraft to strike a pole while settling.
Recom_endatlons: Identification of wire location might have aided the operators
of this sightseeing service to select a more suitable heliport for their sight-
seeing operations.
! 00000001 -TSE10
PUBLIC SERVICE
Police Patrol
3-121__8 5/28/73 Ga__ry,IN Nu_hes 269A Two Minor Substantial - $24.500
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error_ _mproper in-flight decisions or planning
Terrain: High obstructions
The Accident: An experienced commercial pilot (2930 hours) struck two power
wires approximately 20 feat above ground while autorotatlng to a landing. The
pilot had exhausted hi8 fuel while returning from a police mission. Total
time of the flight was 15 minutes.
At the time of the accident, 2015_ it was dusk_ with 6 miles visibility.
The ceiling was 1000 feet. The weather was not a factor.
The pilot knew he was low on fuel but he checked the gauge before the flight
an_ had enough for his mission. Returning from the mlssion_ his engine quit and
the pilot autorotated to a landing in a street intersection. The maln rotor
blades clipped (but did not break) the wires. The aircraft landed hard with
substantial damage. The pilot znd passenger sustained minor in_urles.
Conclusion: The pilotts miscalculation of fuel caused fuel exhaustion in flight
and subsequent emergency autoration which struck wires on the way down.
Reco.-.¢ndation: None
?
00000001-TSE11
AGRICULTURE
Aerial ApplJ eatio____n
3-162__5 6 1_73 Lumbarton NC Hughes 269B No In, aries Substantial - OltSO0
HTSE Accideut Causer
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid objects or obstructions
Factort High obstructions
The Accident: A very experienced commercial pilot (6585 hours) struck a power
line approx_ately 15 to 20 feat above ground, while etartins a swath run.
_te pilot had completed spraying corn on a nearby field and was on his initial
swath run of anoth_Jr field when he struck the wire. The coral time of flight
i was 15 minuCes or leas. The pilot had made a ground reconnaisance of the first
field but not of the field where the wire strike occurred. The pilot was not
aware of the exact location of the wires.
The sky was clear at the tithe of the accident, IllS, with visibility of
3 miles. There was hast. The sun was high but not reported as a factor.
The wiud crean and amain rotor blade impacted with the power line. There
was no other damage to the aircraft. The pilot was uninjured. The aircraft
was carrying liquid toxic ch_ical. The pilot was exposed 15 minutes or less
but was not affected.
j Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see and avoid the power line caused the
accident.
Reco._e datlon,q: A pilotls warning d vice Ident£fylng wire ocation when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior
tO flight would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
Forward speed of the aircraft of over 30 knots would have provided sufficient
kinetic energy for wire cutter effectiveness had they been installed.
Pilot's Recoe_uendation: "Entry to _weth run could have been made from opposite
end of the fleld, over trees, thereby giving the pilot more time to pinpoint the
exact location of the wires. This may or may not have prevented tile wire strike." /
?
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AGRICULTURE
AERIAL AI*PLICATION
3-1834 _ Barrin_ons WA Bell Tomca£ i Serious Substantial _ $ Ii,000
%_rSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed =o see and avoid objects or obstructions
Factors: High obstructions
The Accident: A high time cmnmercial pilot (9000 hours) struck a power line
approximately 20 feet above ground, while letting down to start a swath run.
Pilot was on a spraying mission over a wheatfield. Total time ot the flight
was i0 minutes. The pilot had Just flown over a _owerline and was unaware of
a diagonal power llne in his flight path.
A: the time of the accident, 0840, the weather was clear with visibility
of i_ miles. The pilot's flight path from SW to NE precluded the sun from
being a factor in this accident.
The wire struck the windshield, causing substantial damage to the cockpit
and serious injury to the pilot. The wire became entangled with the rotor mast.
The pilot maintained control of the aircraft and landed 600 feet from the point
of wlrestrlke.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see and avoid the wire caused the accident.
Recomendatlons: A pilot warni,lg device identifying wire locatlon when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identi_icatlon of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior
to fllght would have aided the pilot in wire avoidance.
Forward speed of approximately 60 knots would have provided sufficient kinetic
energy for effective use of wire cutters had they been installed.
00000001-TSE13
PUBLIC SERVICE
Pollco Patrol
3-187___7 4/5/73 Washlnsron. DC Bell 47G4A 1 Serious, 1 Hinor Subet_ntlal - _40,000
R_$B Acclden_ Cause:
1. Power plant + engine structure - mnster and coneect_ng rode
2. Fatigue fracture
3. Miecellen_ous - High obstructions
The Accident: A commercial pilot (741 hours) struck 3 power lines approximately
40 £ea_ above ground, while sutorotating the aircraft after s power failure. The
pilot was on a call for assistance mission _rom a ground police car. Total time
of the flight was 36 minutes. The pilot apparently was not aware of the wire
location before the strike.
AC the time of the accident, 2206, the night was dark with visibility of
12 miles. Weather was not a factor.
The pilot lost power suddenly end attempted to autorotate to a landing at
an intersection in Washlnetou_ DC. The aircraft tall rotor struck the power
lines and landed hard, with suhstantlal damage, The pesseneer was seriously
injured and the pilot received minor injuries. There was no fire. Subsequent
inveatlgaCion showed Numbez 6 cylinder connectlng rod cap bolt failed.
Conclus..____.._io_n:Englne failure in fllght caused _he pilot to eutorotate co e land-
Ing, with the aircraft str_kln_ power wires on the way down.
Recommendation: None
o
O0000001-TSE14
I AGRICULTURE
Aerial Appllcaclo_
!
3-194______7_ Black Rock I AR Bal____147__GOneMino_._ E S4bstantial - $5_600
l HTSB Accident Capes:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid objects or obntructions
Factor: High obst_uction
The Accidentg A high time commercial pilot (6834 hours) struck two power lines
about 20 feet above ground on a pull up from a swath run. The pilot was spray-
ing weeds in pasture land. The power line angled across the pasture. The power
pole was set back in trees and the pilot did not see either pole or wires.
Time of the flight was 45 minutes.
The weather at the time of the accident, 0655, was clear with visibility
of 15 miles. The sun was low but was not reported as a factor.
The bubble initially impacted with the wires, The main rotor blades and
tail rotor were damaged. The pilot received minor injuries,
Conclu_.._._._s_on:The pilot's failure to see and avoid a wire on pull up from a swath
run caused the accident.
Rscommendatlons: A pilot's warnit_ device identifying wire location when w%thin
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identlficat_on of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior
to flight would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
Forward speed of 60 knots would have provided sufficient kinetic energy for
wlze cutter effectlvene_ss had they been installed.
A(.R [cULl [rRI:
3-2002 7_7.3 Dublln_ TX llil_ter UII-12A .No LnJ.ries .Substantial - _O_
NT._SBAccident Cause:
Pilot Error: i. Misjudged clearance
2, Misjudged speed and altitude
The Accident: An experienced comerctal pilot (2010 hours) struck 2 wires
approximately 20 feat above ground on liftoff from a trailer. The pilot had
moved the helicopter by trailer to an area where he was to prepare for aerial
application. Total time of flight was 1 minute or less• The pilot stated he
made a thorough preflight and area survey and felt there was sufficient clear-
ance over the wires.
The sky was clear at the time of the accident, 1330, with vlsiblllty of
15 miles, The sun was high and not a factor, The wind was calm,
After starting helicopter and completing run up while the aircraft was
still on the trailer, the pilot lifted the helicopter off and started to climb
out. The pilot misjudged the distance to the wires and hooked the skids on
the wires• The pilot managed to break the wires hut landed hard and further
damaged the aircraft. The p_lot was uninjured. The aircraft was not carrying
chemicals.
t,om, Lusion. Pilot's misjudgment ,f clearance to tile wires caused the accident.
RgLco_endat ions: Xono
Pilot's Reconlaendation: "On calm day allow more room to get over wires. Check
area better."
!,
00000001-TSF02
AtlRICUL'rtIRE
Aerial Application
3-2151 7/30/73 Nr. Shreveport_ LA Bell 47(;5A No htjuries Substantial - _61_{)0(_
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid objects or obstructions
Factor: High obstructions
The Accident: A high time commercial pilot (20,931 hours) struck two telephone
wires and a steel support cable approximately 20 feet above ground while getting
into position for a swath run. The pilot was spraying brush in a bayou. Tile
pilot was carrying non-toxic spray and was on his fifth load. Tile tc, c'al time
of flight was 1.2 hours. Tile pilot was looking for the set of wires lie knew to
be in the area. lie stated tile wires were shaded by trees and difficult to see.
At tile time of the accident, 0822, visibility was unrestricted, clouds
scattered at 6000 feet. The sun was relatively high and not a factor.
Initial impact was with tile left landing skid. Tlle pilot applied full
power, snapped the telephone wires but failed to break tile steel support cable.
The aircraft crashed to tile ground sustainLng further damage. Tile pilot was
unlnjnred.
Conclusion: rile pilot's failure to see and avoid the wires caused the crash.
Recommendations: A pilot's warning device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial tn wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior to
flgith would have aided tile pilot in avoidance.
Forward speed of aircraft at 20 knots had sufftcietlt kinetLc energy to snilp
Cite telephone wires, however at that speed, wire cutter effeetivent.*s against the
t
heavier steel cable wonld be questionable, had they been ttlstalled.
00000001-TSF03
AdR ICULTURE
AERIAL APPLICATION
3-2186 8/4/73 Bcrlin_ MD Bell 47(:-5 1 Minor In_ur 1 S,abatantial_0 -
NTSB Accident Caus._e:
Pilot Errorl Pailed to see and avoid objects or obstructions
Factor: High obstructions
yhe Accident: A high ttma commercial pilot, 3060 hours. _truck 2 power wires
approximately 40 feet above ground while starting a swath run. The pilot was
on a spraying mission, and was not aware of the wires at the time of strike.
Total time of the flight was 5 minutes. The pilot made a high reconnaissance
of the field and was descending for a swath run when the wire strike occurred.
The weather was clear at the time of the accident, 1215, with visibility
of 15 miles. The sun was at its zenith and not a factor.
The aircraft bubble impacted with the wires. The bubble broke, the air-
craft made a hard landing and rolled over on its right side. The pilot received
minor injuries. He received no toxic effects from some spillage of toxic chemi-
cals.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure Co see and avoid the power wires caused the
crash.
Recommendations: A pilot's warning device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance,
Identification of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior
to flight would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
A forward speed of 40-50 knots would have provided sufficient kinetic energy
for wire cutter effectiveness, bad they been installed,
Pllpt's Recommendatiot___.._l: "Aeria_ reeone of fields be supplemented by detailed
ground recons prior to moving aircraft to field."
¢
J
00000001-TSF04
AIR TRANSPORTATION
3-2720 8/25/73 San Andreas, CA Bell 206B 2 Fatal, 2 Serious D__estroed - $140 000
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed to see objects or obstructions
Factor: Inadequate preflight preparation and/or planning
High obstructions
The Accident: An experienced commercial pilot (6400 hours) struck a telephone
llne after takeoff from the site of a grass fire. The pilot had three Forest
[ Service personnel as passengers. The pilot had landed the aircraft at the
site of the fire, stayed in the aircraft until passengers raboarded, and then
took off between two trees. The wire strike took place approximately 75 feet
above ground after the aircraft had traveled 300 feet. Apparently the pilot
was unaware of the location of the wire.
The weather was clear at the time of the accident, I130, with visibility
unlimited. The sun was high and not a factor. A sketch and photo show poles
supporting the wire partially hidden by trees from the point where the pilot
started his takeoff.
Initial impact was with the aircraft canopy. A witness stated rotors
were still turning when the aircraft landed hard, bounced and came to rest.
The aircraft was destroyed. There was no fire. The pilot and one passenger
were killed. Two other passengers received serious injury.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see and avoid the wire on takeoff caused
tileaccident, Had the pilot made a recon of the area to determine location of
wire and pole, the accident might have been prevented.
Pecommendations: A pilot warning device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been 5eneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location with known ground objects prior to flight
would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
Forward speed of over 30 knots had sufficient kinetic energy lot wire cutters |
to hu effective had they been installed.
Ownj!r_sReSommcn_.dj[tjpj!:"Require all companies installing titles makL' efforts to
:.ark tile lines to make them visible, not try to tenet;it them for eeolo):y, lhes_"
l
killds of lines ,Irt_a ha:tard to tileflyinR public, and create safety *rob,, s.
O000000]-TSF05
AGRICVLTURE
AERIAL APPLICATION
3-2911 _ Little York r IN Bell 470-2-% No Injury Substantial - $30,000
i NTSB Accident Cause:
i Pilot Error: Misjudged clearance
Factor: High obstructions
1 The Accident: A eom_erclal pilot (933 hours) struck a statlc wire on a power
flue while maklug a right turn after a swath run. The p_lot was spraylug the
powerline right of way about 10 feet above the static lines, which were 150
feet above ground. The pilot was aware of the wires. Time of the flight was
3 minutes.
At the time of the accident, 0755, the weather was clear with vislbilit_
of i0 miles. The sun was low but not a factor as the pilot was flying south
and turning to the west.
The tail rotor impacted with the static wire durin 8 the right turn. The
aircraft autorotated through the main power lines, breaking two. A hard landing
damaged the aircraft further. A fire was quickly extinEulshed. The pilot was
uninjured.
Conclusion: The pilot's misjudgment of clearance while making a turn caused the
accident.
Recommendations: None
3
O0000001-TSF06
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AGRICULTURE
AERIALAPPLICATIODI
3-3403 7/30/73 Nr. Pulaskl t VA Bell 47C-2A No Injuries Substantial - $25t000
NTSB Accident Cause:
Power Plant: Failure for undetermined reasons
Mist: Evasive maneuver to avoid collision
Factor: High obstructions
The Accident: A commercial pilot (675 hours) struck a power line about 70 feet
above ground while surveying a power llne rlght-of-way. The pilot was on a
spraying mission for the power llne. Total time of the flight was 20 minutes.
The pilot had knowledge of the wires, but the engine lost power in flight and
the pilot was unable to avoid the wire strike.
The weather was clear at the time of the accident, 1050, with visibility
of 4 miles. Weather was not considered a factor in the accident.
The pilot was making a low survey (I0 feet above the line) over a three
phase main llne, executed a right turn, flew out i00 feet and turned to come
back over a top llne, when the engine backfired and momentarily lost power.
The helicopter struck a power llne and crashed into a hillside. The pilot
was going downwind. The engine and fuel system were checked. There was no
apparent reason for the engine failure.
Conclusion: The pilot was unable to avoid the wire strike due to engine fail-
I ure while on a power llne survey. The wire strike was incidental and not a cause
i factor in this accident.
Recommendations: Even with momentary power loss, a forward speed of over 30
I_ knots would have sufficient kinetic energy for effective use of wire cutters
|md they been installed.
#
00000001-TSF07
AfiRICULTURE
AERIAL APPLICATION
t
3-375_____010/15/73 Nr. Marsing, _ Bell 47G-3B No Injuries Destroyed - $28,000
i
NTSB Accident Causez
Pilot Errorz Failed to see and avoid objects or obstructions
Factors: Inadequate preflight preparation and/or plauning
High obstructions
The Accident: A commercial pilot (1440 hrs) struck 3 power cables about 20
feet above the grouud. The pilot was engaged in making a swath run in an orchard
spraying operation. Total time of flight was 1 hour. Pilot was not aware of
wire location untll entanglement.
The weather was clear with visibility of 40 miles. At the time of the acci-
dent, 1300, the sun was at its zenith and not considered a factor.
The bubble of the aircraft struck the power cables at a forward speed of
approximately &O knots. The pilot attempted to climb, but the aircraft des-
cended in a shallow turn and crashed to the ground.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see and avoid the wires caused the accident.
Recommendations: A pilot warning device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior
to flight would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
Forward speed of 40 knots provided sufficient kinetic energy for wire cut-
ter effectiveness had they been installed.
I
00000001_T.  n£
AIR TRANSPgRTAT ION
3-3829 8/8/73 Inelmllum t WA Bell 47J-2A i Serious Destroyed - $27t000
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid objects and obstructions
Factors: Inadequate preflight preparation and/or planning
High obstructions
The Accident: A commercial pilot (1920 hours) struck a power wire approximately
30 feet above ground, while on a landing approach to a cleared area. The pilot
was picking up a radio before proceeding further on a fire control mission.
Total time of the flight was 1 hour, 5 minutes. The pilot had used the area
previously, but not within the last 2 years.
At the time of the accident, 2025, the weather was clear with visibility
of 20 m_les. It was dusk, with the pilot landing into the shadows of the sun
on a heading of 240 ° . Tall trees surrounded the landing area.
The main rotor blades impacted with the wires, causing the aircraft to
crash to the ground. The helicopter caught fire and was destroyed. The pilot
was seriously injured.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see and avoid the wire on an approach land-
ing caused the crash.
Recommendations: A pilot warning device continuously identifying wire location
when within hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior
to flight would have aided the pilot in wire avoidance.
Forward speed on landing of 30 knots or under would not have provided
sufficient kinetic energy for effective use of wlre cutters had they been
installed.
iL
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00000001-TSF10
PUBLIC SERVICE
5earth and Rescue
3-038__0 1/20/74 WaFato t HA Bell 47G-4A One Fatal _ by fire - $45t000
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: I, Failed to see and avoid objects or obet_etions
2. Unwarranted low flying.
Factor: High Obstructions
The Accident: An experienced co_mercial pilot (2360 hours) struck three power
lines while on in-fllght descent after crossing a ridge. The height of the wires
above ground was not reported. The pilot mission _tas evacuating flood victims.
Knowledge of wire strike by pilot is unknown.
At the time of _he accident, 0838_ the weather was clear with visibility
unlimited. The sun was low but since flight direction was to the southwest, it
is not considered a factor.
The pilot was observed on a in-fllght descent by another pilot. On strik-
ing the power llnes, the aircraft burst into flame, crashed and was _estroyed.
The pilot received fatal injuries. The impact with 3 lines, steel core wrapped
with alu_inumwlre, was initially with the aircraft bubble. The photo wlth the
report shows a power llne tower in the distance, indicating the wires were long
span, approximately 150-200 feet above ground.
Concluslon: The pilot's failure to see and avoid the power cables caused the
accident.
Recommendations: A pilot*s warning device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to known ground objects would
have aided the pilot in avoidance.
Forward speed of aircraft of approximately 60 knots created sufficient kinetic
energy for effective use of wire =utters had they been installed.
#
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O0000001-TSF11
AIR TRANSPORTATION
3-0397 _. Deadhorse, AK Boll 206B 3 Minor Substantlal - $I06,000
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: Selected unsuitable terrain
Factors: High obstructions
Inadequate preflight preparation or plauniug
The Accident: A co---ercial pilot (2319 hours) struck a long span heavy steel
antenna wire approxi_tely 40-60 feet above ground while descending to land at
a construction camp. The pilot was carrying two passengers. The pilot stated
he did not Jao the wire because of existing light conditions. The wire was
unmarked and supporting poles, unlighted, were 1400 feet apart. Total time cf
the flight was 40 minutes.
At the t_se of the accident, 1545, the night was bright, sky cover was
scattered ai: I0,000 feet, with visibility of 10 miles.
Impact was with the main rotor mast. The wire wrapped around the mast
rendering the alrcraft uncontrollable. The pilot and passenBers sustained
minor injuries when the aircraft crashed to the ground.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see and avoid a long span antenna wire
supported by unlighted poles caused the accident.
Reco-,-endatlons: A pilot's warning device identifying wire location when
within hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to known 8round objects
prior to fllght would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
Forward speed of alrcra_t at approximately 30 knots while in an approach
i to landing m_ght have had sufficient kinetic energy for wire cutters to be
effective had they been installed.
Pilot's Recommendation: (i) "All wires, cables, etc., that could be a hazard
to aircraft should be marked: Balls, streamers, etc. (2) Poles supporting these
hazards should be _igbted during hours of dar_ess. (3) _en such a wire obstruction
is not in use for an extended length of t_me, it _hould be removed. Tbls antenna
was not in use nor had i_ been for a considerable time."
.e.
#
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O0000001-TSF12
AIR TRANS_PORTATION
3-0§___734/6/7______4Marlonp Ohi_ Enstrom F28A No Injuries Substantial - $ 37,500
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid obstructions
Factor: High obstructions
The Accident: A private licensed pilot (680 hrs) struck two powor lines
about 20 feet a0_ve ground during the final phase of a landing approach at
a school area. The pilot was carrying a passenger - they were surveying a
Job site for future work. Total time of flight was 30 minutes. Th_ pilot
had no knowledge of wire until entanglement.
The weather was clear with 30 miles visibility. At the time of the
accident, 1800, the sun was low but not considered a factor.
The wires struck the main rotor mast forcing the bubble up and the
tail rotor into the ground, resulting in substantial damage to the aircraft.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see and avoid the wires caused the crash.
The pilot failed to conduct a low altitude reconnaisanee before making his
approach landing.
Recommendations: A pilot warning device indentifylng wire location when with-
in harzardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior
to flight would |,ave aided the pilot in avoidance.
Forward speed of 30 knots or less during landing would not have provided
sufficient kinetic energy for effective use of external wire cutters.
00000001-TSF13
AIR TRANSPORTATION
3-0718 3/,30/?4 Gouldhnak, TX lllller UII-12A No Injuries Substantial - $46,000
NTSB Accident Cause:
i. Power plant failure for undetermined reasons
2. Unwarranted low flying
Factors: Exercised poor Judgment
Disregarded good opecatlng practice
High obstructions
The Accident: An experienced conu_ereial pilot (8400 hours) started to climb
over wires and trees, lost power, struck two power wires approx_ately 25 feet
above ground and crashed into trees. Total time of flight was 1 hour, 45 min-
utes. The pilot stated the failure was sudden and he did not have time to
lower pitch control and accomplish autorotatlon. The pilot was carryln8 two
passengers on a hunting trip. There were no injuries.
At the time of the accident, 1015, the weather was clear with visibility
of 15 miles. The sun was relatively higho Weather was not a factor.
Initial impcet was with the upper transmission, breaking the power 1lees.
The aircraft struck a tree, rolled on its right side with the blades strlklng
the ground. The aircraft was substantlally damaged. The engine driven fuel
pump drive was broken. The report stated that it could not be determined if
the "biscuit" broke before or after impact. The pilot was uninjured.
Conclusion: Engine failure as the pilot attempted to climb over wires and
trees caused the aircraft to settle and strike the wire.
Recomenda_Ions: A pilot's warning device identlfylng wire location when
within hazardous distance would have been beneficial, glvln_ the pilot advance
warning of wire_ in his flight path.
Identificatlon of wire location mlght have aided in wire avoidance.
Forward speed estimated at over 30 kn,Jts at the time had sufficient
kinetic energy for wire cutters to be effective had they been installed.
O0000001-TSF14
AIR TRANSPORTATION
3-0839 3/24/74 Superior, WI Enstrom F-28A 1 Fatal, 2 Serious Substantipl_
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid objects or obstructions
Factors: Unwarranted low flying
High obstructions
The Accident: A comercia_ pilot (740 hours) _truck two long span power cables
approximately 59 to 75 feet above an ice-covered bay. The pilot and two passen-
gers were making an aerial survey of real estate. Total time of the flight was
2 hours. There is no indication that the pilot was aware of the cables. Photos
show that supporting poles on land were not visible to the pilot.
At the time of the accident, 1630, sky cover was thin broken clouds at
23,000, with vlslbillty of i0 miles. The flight w_s to the east and sun was
not a factor.
Physical evidence showed =hat the helicopter flew up into the cables. One
cable was forced between the cabin bubble and landing skid tube. A second cable
impacted with the tail rotor guard. The main rotor blades then struck a second
cable and the aircraft crashed to the ground. The pilot was killed and two pas-
sengers were seriously injured. Repair of the airplane was not economically f_asibi_.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see and avoid long span power wires caused
the crash. Supporting poles on either side were not visible to the pilot.
Recomendations: A pilot's warning device identifying wire location when
within hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior
to flight would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
Forward speed of the aircraft of 85 mph had sufficient kinetic energy for
wire cutters to be effective had they been installed.
Owners' Recommendation: "The power lines should be brushed out and cleared around
poles so they wo_id be visible. The llne should be marked with bright markln_
balls. The p_wer lines are almost impusuible to see."
"A few years ago, the same power llne was hit by a float plane on a landin_
approach in the same area and crashed. Fortunately, no lives were lost in this
mishap."
?
o
00000001-TSG01
AIR TRANSPORTATION
3-1436 _ _r. Douslas , _ _gA 2 t_Ino.__...._rSubstantlal ..$24,000
NTSB Accident Cause:
PIlot Error: Failed Co see and avoid obJecC_ or obstructions
Factors: Selected un_uitable terrain
High obstructions
The Accident: An experienced private pilot (8120 hours) struck a telephone
wire approximately 20 feet above ground while landing at a ranch house. The
pilot was carrying a passenger to the ranch. Total time OE flight was 10
minutes. The pilot was apparently aware chat there was a telephone wire co
the ranch house but failed to keep it in sight when landing.
At the time of _he accident, 1025, the sky was clear with visibility of
60 miles. The sun was relatively high and not a factor.
The left skid of the helicopter impacted with the wire, causing the air-
craft to crash to the ground. There was substantial damage to the helicopter
and minor injuries Co the pilot and passenger.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to keep the telephone wire in sight when
selecting a landing area caused the wire strike.
Reco_,aendatione: A pilot's warning device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Forward speed of aircraft at approximately 30 knots while landing had suf-
ficient kinetic energy for wire cutter3 to be effective had they been installed.
Piloc'._.._...___Recommendatlon: "Could put nmrklng halls or h£gh vlslbilicy tape on
wire."
O00000NI_T.ee n9
_.IR TRANSPORTATION
3-1780 7/4/74 Delores t _CO Illller Ull12L4 1 Mino_._r .Substantial - ,__4_0|)0
NTSB Ac.cident Cause:
Pilot Error: Improper tnflight decisions or planning
Mist: Poorly planned approach- sunelare
The Accident: A commercial pilot (1876 hours) struck power lines about 20 feet
above ground while making a final approach to landing. The pilot was picking
up a forest manager to investigate a forest fire. Total time of the flight
was 15 minutes. ALthough the pilot had circled landing area looking for
wires, he did not see the power lines until too late to avoid them. The poles
supporting the power lines were hidden by trees.
At tile time of tile accident, 0640, the weather was clear with visibility
of 15 miles. The sun was low. which was a factor as the pilot's approach
was into the rising sun. Wind velocity was 5 knots.
Tile main rotor and fuselage engaged the power lines, which broke on impact.
Tile aircraft craslted to the ground with substantial damage. The pilot received
minor injury.
I Conclusion: Tile pilot's failure to alan approach and landing so that rising
sun would not affect his visibility caused him to strike the wire.
Reco__...__endation.___a: A pilot warning device identifying wire locatiou when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to ground objects prior to
fll:_ht would have aided the pilot tit avot6ance.
A landing speed of approximately 30 knots may not have sufficient kinetic
energy for effective use of wire cutters had they been installed.
00000001-TSG03
AlP. TR_PORTAT ION
3-2140 8/13/7'4 S_cramanto_C_AA Bell 47G No_r_ Substantlal 7 ,$11_O.OO
NTSB:_cci,dent Cauea:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid obstructions
Factors: High Terrain
The Accident: An experienced fixed wing pilot (4297 hours), cransittontng to
rotor craft (31.3 hours), struck a single strand of electrical transmission
wire strung across a field approx_ately 40 ft. above the ground. The pilot
was engaged in flying back from practice landings at an outlying field. Total
ti_e of flight was 30 minutes. The pilot had no knowledge of the wires until
a_tanglement.
The weather was clear with 30 miles visibility at the time of the acci-
dent, 2030, the pilot was flying under conditions of reduced visibility due
to oncoming darkness.
The main rotor and cockpit struck the wire at a forward speed of approxl-
mainly 50 knots; the wire broke and the pilot executed an emergency landing to
assess damage. Despite substantial damage to thu leading edge of the rotor
blades, the pilot flew the helicopter to home base.
Concluslon: The pilotts failure to see and avoid wires caused the accident.
Raco_sndatlone: A pilot warning device identifying wire locatlon when within
hazardous distance would have been beneflclal in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation t_ known ground objects
prior to fllght would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
The forward speed of 50 knots provided sufficient kinetic energy to cut
the wire. An external wire cutter might have bee_ beneficial, but initial
main rotor wire engagement makes positS.re use of tl_edevice questionable.
PUBLIC SERVICE
Police Patrol
3-2269 6/4/74 Crockett ICA Hushes 269C 2 Fatal Destroyed - $50t000
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: FalZed to see objects or obstructions
Factors: Inadequate preflight preparation or planning
High obstructions
The Accident: An axperienced commercialpilot (3347) hours) struck a long span
power cable that crosses Carqulnez Straits at an altitude of approximately 350
feet. Tilepilot and a passenger were on a routine police patrol. Cables that
cross the straits are supported by steel towers spaced 4,427 feet apart. Ver-
tical spacing of cables is 10 feet apart. The photo shows cables above and
below the cable which was hlt, indicating the pilot did not see them until
too late to avoid tllewire strike. Total time of the flight was l0 minuLes.
i At the time of the accident, 1246, the sky was clear with visibility
unlimited. The sun was high and not a factor.
Investigation revealed the main rotor shaft housing and the tall bcom
initially impacted with tilewires. Witnesses stated an explosion occurred ;it
the time of he wire strike. The aircraf crashed into tllewater and was
destroyed. The pilot and passenger, both police officers, were killed.
Conclusion: Tile pilot '_ failure to see and avoid tllelong spa_ power cables
caused the accident.
Reco_sendations: A pilot's warning device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to kno_l ground objects prior
to flight would have aided the pilot in wire avoidance.
Although the aircraft speed was estimated at 80 knots, it is doubtful that
there was sufficient kinetic energy for wire cutters to be e[fectlve against
large losg _pan power cables.
P_[_'_.Rfi2_o2_.eJlStjttlo_n: "if PC&E were required to mark power linos, this acci-
don: _ily h;lV(! het_n avoided."
d
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AGRICULTURE
Aeri_l Appllcatlon
3-:_350 8/6/74 Centerville, WI Bell 47DI No [njurles Substantial -.$Ii,000
NTSB Ac___ci_dencCauses:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid objects or ob_tructlons
Factors: Inadequate pr_-f]Ight preparation and/or planning
Iilgh obstructions
The Accident: An experienced co_=_erclal pilot (3691 hours) struck a power line
approximately 60 feet above the around whlle starting a swath run. The pilot was
spraying a corn field. Total time of the flight was i0 minutes. The pilot was
aware of power llne through the field but on his reconnaisance did not see the
feeder power llne which he struck. There were trees in the vicinity of the
feeder line.
At the time of the accident, 1710, there were scattered clouds at 5,000
feet with visibility of lO miles. There was haze. The sun was relatively high
and not a factor as the pilot was headed east at the time of the wire strike.
The impact with the power llne was with the tall rotor. The pilot went
into autorotatlon and landed hard. The aircraft was carrying non-_oxlc fert-
illzer. The pilot was not injured.
Concl...._..uuslo_.__.n_:The pilotls failure to see and avoid the feeder llne in the field
caused the accident.
Recommendations: A pilotts warning device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identificatlon of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior
to flight would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
Fo_ard speed o£ the aircraft at 30 knots had sufficient kinetic energy
for wire cutter effectiveness had they been installed.
?
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00000001-TSG06
AIR T_NSPORTAT ION
_-2414 8/5174 )_ilbur_pring, CA Bell 206___B_ Dy_tr.ayed - $1ba,O00
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error_ Failed to see and avoid objects or obstructions
Factors: Terrain - lllgh obstructions
The Accident: An experienced commercial pilot (2891 hours) strnck two telephone
wires about 30 feet above ground_ while landing at a pickup point in the bottom
of a canyon, The pilot was engaged in picking up firemen in a fire suppression
operation. Total flight tlme was I0 minutes. Pilot had no knowledge of wire
location until it was too late to avoid them.
Visibility was 15 miles wlth high scattered clouds. At the time of the
accident, 1240, the sun was at its zenith and was not considered a factor in
the crash.
The carriage structure of the aircraft became entangled with the wires.
The helicopter fell to the ground on its right side.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see and avoid the wires, which were partially
obscured by brush and treesj caused the crash.
Recommendations: A pilot warning device identifying wire location when wlthln
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior
to flight would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
Forward speed while landing of under 30 knots, would not have provided
sufficient kinetic energy for effective use of external wire cutters had they
been installed.
NNNNNNN1Te_n7
AGRICDLTDRE
AERIAL APPLICAT_ONN
3-266_._.._2_ Loxahatchee r FL B_ll 47 1 Mine______Dest.royed - $20,000
NTSB Accident Cause:
i Pilot Error: I. Diverted attention from operation of aircraft
2. Failed to see and avoid objects or obstructions
Factors: High obstructions
Obstructions to vision
The Accident: A high time comaerclal pilot (7277 hours) struck two power wires
approximately 25 feet above ground. The pilot was spraying an orange grove in
early mornlng darkness, and overflew his turnaround point while adjusting flood-
lights° The total time of the flight was I0 minutes. The pilot saw the wires
before the strike, started to turn, but could not avoid them.
At the time of the accident, 0520, the sky was clear with vislbility of
I0 miles. The night was dark with haze.
The main rotor 51ads impacted with the two powerllnes causing the aircraft
to go out of control and crash. The aircraft was destroyed, and the pilot sus-
tained minor injuries.
Conclusion: The 9ilotts diversion from operation of the aircraft, which caused
him tO overfly his turnaround point caused him to fly into the wires and crash.
Recommendations: A pilot warning device identifying wire location when within
I hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior
to flight would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
In this accident, the pilot started a turnareund to avoid the wires. The
rotor blades struck the wires, which did not break, making the eff_ctlveness of
wire cutters questionable.
Pilot's Recommcndatlon: "I believe one of the main factors that caused this
accldent was my trying to do too much _oo soon. With my hellcopter experience,
I of course had no problem with the handling of the aircraft, but [ was new _o
spraying orange groves and should have waited a littl_ longer before starting
spraying _ro,,es at ,tight+" "i
i
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00000001-TSG08
A ;RICm.TtTRE
 ERIAL t CAT
3-250_____558121/74 Nr. Oran_eville_ PA Bell 47_ No lnlurle_ Subscantlal_ - $II.000
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: Misjudged clearance
Factors: Terrain - High obstructions
The Accident: A high time comereial pilot (4363 hours) struck a power line
about 20 feet above the ground, when starting a swath run while crop spraying.
Total flight time was 30 minutes. The pilot had knowledge of wires in
tile field being sprayed.
_t the time of the accident, 0800 hours, visibility was 5 miles with haze.
The svn was low but not considered a factor as pilot was flying in a northerly
direction.
The wire broke the bubble, and then became entangled with the tail rotor.
The pilot autorotated the helicopter to landing.
Conclusion: Pilot mlsJudged clearance of wires in starting swath run.
Reco_endations: A pilot warning device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wires is not an issue in this instance as the pilot
knew location of wires above the field.
Forward speed of approximately 30 knots in starting a s_ath run after_a
turn would provide a questionable amount of kinetic energy for effective use
of wire cutters had they been Installed.
|
00000001-TSG09
AGRICULTURE
Aerial Appltca_ion
3-2804 4/24/74 Kekahat 11% Hu_hes 269A _Fata__l Destroyed - $37,000
i l_SB Accident Causes:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid objects oz obstructions
Factor: High obstructions
The Accident: A very experienced commercial pilot (8050 hours) struck three long
i span power wires approximately i00 feet above ground whlle on an in-fllght turn-
around after a swath run. The pilot was spraying ditches. The pilot had flown
k 1.5 hours that morning prior to the accident. The pilot was aware of the wires
end had noted their location from the ground. The pilot had been in five acci-
dents involving hellcopcere: one pilot error0 one of undetermined cat_s_, and ti_ree
from mechanical failures.
At the time of the accident, 0905, the weather was clear with unlimited
visibility. The sun was to the pilot's right and rear and not a factor.
The aircraft skid impacted with the wires, breaking two of them, A third
wrapped arnund the skid causing the aircraft to crash and catch fire. The air-
craft was destroyed and the pilot's injuries were fatal. The aircraft was carry-
ing non-toxlc herbicide. An autopsy was performed with result_ that the fatal
crash was not directly related to pesticide exposure.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see and avoid wires on turnaround caused the
accident.
Recommendations: A pilot's warning device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identlftcatlon of wires was not a factor as the pilot knew of wire location.
Although the aircraft was in a turnaround with a speed of under 30 knots,
two of the three wires snapped, indicating sufficient kinetic energy for ,_ffectlve !
use of wire cutlers, had the}'beel* Lust.tiled. .,/
00000001-TSG 10
AGRZCULTURE
AerialAppllcatlon
3-357_____18/30/74 bima, GA Hushes 269B 1 Minor Injury DesCroyed - _37,500
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: Misjudged clearance
Factors: Windshield dLrcy - restricted vision
High obstructions
The Accident: A coamerctal pilot (1700 hours) struck a low wire on finishing
the spraying of a bean field. Total time of the flight was 30 minutes. The
pilot stated he knew the location of the wire but he let aircraft set ahead of
him. He stated the windshield had some spray on it which limited his visibil-
ity.
At the time of the accident, 1600, the sky cover was scattered at 2000
fsec with vlsLbilLty of lO miles. The sun was relatively high and not a
factor.
Details of the aircraft wire strike were not reported. The aircraft was
destroyed and the pilot received minor injuries. The aircraft was carrying
non-toxic chemicals.
Conclusion: The pilot's misjudgment of clearance to a known wire caused the
accident.
Recommendations: A pilot's warning device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Forward speed of the aircraft at approximately 40 knots had sufficient
kinetic energy for wire cutter effectiveness had they been installed.
PilotPs Reco_endatlon: "Installatlon ot itwir_ cutter would have prevented
this accident. I feel that all Ag Aircraft should be required to have a wire
cutter.**
I
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AIR T_ISPORTATION
1 Serious
3-0206 1/13/75 Ft. Lauderda!_%FL Enstrom F2gA 1 No Injury St.bstantial - $370s__00
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: Improper compensation for wind conditions
Tile acciden_: A co_ercial pilot (855 hours) struck a utility pole after the
pilot lost airspeed and altitude on takeoff. The pilot was taking off from a
construction yard with a passenger. The helicopter made a normal lifto£f to
the east from a three-toot hover, and at approx_ately 100 feet of altitude
the airspeed dropped from between 40-5O mph to below 10 mph. Altitude began
to be lost, a right pedal turn was initiated, and the main rotor speed drupped
oat of the green. The eircraftstruck the ground in a tail law atttt,:ae and
at the same time the main rotor struck a utility pole.
At the tllae of tileaccident, 1330, sky cover was scattered at 2500 ft.
The wind was from the south at 15 knots, gusting to 25 knots. A ground witvess
stated the wind shifted to 270 ° wlth a gust of high velocity.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to compensate for wind cunditlons caused the
accident.
Recommendations: None
I
00000001 -TSG 13
A_;RICULTURE
,_rlal Appliea_lon
3-0581 3/I0/75 Nr. P_escott t WA Bell 2660 No [nJurios Substantial - $40_00_
_SB Accident Causu:
Pilot Erro_: Failed to ace and avoid ob_eeta or ohatruetlona
Factor: High obstructions
The Accident: A commercial pilot (2381 hours) etruck a TV cable approximately
20 fee_ above ground on a pull up from a swath run. The pilot _as apraylng weeds
parallel to a TV cable and hooked the cabl_ with the right spray boom as he
pulled up. To=al Clmc of the flight was 5 minutes. The pilot was aware of the
location of the TV cable.
At the tlme of =he accident, 0930, the ,;eiling was 1500 _ee_ wi=h vi_IbiliI:y
of 5 mil_s. The sun was not a fa=tor.
After the spray boom hooked the ¢_ble, the c'_hle _eu contacted tha tall
rotor. The aircraft turned 120 _ and made a hard landi_ 8 with fur_he_ da._a_e,
The pilot was unln_ured. The aircraft was c_,rrying non..to.:ic_hemicals°
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see a,,d avoid the TV cable on pu!_ up fr,,_
a swath run caused the acelden_, i
Recom_uendat_.ion___ss:A pilot'_ watnlng d_vice id,_n_if,'_ng_Ire loca_io_ when wlthi,
hazardous distance m_ght possibl_ 5ave been Oeneflc_a_ in warning the pilot of
the proximity of _he :able.
Identlficatlon of ca_le location is no_ a fac=or as _e pilot knew £h_ Ioca-
tlon of the TV cable_
Pull up _pced o_ _i_ alrcraf_ of _vor 30 knots wou_d h_vo provlde_} sufficient
kir_%_ energy f_r ,._e cut_r eff_ct_ve_le_s he_ _h_y _en in_tal_.ed.
H
00000001-TSG14
AIR T_ANSPORTATION
2 Serious
_,130__._4._._t__Z_ _ 1_ : Hino__.___.rSubst•nttal - _ll2m0Ofl
.qTSBAcctdsnt Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed to ssm and avoid objects or oho_ruetion|
Factors: Suqlars
High obstructions
Unfavorable wind condltio•s
The Arcade•ca A comrcial pilot (2143 hours) struck a 8uy wire co • micro-
Wave Cower about $O foec above grounds halo on a lsnd/nlspproseh to an oil
company facility. The pilot was earryln6 three passe•Sets co a Continental
0tl Separator Station. Total time of the flight vii l_ minutes. The pilot
was fmsiliar wlth the guy wire but thought the approach was high enough to
avoid contact.
AC the time of the _ccident. _730. the waathor was clear with visibility
unlimited. Tb _ dun WaS low sad the pLloc stated tC was impoos/bZs co see Cho
guy sires. The wind was from the NNE, 15 to 20 knots - the pilot was landing
CO the east.
The aaln rotor impacted wlt:h the guy wire. The alrcrs£t was uncontrol-
lable, struck a oar and rolled over on the ground. A ground foreman extin-
8uished a firs. Two pass•riSers were seriously injured| the pilot and one pas-
senger received minor injury. The aircraft was substantially damaged,
Conclusio____.n: The pilot's failure to see and •void the guy wire while _., a land-
ins approach 1•to low sun caused the accident.
RecoanendaCtons: A pilot's warning device identifying wire location when wlchin
hazardous discancewould have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Forward speed of less than 30 knots on landing would noC have provided
sufficient kinetic energy for wire cutter effectiveness.
'1
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At;RIt._TI.TURE
Aerial AjT.pIicat ion
1-lJ53 6/1L/75 _NE BeI_._L47_ | Hinor Injury Subs_tantlal- $15q_Sa_)OO
._IT_B Accident Cause:
Pilot _rror: Pail_l to see attd avoid objects or obstructions
Factor: Sunglare
Tha Accident: An experienced cmmercial piIot (J92b hours) struck three power
lines approximately 40 feet above ground, while making a swath run. The piIot
uas spraying • corn field, lie had planned a pass under power wires at the end
of the run. Heering the end of the run, the pilot looked up to locate wires
and was temporarily blinded by the sun. The helicopter climbed into the pOWer
lines and crashed. Time of the flight uas 15 minutes. The pilot had flouu for
b hours from midnight to the time of the accident.
At the tl_e of the accident, 1430, the sky cover uas scattered at 3000
feet. Visibility was 7 miles. The pilot's swath run uas to the vest toward
the sun. The pilot did not have sun visor down as he was not expecting any
bright sun. Altlmush the weather was overcast, a hole permitted the sun to shine
through.
The main rotor blades and mast impacted with the wires. The aircraft crashed
to the gr_nd sustaining further damage. The pilot received minor injuries.
The aircraft use carrying non-toxic chemicals.
Conclusion: The pile:is failure to ace and avoid wires uhiIe flying into the
i sun caused the accident.Recommeadattons: A pilot's warning device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneftciaI in wire avoidance.
_ Identification of wires is not a factor as the pilot kneu the wire location.
The speed of the aircraft at 60 knots had sufficient kinetic energy for
wire cutters to he effective had ehey been installed on rotor mast. liewever,
wire cutter effectiveness when impact is by main rotor blades is questionable.
?
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00000002-TSA03
AIR TRANSI'ORTATION
I-i3_4S t__/1217_._..._Nr, Paso Ruble, s, _A illller VIIL2-D _ Sertou_ I)t,_troved -. ST.._._,[)t_lO
N?SD ._ecident C,luse:
Pilat Error: F',lll.'d to see and avoid chisels or obstrnctlons
F.wtor : Iltgh obstructions
Tile Accident: An experienced commercial pilot tS14b hotirs_ struck 4 long span
telephone sires approximately 1000 feet above ground over a Lanyon. Tile pilot
and passenger were enrouto to a ranch site. Total time of the flight was 1.5
minutes. Tile pilot had flown 3.5 hours in tits last 24. Investigation revealed
tilat tile pole supporting tile wires on east side of tile canyon was not visible.
The other pole was in an almond ,-vcl_rd. ldtres that were replaced were not vis-
ible from the grtnmd in any direction after replacement.
At tile time of tile accident. 1937, tile sky was cle_tr with visibility of
tO miles. Tits aircr_tft was flying ncrtileast at the time of the accident and
the sun was not a factor.
Impact was apparently wltlt the rotor mast. Tile pilot maintained control
_tfter the wire strike for approxiu_|tely 3000 yards and ,-ame down in a walnut
tree near t ranch Iwuse. Collective and cyclic controls were bound up wttb
tile wire Tile aircraft was destroyed; pilot and passenger were seriously
injured. A fire was extinguished by a rancher.
Conclusion: Tile pilotes failure to see and avoid long span wires whose sup-
porting poles were hidden by brush or trees caused tile accident.
Recomm__.endation_,_: A pilotts warning device identifying wire location wllen witlltn
ilazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior
to flight would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
Forward speed of aircraft at ,qo knots Ilad _uffici.,nt ki,_etic enel'gv for wire t
cutters to be effective had they been in.qtalled.
_.m,rt,q Re,;on_nendz__t_n: "Identific_ttlon m_lrkel's should b,, pl,lced on wLrt,s iu ,bH'i-
,'xtttxtr_tl arc,l_, rhl,_ ,_hould he a d,,fhlite reqtiirt, ment ht rli_geLl _errAin wilt,re
it iLity ,?o1,,_ ,Ire trot _'h, arly vL._ibLe."
00000002-TSA04
$
_;R ICULTURE
Aerial Appllearion
J-1515 _ Palousem WA Bell _703BI _o Injuries Do_troyed _ $51alOO
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid objects or obstructions
Factor: nigh obstruction
The Accident: A cmercial pilot (2075 hours) struck a power line approximately
25 to ]5 feet above Sround while on a swath run. The pilot was spraying herbi-
cide on a wheat field. Total time of the flight was 1 minute or less. The
pilot had flown $ hours that day up to the t/me of the accident, The wire was
strum diagonally across a corner of the field for a considerable distance, with
no poles in between.
The sky was clear at the time of the accident, 161b, with visibility unlim-
ited. The sun was relatively high and not a factor.
The wire impacted with the rotor system, causing loss of control. The air-
craft hit the ground hard. remaining upright, and caught fire. The aircraft
wu destroyed; the pilot was uninjured. Type of chemical was not reported.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see and avoid a long span wire over a field
caused the accident.
Recommendations: A pilot's warnin8 device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior
to flight would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
Forward speed of the aircraft of 60 knots b_d sufficient kinetic energy for
wire cutter effectiveness had they been installed. However, wire imp:set with
the main rotor system in this case makes wire cutter effectiveness questionable.
Pilot's Recommendatio_ns: "A more complete reconn_lnance of the field."
"The _trking on a lun_ _pnn of power lines."
#
00000002-TSA05
AGR ICULTURK
Aerial ApjlIi,'atio__!n
3-1534 blb175 Carml. IL Bell 47D-1 No Injuries Destrov_q.y_ed- $[S__Q_O0
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error. Failed to see and avoid objects or obstructions
Factor: IIIgh obstructions
The Accident: An experienced commercial pilot t5181 hours) struck two power
lines approximately 20 "set above ground while on a swath run. The pilot was
spraying brush in dralnage dltches. Total time of the flight was 1.2 hours.
The pilot bad flown over the power lines on a previous swath run. The pilot
stated the wires were hard to spot because the poles were placed be to 75 feet
from tile edge of the ditch and obscured by trees and high brush surrounding
the poles,
Tile weather was clear at the time of the accident, 0740, with visibility
unlimited. Tile sun was relatively I, Igh and not a factor.
The part of tile aircraft impacting with tile wires was not reported. The
aircraft crashed to the ground with damage beyond economical repair. The pilot
was not injured. Tile aircraft was carrying liquid non-toxic chemicals.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see and avoid wires with supporting poles
hidden by trees and brush caused the _lcctdent.
Recommendations: A pilot's warning device identifying wire location wben within
ha.'ardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification was not a factor in ttlis case. as tile pilot knew of tile loca-
tion of the wires.
Forward speed of bO knots had sufficient kinetic energy for wire cutter
effectiveness0 had they been installed.
q
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00000002-TSA06
AIR TRANSPORTATION
3-167_.._._5 7/2/7_____5Coluabus t HS 8uBhee 269C I Hlno_.__._rSubstantial - $)OtOO0
,_"rSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid objects or obstructions
Factor: High obstructions
The Accident: A commercial pilot (2311 hours) struck two power wires approxi-
mately 20 feet above ground while approacLing a field to check crops. Total
time of the flight wee 15 minutes. The pilot had flown 6.4 hours in the last
24. The pilot did not see the wires until impact. The sun had gone down and
the tinted aircraft windshield created less visibility. The wires blended in
with the trees in the background.
At the tl_e of the accident, 1930, the sky was clear with visibility of
10 miles. It was dusk.
Wire lapact was with the rotor _met. The aircraft was suspended momentar-
ily and fell to the ground sustaining further damage. The pilot received minor
injuries.
Conclusion: The pllot*s failure to see and avoid the wires during a period of
low visibility caused the accident.
Recommendations: A pilot's warning device identifying wire _ocation when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to knotm ground objects prior
to flight would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
Forward speed of the aircraft above 30 knots would have provided sufficient
kinetic energy for wire cutters to be effective had they been installed.
Pilot's Recommendation: "Avoid crop inspection under low vi_ibility conditions.
Accident could have been avoided if visibility greater."
I'#
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00000002-TSA07
AGRICULTURE
Aerial Ajlp [iea.tLon
3-2307 013175 _ _eil 205A1 I Mlnor InSury .Sub_tantial- $lgOeO0t_))
._|TSB Accident " •(.Ruse °
Pilot Error: Faile.a co see and avoid objects or abe:me:ions
The Accident: A zamaerciai pilot (2100 hours) struck a power pole while recon-
noitering a field for areas missed during application. Tim pilot was spraying
a tomato field. Tits pilot was hovering parallel to a power line. As he came
[ 90" to a power pole :'he math rotor blades struck the pole. The aircraft turned
) 45 ° to cite left and settled to the ground.
The weather was clear at the time of the accident, 1115, with visibility
of 15 tailes. The sun was high and not a factor.
The aircraft suffered substantial damage. The pa_.uuget" was bruised: the
pilot was uninjured. The aircraft was carrying non-tozic chemicals.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to avoid the power pole while hovering caused
tim accident.
geceeeaendattons • A pilot warning device identifying wire location when wttltln
hazardous distance might Itave been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Pilot's Recommendatio "Emphasize over and again importance of constant
alertness."
e*
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00000002-TSA08
AIR TRANSPORTATION ]Power Llne Inspection
3-248.__9 _ Compto% KY Hushes 269C NoIn_urtes DesCroyed-$2owo00
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: 1. F&iled to see and avoid objects or obstructions
2. Diverted attention from operaClon of aircraft
Factor: Sunslare
The Accldent_ A commerclel pilot (1280 hours) struck a power llne 75 feet
above ground while on a powerltne inspection mission. Total tlme o: the flight
was i 1/2 hours. The pilot hit a 400 foot wlre span about midway. He could
see a pole on his left which he believed to be part of the line being inspected,
but not the pole on the right, which was hidden by Crees. Tile pllot did not see
clm-wlre.
At the tf_e of the accident, 1045, the weather was clear with visibility
of $ miles. There was haze. The pilot stated the sun was in his eyes at the
c_me og the wire strike.
_ire impact was with the left grout strut and skid of the helicopter.
The aXrcraft settled into small Crees and brush in a nose low attitude wtth
the wire eutangled. There were no injuries or fire.
Conclusi?u: The pilot's failure to see and avoid the long span wire. with sun-
glare being a factor, caused the accident. The only supporting pole viotble
was believed Co be part of the power line being inspected.
RecOmuendations: A pilot's warning device identifying wire location when
•r£thin hazardous distance would have been beneficial In wire avoidance.
It is noC known if the pilot had an lndentificscton chart of all wires,
however, such a chert would have _£ded the pilot.
Forward speed of around 80 knots provided sufficient kinetic energy for
wire cutters co be effective had they been Installed.
. 00000002-TSA
AGRICULTURE
Aerial Application
3-2511 _/20/75 Mumford e _" Hu_hes 269B 1 Minor Destroyed - $37e500
HTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid objects or obstructions
Factors: lligh obstructions
Hidden obstructions
The Accident_ A commercial pilot (1250 hours) struck two power wires approximately
20 feet above ground while on a swath run spraying corn. Pllot pulled the air-
craft over a house and dipped back into the field. The helicopter struck the
powerllne which the pilot had not seen on his reconnalsance. Total time of the
flight was $ minutes or less. The pilot had flown 6.5 hours from midnight to the
time of the accident.
The sky was clear at the time of the accident, 1755, with visibility of 15
miles. The pilot was flying to the east at d the sun was not a factor. The report
states the wires and poles were partially h_dden by trees on the northern border.
The spray boom of the aircraft initially impacted with the wires. The air-
craft went out of control and crashed. There was no fire. The pilot suffered
minor injuries. The aircraft was carrying liquid toxic chemicals. The pilot was
• exposed after the crash for 1 hour or less, effacts unknowu.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see wires partially hidden by trees during
reconnatsance, and avoid them during flight caused the accident.
Recommendations: A pilot warningdevice identlfyi_g wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior
to flight would hove aided _he pilot In wire avoidance,.
Forward speed of aircraft of approximately 60 knots provided sufficient
kinetic energy for wire cutter effectiveness had they been installed.
Pilot's Recommendation: "I felt I did a satisfactory visual rcconnaisance. How-
ever, it'svery hard to see wires when the poles are placed in the tree lines.
Perhaps some type of markers could be hung on the lines where the wires ;are stluug
between 'hidden' poles."
?_ote: Fire extinguisher mounted on left forward door post did not cause injury.
-" Repor= recommended relocation, however, due to its position in relation to pth, t's head.
I
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00000002-TSAJ0
tAZR TRANSPORTATION I
3-2_3__._57/24/75 Hillsdsle t ZN Bell 206.___...__BB2 Hino_..___rrSubstantial - _25t000
NTSBA___ ccidenc Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid objects or obscruetlons
Factor: High obstructions
The Accidencz An experienced commercial pilot (5237 hours) struck 2 long span
power wires approximately 35 feet above the ground while in e final approach
to landing. The pilot was carrying a passenger to a construction site. Total
time of the flight was 30 minutes. The pilot stated he end the passenger first
saw the wires about 10 feec from the helicopter and slightly below them on the
left. The pilot attempted to climb to avoid them, but was not successful.
Poles supporting the wires were approximately 400 feet apurL.
At the time of the accident, 1020, the sky cover was scattered at 8,000
feet with visibility of 7 miles. The sun was relatively high and not a factor.
The tail rotor impacted initiall_ with the wires. The pilot auCorotated
the aircraft, which landed hard causing further damage. The pilot and passenger
received minor injuries.
Conclusion: The pilotWs failure to see and avoid th_ wires while landing at a
road construction site caused the accident. Poles supporting the wires were
unobstructed from view.
Reco_uendations: A pilot's warniu S device identifTinS wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to knowu ground objects prior
co flight would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
Approach lauding speed of the aircraft estimated co he around 30 knots
would have provided sufficient kinetic energy for effective wire cutter use;
however, pilot's attempt Co stop descent and Co climb would make their use
questionable.
f
00000002-TSA11
AGRICULTURE
Aerial Appllcaclon
3-25J. 6/10/75 Great Fsllms _ BelI47G-3 I Minor Injury Destroyed _ _251000
NT_,S Accidenc Cause:
1. Power plant failure for undetermined reasons
2. High obstructions
Factor: P|lot fat£aue
The Accident: A cowmerc£al pilot (740 hours) struck a power line approximately
40 feet above Srouud, while in recovery from a momentary power loss which caused
him to settle into power lines. The pilot was approaching a wheat field _or
spraying. The pilot had 12 hours flyin S time in the last 24 hours.
Th_ weather was clear at the t_ne of the accident, 1430, with visibility
of 50 miles. The sun was high and not a factor.
The rotor blades impacted with the power line. The aircraft crashed to the
ground and caught on fire. The pilot received minor injuries. The aircraft was
carrying non-toxic chemicals.
Conclusion: Momentary power loss while approaching a field for spraying caused
the aircraft to settle into the power line.
Reconunendations: A pilot's warning device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Forward speed of the aircraft above 30 knots would have provided sufficient
kinetic energy for wire cutters te be effective had they been installed, however
in th_s case main rotor blades _upacced with the wires and the effectiveness of
wire cutters is questionable.
I! i 00000002-TSA12
PUBLIC SERVICE
Ppliee Patrol
3-2645 7/24/75 Atlanta w _A Hushes 269 C Two Serious Destroyed by fire .- $56,000
._rrsB a__cidgnt Cause:
_lise: Powerplant failure for undetermined reasons
Pilot Error: 1. Failed to see and avoid objects or obstructions
2. Diverted attention from operation of aircraft
Factors: Iligh obstructions
The Accident: An experienced commercial pilot (2173 hours) struck trees while
[ attempting to avoid a wire during an autorotation landing. The pilot was on a
routine police paCroi when the aircraft engine lost power. The total time of
flight was 10 minutes.
At the time of the accident, 1639, there was haz_ with visibility of 12
miles. Weather was not a factor.
The pilot lost engine power and elected to lend in the front yard of a resi-
dence. During autorotatlon, he saw a wire, attempted to avoid it, and the tall
rotor struck trees. The aircraft crashed and caught fire. The pilot and passen-
ger were seriously injured.
Conclusion: Not a valid wire strike for this study, as the pilot struck trees
attempting to avoid a wire during au emergency autorotation.
Recommendation: NoDe
00000002-TSA13
AIR TRANSPORTATION
3-2659 _ Collins, .IA Bell 47 2 Minor Substantial - 911,000
i NTSB Accident Cau_e:
i Pilot Error: I. Inadequate prefligh_ preparation and/or planning
2. Mismanagement of fuel
Factors; liigh obstructions
Complete power loss
The Accident: A commercial pilot (1284 hours) struck 4 power wires 30 feet
high and 1 telephone cable 20 feet high when the aircraft was autorotating
to a landing after a power less. Total time of the flight was 1 hour a_
45 minutes, the majority of which was high power hover work in drying out
a baseball field. The pilot placed the aircraft in au_orotation after th_
power failed and selected a street in Collins for a landing. The p'lot cauc
over a tree and hit the wires.
AC the time of the accident, 0955, visibility was _0 miles. The pilot
was flying VFR. Weather was not a factor.
Initial impact was with the aircraf_ tall pylon. All wires were broken
as the aircraft came 4°wn. The aircraft spun counterclockwise after wire
impact, landed hard, and rolled on its right side. Fuel sumps were empty
except for several tablespoons of fuel. Just before power loss, the pilot
had picked up a passenger in Collins and estimated 1/4 tank of fue_ from his
fuel gauge.
Conclusion: The pilotWs inadequate check of fuel caused _he power loss in
flight. During autorotation to a selected landing site, the pilot came over
a tree and was too late to avoid a wire strike.
R_oo_endatlons: Forward speed of the aircraft during autorota=ion of around
30 knots may have provided sufficient kinetic energy for wire cutters to be
effective had _hey been installed.
.¢
00000002-TSA14
AGRICULTURE
AERIAL APPLICATION
3-3142 6/19/75 Paulding, OH gel1 47G._2 No Injuries Substantial - _ 28,500
NTSB Accident Cause:
I Pilot Error: I. Failed to see and avoid objects or obstructions2. Diverted attention from operation of aircraft
i Factor: High obstruction
i The Accideu._..._t:A commercial pilot (1277 hours) struck a power wire approxlmately
15 to 20 feet above ground at the and of a swath run. The pilot was on an
agrlcu:tural spraying operation. The total time of flight was 3.4 hours. The
pilot had made a surveillance flight of the area but was unaware of the wire
at the end of the field where the accident occurred. The pilot stated the wire
was obscured in a background of trees and heavy foliage.
The weather was clear at the time of the accident, 1815, with vlslbillty of
5 miles. There was haze. The sun was still relatively high and not considered
a factor.
The pilot si:ated he was nearing the end of the swath run and diverted his
attention to an auto which he thought would cross his flight path. Wire impact
was with the skid legs. The aircraft made a hard landing, damaging the tall
rotor. The pilot was not injured.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see and avoid the wire caused the craah.
Reco_aendations: A pilot warning device ideutlfying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been heneficlal in wire avoidance.
Identification of the wire 1ocatlon in relation to knowo ground objects
prior to flight would havd aided the pilot in avoidance.
Forward speed of the aircraft of approximately 40 knots would have provided
sufficient kinetic energy for wire cutter effectiveness had they been installed.
i,
O0000002-TSB01
PUBLIC BERVItiE
POL It:E PATROL
r
I_.-tt_._6 5/23/75 Nr. Baker at told, t_ Boll 474;3B2 2 S_riou._ Destroyed- _551000
i NTSB Accident Cause:Pilot Error: Failed to see arid avoid ob.leets or obstructions
Fac tots : Iligh obst ruc t ions
The Accident: All experienced commercial pilot (4350 hours) struck 4 telephone
wires about 300 feet above ground over Kern Rigor t::myon. The pilot and passenger
were entente from Bakersfield to Kernsville. Total time of the flight was 15
minutes. The pilot apparently had 11o knowledge of the wires until striking them.
The weather was clear at the time of the accident, 1215, with visibility
of 30 miles. The sun was at its zenith and not considered a faotor.
The aircraft bubble and main rotor impacted wlth four 14 gauge at,eel wires,
causing the aircraft to crash to the ground. The helicopter was det_troyed and
the pilot and passenger were sorlously injured.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see and avoid the wires caused the crash.
Recommendations_: A pilot warning dovtco identifying wire location when within
haeardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidan,,e.
Identification of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior
to flight would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
Forward speed of bO to 80 knots provided suffit'lent kinetic energy for
wire cnttt, rs to be effective had they been installed.
Recommendation of Chtef Pilot.
DGmt 2, Sheriff (not Jnvo|ved ihnt accident): _,"C°uttnua] emplm.qis o11 flight safety
lind a course of instruction on mountain flying for all new pilots, and ret'resher
¢onrse for other pilnts."
d
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O0000002-TSB02
AIR TRANSPORTATIOI_
3-3344_ Little Rock AR Sikorsky S-55R No _ Substantial - $136._0
NTSR Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: 1. Inadequate preflight preparation and/or planning
2. Mismanagement of fuel
Factors| Fuel exhaustion
Hishobstructions
The Accident_ A co-,,ercial pilot (1661 hours) struck a power line about 30 geet
above ground, while making an autorotative landing in a street. The pilot was
conducting familiarization flights for nurses at a hospital. The total time
of flight was 10 minutes. The pilot picked the street for landing after the
ensine quit, and probably was aware of wires.
At the time of the accident, 2053, the weather was clear with visibility of
7 miles. The night was bright. Weather was not a factor in the wire strike.
The pilot had given one ten-minute familiarization flight and was on the
second when the englne backfired and quit. The pilot autorotated into the _treet,
which was the only place he saw to land. The aircraft struck the power llne on
the way down, sustaining substantial damaKe. The pilot and four passengers
were uninjured.
Conclusion: Engine failure for lack of fuel forced the pilot to land in a street
area, where contact with a wire caused the accident.
Recommendation: An independent low level fuel warning system is recommended for
future design to reduce incidence of fuel exhaustion accidents of this nature.
!
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O0000002-TSB03
AIR TRANSPORTATION
3-3388 iO/24/7._55Sand Point ID Bell 47G3B2 _ Substantial - $11tO00
NI"_ Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid obstructions
Factol:s: High Terrain
The Accldenc: An experienee_ commercial pilot (7165 hours) struck an electrical
transmission wire strung across a field approximately 40 feet above ground.
The pilot was el_aged in a takeoff from a meadow. Total time of flight was
five minutes. The pilot had no knowledge of wires until entanglement.
The weather was 8000 foot overcast with 15 miles visibility. At the time
of the accident, 1045, the sun was obscured by the overcast and not considered
a contributiv= factor.
Entanglement with the wires from a takeoff _peed caused loss of the tail
rotor and subsequent loss of control, followed by a seml-controlled crash.
Coneluslon: The pilot's failure to see and avoid wires caused the crash.
Reco_aendatlons: A pilot warning device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in w_re avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior
to flight would have aided the pilot in wire avoidance.
Takeoff airspeed of less than 20 knots would not have provided sufficient
kinetic energy for effective use of external wire cutters had they been installed.
O0000002-TSB04
AIR TRANSPORTATION
3-353___..__4_ Lumber City I PA Bell 20_ No Injuries Substantial - _24t500
NTSE Accldent Cause:
Pilot Error: I. Diverted attention from operation of alrcrafc
2. Failed Co see and avoid objects or obstructions
Terralu: High obecructlons
The Accident: A high time comerclal p$lot (3859 hours) struck a power flue
about 200 feet above the ground, while following the Susquehanna River. The
pi_ot was engased in surveillance of strip mining operations. The pilot had
no knowledge of the wire uncll serlking it. Total time of the flight was 30
mlnetee.
At the time of the accident, 1430, the ceiling was 10,000 ft. with scattered
clouds at 3,000 ft. Visibility was 15 miles. The sun was not a factor In the
accident.
Upon impact, the wire broke and the windshield shattered. The main rotor
oladee were damaged and required replacement. The pilot was able to land the
aircraft at a heliport.
Conclusion: The pllotts failure to see and avoid a power line extending from
one bill to another across a river caused the wire strike.
Recomendations: A pilot warning device identifying the wire location when
within hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of the wire location in relation to known ground objects
prior to flight would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
A forward speed of approximately 80 knots provided sufficient kinetic
sa energy for effectlve use of external wire cutters had they been installed.
'qr.
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O0000002-TSB05
AGRICItLTORE
AERIAL APPLICATION
3-375_ g/21/7__._._5 Nonticello t FL Bell 47D1 No Injuries Substantial - $17t000
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: I. Spontaneous improper action
2. Failed to see and avoid objects or obstructions
3. Misjudged speed and altitude
Factors: Pilot fatigue
Evasive maneuver to avoid collision t
The Accident: An experienced commercial pilot (2125 hours) struck a set of
wires to his right about 20 feet above ground, after applying controls to avoid
wires he thought he had seen on his left. Tile pilot had reacted to a reflection
on tileopposite (left) side of his bubble of the sun shining on tllewires on
his right. The pilot was on a spraying mission. Total time of the flight was
two hours. The pilot had knowledge of wires on his right be dore tllewire
strike.
At the time of the accident, iglS, the weather was clear with visibility
unlimited. The sun was low at the pilot's left. The statement of the pilot
that the sun shining on tile wires created an image on the left side of the bub-
ble, implicates tile sun as a possible factor in this accident.
The aircraft boom initially struck a bottom wire, The aircraft then crashed
with substantial damage. The pilot was uninjured.
Conclusion: The pilot's error in attempting to awoid a reflection of wires on
his left, and thereby striking the actual wires on his right, caused the acci-
dent. Tile bubble design is suspect, also.
Recotmnendation._s: A pilot warning device to indicate wire location with reference
tO the flight path would have been beneficial.
Identification of wire locations in relation to ground objects prior to
flight would not have aided as the pilot knew the location of the wires to his "_
right.
Fot_¢;tr_l _qpeed of JO knots might have provided _ttfficton_ kinetic Ollor!_,y for
rise of wire cutters had they been Installed.
O0000002-TSB06
PUBLIC _ERVICE
POLZCE,eATROL
3-4010 _ Richmond I VA HuShes 269C 2 _iuor Injuries Deatroy_l - g351000
_TSB Accident Cause:
Power Plantz 1. Engine Structure Valve Assemblies
2. Materiel £a£1ure
Factors: High obstructions
The Accident: A private l_cansed pilot (387 hours) on routine police patrol devel-
oped engine trouble, with complete power lose. During autorotation landing the
aircraft struck 5 power lines about 35 feet above the ground. Total time o5 the
flight was 1 hour, The pilot had no knowledge o5 the wires until entanglement.
The weather was clear. At the time o5 the accident. 1745t it was dark and
the wires were not visible to the pilot du_ing autorotation descent.
The power lines broke upon impact with the bubble, main rotor mast and
rotor blades. The aircraft crashed to the ground and was destroyed,
Conclusion: The failure of a valve assembly in the engine was the cause of
the crash.
Recom_eudetions: A pilot warning device identifyins wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been o5 questionable value to the pilot in an
autorotation descent.
Ideuti£1cecion of wire location relative to known ground objects prior
to flight would not have aided the pilot in this accident,
The autorotetiou descent speed of less then 30 knots would not have pro-
vided sufficient kinetic energy to make external wire cutters effective.
i'
! '
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O0000002-TSB08
AGRICULTURE
A .RL LP ZCA%ION
3-0167 2/3/76 Oahu, HI Hiller UII_I2E No injury _ube_an_Isl- $53_000
i NTSB Acciden_ Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid objects or obstructions
Factors: Terrain - High obstructions
The Accident: A high time experienced agricultural pilot (3963 hrs/22 last 10
days) struck six 12-gauge braided copper wires strung across a sugar cane field
15 feet above ground. The pilot was engaged in treating a level sugar cane
field with a weed defoliant, Total time of flight was 30 minutes, The pilot
had no knowledge of wires until entanglement.
The weathe: was clear with 20 miles visibility. At the time of accident,
0915, the sun was relatively high and not considered a cont_ibutlng factor.
Upon entanglement with the wires, at a forward speed of approximately 5
knots, the helicopter made a forced landing. The wires entangled the maln
and tail rotors, causing major dantage to the craft.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to adequately identify all wires in the field
prior to commencement of work, is the primary cause of the accident.
Reco_endation: A pilot warning device continuously identifying wire location
when within hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior
to flight would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
Forward speed of 5 knots at time of impact probably would not have pro-
vided sufficient kinetic energy for effective use of external wire cutters had
then been installed.
#
O0000002-TSB09
AGRICULTURE
AERIAL APPLI.EATIOH
3-038______4_ Dows_ Iowa Bell 47-,_-2 _ Oestro_ed - $4,21fl70
NTSB Acoldent Cause:
Pilot Error: I. Inadequate prefllght Dreparatlon and/or planning
2. Failed to sea and avoid obstructions
Factora: High terrain
The Accident: A high time experielloed agricultural pilot (3400 hrs./3.0-1ast
I0 days) struck three strands of (7200 volt) electrlcal transmission wire crossing
a highway at approximately 20 ft. above ground. The pilot was engaged in a grass
seeding operation on the center divider between a parallel road system. Total
time of flight was lO minutes. The pilot had no knowledge ._ the wires until
entanglement.
The weather was 1500 foot overcast with 5 miles violbillty. The pilot
reported difficulty in seeing the wires against the cloud background. At the
time of accldent, 0935, the sun was ralatively high, and not considered a con-
trlbutlng factor,
Upon entanglement with the wires at a forward speed of approximately 38
knots, the pilot was forced down after 50 feet of flight. The wires struck and
remained entangled with the main rotor.
Conclusion: The pilotts failure to locate wlres relatlv_ to known ground objects
and visual blending of wires with the overcast caused the cras_.
D
m Recommendation: A pilot warning device continuously identifying wire location
when within hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location with known ground objects prior to fllght
would have aided the pilot in wire avoidance.
Forward speed of estimated 38 knots should have provided sufficient kinetic
energy for effective u_e of external wire cutters had such device been installed.
However, main rotor engagement of the wires rather than cockpi_ impact makes use
of the external wire cutters questionable, q
I
O0000002-TSBIO
r I ....
AIR TRANSPORTATION
3-0865 4/12/76 N. Miami Beach, FL Bell 47-G 3 M_:lor InJurt__ D_._rk_ved-$23,fiO0
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: 1. Inadequate preflight preparation and/or planning
Hiscollaneous Conditions: 1. Fuel exhaustion
2. Complete engine failure
3. Forced landing off airport
The Accident: An experienced helicopter pilot (1887 hrs) struck the power
lines connected to traffic lights with the main rotor of the aircraft, when
engaged in an emergency autorotation caused by fuel starvation. The pilot
was returning from conducting a sight-seeing tour of the Everglades when the
engine lost power due to lack of fuel. In attempting to avoid landing on an
automobile in the emergency ant-rotation, the pilot struck the traffic light
lines. Total time of flight was i hour, 4 minutes. The pilot saw the wires,
but was unable to avoid entanglement due to the emergency auto avoidance
maneuver.
The weather was scattered clouds with 15 miles visibility. Neither the
weather, nor sun angle had any bearing on this accident.
The helicopter struck the traffic signal cables at approximately 25 knots,
cutting some and throwing wires clear of aircraft.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to monitor fuel and subsequent engine fuel
starvation was the cause of the crash. The resulting wire strike is incidental
and not a cause factor in this accident.
Recor_aendations: None
|:
O0000002-TSB11
[!
AGRICULTURE
AERIAL APPLICATION
3-122_.__45/10/76 Spokane, WA Bell 47G-3B One Hinocln__j__ _q.befant_a! : $40,OO0
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: I. Operated carelessly
2. Failed to see and avoid objects or obstructions
Factorsz High terrain
The Accident: An experienced agricultural pilot (2200 hours/20 hrs last i0 days)
struck three power distriVution lines crossing a grain field that was bolus
treated with a herbicide. The wire strike occurred after one hour of flight on
the pilot's third swath run in the same field. The pilot was aware of the wires
located 30 feet above the field.
The weather was scattered clouds at 6000 feeS, I0,000 foot overcast with 7|50+miles visibility. At the time of accident, 1230, the sun was near zenith
and not conside_ed a factor in the'accident.
Upon entanglement with the wires at forward speed of approxlmately 45 knots,
the aircraft was forced down after 80 feet of flight. The wires struck the main
rotor mast and tall rotors.
Conclusion: The pilot's inattention to detail of known wires was the primary
cause of the accident.
Recommendation: A pilot warniIL_ device continuously identifying wire location
when within hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
NTSB Reco_m_endatton: Institute stricter roles and safety policy for ag operations
in wire environments.
Forward speed of estimated 45 knots should have provided sufficient kinetic
energy for effective arc of external wire cutters had such a device been installed.
However, main rotor engagement of wires rather than cockpit impact makes use of
the external wire cutters questionable, l
p
O0000002-TSB12
AGRICULTURE
AERIAL APPLICATION
3-1259 5/6/76 Dallas Center, Iowa _iller UH-12D _ Destroyed- _3_20_0....
Pilot error: Failed to see and avoid objects
The Accident: An experienced agricultural pilot (2338 hrs/7 hrs laat I0 days)
struck one cable of electrical power lines adjacent to a field he was working,
with the tail rotor of his craft approximately 20 feet above the ground, Total
time of flight was 45 minutes. The pilot knew of wire location, but mls_udged
distance on pull up and turn around for next swath run.
The weather was clear with 8 to I0 miles vlslbiliLy. At the time of accident,
0700, the sun was relatively high and not considered a contributing factor.
Upon entanglement with the wire at less than 5 knots, the tall rotor wrapped
around the wire with such rapidity as to cause the helicopter to crash within 25
teat of the power line. The aircraft was destroyed _n the ensuing fire,
Conclusign: The pilot's failure to properly Judge distance from the wires was
the primary cause of the accident.
Reeom_nendatlon: A pilot warning device continuously identifying wire location i
I
when within harzardous distance and with increase in warnlnE intensity with i
i
impending impact would have been beneficial in wire avoidance, i
Pilot's Recommendation: "All flights along power lines should be made with the
direction of the lines thus avoiding any pull ups into the wires."
I
O0000002-TSB13
AIR TRANSPORTATION
3-Iq42 _ Somerset, CO Boll 47C,-3BI Two Fatal Destroy_ d - $45,000
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: I. Failed to see and avoid objects or obstructions
2. Unwarranted low flying:
Factors: Terrain - high obstructions
The Acciden_: An experienced pilot (1087 hours) struck four 3/4 inch 42 KV
unmarked electrle power line cables crossing a river approximately 70 feat above
the ground. The pilot with one passenger were enroute to a loading area to posl-
tlou the helicopter for a drilllug equipment llft up the mountains. Pilot know-
ledge of wire locetlon is not known.
The weather was clear with vislbillt) in excess of 15 miles. At the time
of accident, 1009, the sun was high and not considered a contributing factor.
Upon striking the wires at an estimated forward speed of over 45 knots,
the aircraft caught fire and L_nedlaeely struck the earth, scattering debris
over a 330 foot long swath. Both pilot and passenger died in the crash. Accident
investigation revealed wire strikes on main rotor blades and ple_Igla_s cockpit
bubble.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see and take timely evasive maneuvers to
avoid the power lines caused the crash.
Rocommendatlon: A pilot warning device continuously identifying wire location
when within harardoue distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
NTSB Investigator Recommendation: "Power lines must be clearly marked, whenever
the line lies in the path of flight, even though the possibility of flight over
the route obstructed by the llne is extremely remote."
Forward speed in excess of 45 knots should have provided sufficient kinetic
energy for effective use of external wire cutters had such device been installed.
However, accident investigation Indlcatious of main rotor engagement plus cockpit i
impact makes use of the external wire cutter questionable.
I
i
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O0000002-TSB14
AIR TRANSPORTATION
3-1495 6/26/76 Nr. Lampaaasj TX Hughes 269C Minor Injury Substantial - $15_o00
NTSB AccldentC_ause:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid objects or obstructions
Factors: Teraln - High obstructions
Struck power lines beside highway
The Accident: A relatively inexperienced pilot (300 hrs) struck electric power
lines running parallel to a highway approximately 20 feat above ground. The
[ pilot was attempting a landing to come to the aid of a friend that had been
apprehended by the Texas Highway Patrol for speeding. The pollce-apprehended
friend was driving the car that was intended for return of the pilot and his
passenger girl friend after the helicopter ferry mission. The pilot had no know-
ledge of the wires until entanglement.
The weather was 5000 foot overcast with I0 miles visibility. At the time
of accident, 1735, the sun was relatively low but not considered a contributing
factor.
At time of entanglement with the power lines, the helicopter was in a hover
about 6 feat from the ground and the pilot Dulled up into the wires. One of the
main rotor blades was ripped off and the aircraft came to rest on its skids.
The emotional envolvement of the pilot with the ground situation possibly
caused a stress situation that taxed hle ability, or capability, for prudent
observation of obstructio'_e to safe flight.
Conclusion: The pilot's envolvement with an external emotional situa#ion over-
taxed his limited flight ability to exercise due caution and care for avoidance
of obstructions and thereby caused the crash.
Kecomendatlon: Limited time pilots devote full attention to aircraft flight
and avoid any external distractions that would unduly tax safety of flight.
Effective use of a pilot wire warning device in this accident is question- 91
able since the pilot was in a partial hover and raised the aircraft into the
wires.
External wire cutters would not have been effective in this accident.
-- , . . . I I IHi_i
O0000002-TSC01
AGRICUL'rURE
AERIAL APPI.tt:AT tON
3-1551 b/__17/Tb Ravender t A2 Bell 47B One se__rim,s Substantial - $15_000
i NTSB ._ct'ldcnt t;att_.*
i Pilot error' M£sJudged clearanceFactor: _liscellaneous conditions - sun glare
T.he Accident: A high time experienced agricultural pilot (6900 hrs/17 hra 10 days
prior) struck electrical power lines during pull up from swath run at approximately
20 feet above ground. The pilot was engaged in applying a defoliant to pasture
underbrush. Total time of flight was one hour and 30 minutes. The pilot had
knowledge of wire location.
The weather was clear with unlimited visibility. At tile time of accident,
0800, the sun was at such an angle as to cause pilot blinding on pull up from
the swath run and is considered a contributing factor in the accident.
Entanglement with tilepower lines occurred on the pull up from the swath
run at minimum speed. Tile main rotor and spray boom engaged tile power lines.
Tile wire broke and becatae engaged with the tail rotor shaft, causing the aircraft
to crash In the immediate area of tile wires. The aircraft sustained substantial
damage and the pilot received serious injury.
Conclusion: Tile pilot's failure to properly Judge distance to tile wires on pull
tip caused the helicopter to become entangled with the power lines and caused tile
crash.
Recommendation: Agricultut'aI pilots conduct swath runs parallel to power tines
to avoid Judgement errors on pull up for turn arounds.
A pilot warning devices continuously identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance might have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
The minimal speed of wire entanglement probably would not have provided
_ttfficient kinetic energy fur effective list _ of exterlltl| wire cutters. Hath and
tall rotor wire ongagemeut would have precluded effective u.,;age of cockpit mounted
wine Ctt t te1"S.
00000002-TSC02
AGRICULTURE
AERIAL APPLICATION
3-1716 7/10/76 Goodlng, ID flushes 300C _ Substantlal - $25_000
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot error: Palled to see and avoid objects or obstructions
The Accident: A high time experienced agricultural pilot (3093 hrs127 hrs lO
days prior) struck power lines crossing a plowed field at approximately 20 feet
above the grovnd. The pilot was airborne for his first pass from a chemical
truck when he struck the power line with the left skid. The pilot had no know-
ledge of the wire until entanglement.
The weather was clear with I0 miles visibility. At the time of the acci-
dent, 1030, the sun was high and not considered a contributing factor.
Upon entanglement with the wires at a forward speed of approximately 40
knots, the wire failed to break and forced the aircraft to the ground.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see the wires in time to take evasive action
caused the accident.
Recommendation: A pilot warning device continuously identifying wire location
when within hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Pilot Recommendations: Wires in the middle of fields - (I) should have more
poles; (2) be marked with orange ball; (3) be taken down; (4) aircraft should
have been equiped with wire eutter_.
Forward speed of estimated 40 knots should have provided sufficient kinetic
energy for effective use of external wire cutters had such device been in_talled.
With just initial port skid wire engagement in this accident, wire cutters could
possibly have been effective.
K
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00000002-TSC03
AIR TRANSPORTATtON
3-174_____82_26/76 WesCport t '.4A Bell200_B N_ Substantial - $100,000
r
, NTSB Acciden_ Cause:
i Pilot Error: ,_lisJudged clearanceFactors: Terrain - High obstructions
The Accident: An experienced private pilot (2935 hrs) struck power lines when
i attempting a landing on a sand beach when approximately 15 feet in the air. The
pilot was conducting pleasure flight for friends from a sand beach. Total time
of flight was 50 minutes. The pilot was not £emiliar with the area and had no
knowledge of the wires until entanglement.
The weather was clear with 25 miles visibility. At Cite time of accident,
1600, the sun was relatively high and not considered a contributing factor.
Wire entanglement occurred Just prior to landing, with the tail rotor strik-
ing the wires first. Tail rotor control was lost with the initial wire strike
and autorotation from about four feet caused the aircraft to hit left side down
causing a roll over into the _ain rotor and ultimate aircraft destruction.
There were no injuries. The pilot was flying with medical limitation for glasses
for near vision.
Conclu.sion: The pilot's failure to see the wires and take proper evasive action
was the cause of the accident.
Reco_endatlon: A pilot wart.tag device continuously identifying wire location
when within hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
The near hover speed approaching landing probably would not have provided
sufficie:,t kinetic energy for effective use of external wire cutters had such
device been installed. Initial tat1 rotor entanglement could not have been avoided
with wire cutters. !i
00000002-TSC04
AIR TRANSPORTATION
3-1792 .8/15/76 Sheep Mountain,. AK lliller UII-12EJ Fatal Destrozed - $79,000
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid objects or obstructions
Factors: High Obstructions
The Accident: A high time experienced commercial pilot (5856 hrs) struck 16 or
more telephona lines crossing a river bed at an altitude of approximately 170 feet.
The pilot was ferrying the aircraft at the termination of a day's work. Total
time of flight was 2.5 hours. Pilot knowledge of wire location is not known.
The weather was reported as 5000 broken with broken lower clouds at 500
feet, with occasional rain. At tim time of the accident, 1930, with cloud cover,
light conditions was regarded as dusk. Lack of light and reduced visibility is
considered a contributing factor in this accident.
Upon entanglement with the wires at an estimated speed of 60 knots, the main
rotor sheared off the tail boom and broke off the aircraft. The wreckage f,ll
from the wires and'traveled in the direction of flight approximately I00 feet.
The crash caused fatal injury to the pilot and total destruction of the aircraft.
Concluslon: The pilot's failure to see the telephone wires in the reduced vislbil-
ity and darkness in time to take evasive action, caused the crash.
Recommendation: A pilot warning device continuously identifying wire location
when within hazardous proximity would have been beneficial in wice avoidance.
Owner's Recommendations: "Accident could have been prevented if telephone wires
had been marked. There are no visible poles on either bank of the river; the wires
are 300 ft and tO0 ft above the ground on either end and have an uninterrupted
span of more than I/4 m_le crossing tileriver. I feel this accident was caused
by gross negligence of the operators of tiletelephone wires for not putting
markers along the span."
Foward speed of estimated 60 knots should have provided sufflcleot kinetic
energy for effectlve use of external wire rattlers, had such devices beet* It*stalled.
However, the cluster of over 16 wires striking the alrcraft in the rotor asscm-
blies in addition to tile cockpit, wouht probably have invalidated any btulefictaI.
effect of wire cutters.
#
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3-186_5 4123176 _llte Hir.d_O Enatrem F-28__A _.__atal l_cs_rowd - Sbb,bNO
NTSB Accident Caum_:
Pilot Error: 1. Improper In-fl_ght decision or planning
2. Unwarranted los_ flying
3. Failed to see and avoid objects or obstructions
Factors: Terrain - High obstructions
The Accident: A low time student pilot (40 hrs) struck two strands of copper-
clad steel wire crossing a roadway. The pilot was engaged in a pleasure flight
and was on his return home. Total flight time is unknown. Pilot knowledge of
wires is not known.
Weather conditions were not reported, but assumed VFR. At the time of
the accident, 1815, the sun was low but not considered a factor in the accident.
Upon entanglement with the wires at an estimated forward speed of 50 knots,
the alrcraft was subsequently forced to the earth due to wJ,e _¢rappage around
both main and tail rotor. The aircraft crashed and burned, causing ultimate
fatal injuries (4-6 weeks) to both occupants.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see and take evasive action to avoid the
wires is the cause of this accident.
Reco.-.endatlon: A pilot warning device contlnously identifying wire location
when within hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Forward speed of estimated 50 knots should have provided sufficient kinetic
energy for effective use of external wire cutters had such a device been installed.
However, both main and tall rotor wire entanglement makes the use of wire cutters
questionable.
AGR1CUI/rURE
AERIAL APPLICATION
3-1866 6/10/70 _ID Ilille._._.rUII-. 12EE None Dej__t!'.,ved _" $79,000
,_rrsB _A,-c id eat Cause
Pilot Error: I. Inadequate preflight nreparation and/or planning
2. Failed to see and avoid objects or obstructions
Factors: Terrain - High obstructions
The Accident: An experienced agricultural pilot (1800 hrs/8 hrs last 10 days)
struck a telephone wire, estimated at _ feet, crossing a field he was starting
to spray. Tile pilot was engaged in applying a toxic chemical to the grain field
and this was his first pass. Tlle pilot had no knowledge of the telephone wire
until entanglement.
The weather was clear and calm wlth unlimited visibility. At the time of
the accident, 0645, the sun was low and was a contributing factor, in that tile
pilot was flying into tllesun and |ladhis visor lowered for better visibility.
Wire entanglement occurred at a forward speed of approximately 40 knots.
A detailed description of the ultimate crash is not known, other than the air-
craft was damaged beyond economical repair. The pilot was not injured.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see cllewires and conduct evasive maneuvers
is the cause of the accident.
Recommendation: A pilot warning device continuously identifying wire location
when within hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location with known t_round objects prior to flight
would have aided tile pilot in wire avoidance.
l:orward speed of 40 knots should have provided sufficient kinetic energy for
effective use of external wire cutters [lad sllch devices been installed.
"t
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 sAsspos AT os
3-208_._5 _ Hilagro. NM Hushes 269A-1, _ SubsCan_ial - $251000
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed to see end avoid objects or obstructions
Factors: Terrain - High obstructions
The Accident: A low time private pilot (102 hrs) struck a powerline beside a
highway when attmuptlng a landing at a service station, The pilot had no know-
ledge of wires until entanglement,
The weather was VFE, but actual conditions were not reported. At the tlme
of accident, 1315, the sun was near zenith and not considered a factor in the
accident.
Wire entanglement occurred during the lap_ing approach at minimal speed,
Information regarding wire acrlkaga on aircraft is unknown.
The pilot's relaClve flying inexperience and landing at an unfaml/ler
location are considered human stress factors chat affected pilot Judgment on
I wire avoidance.
i Conclusion: The pilot's failure to locate wires relative to the landing task
and avoid such hazards, caused the accident.
Recomm_....._enda_:io__..._n:A pilot warning device continuously identifying wire location
when within hazardous distance might have been beneficial in wire avoidance. The
pilot _otor skills required for landing at a strange site, plus wire avoidance,
could possibly have taxed the pilot beyond reasonable acceptance of any further
stimuli.
The landing approach speeds (less than 5 knots) would have precluded any
effective use of external wire cutters as a remedial solution to wire entanglement.
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AGRICULTURE
AERIAL APPLICATION
3-212,__.._43_. _ _ One serious, one minor Substantial _ $16,000
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid objects or obstructions
The Accident: A limited experience agricultural pilot (614 hrs) struck a power
line crossing a field at an altitude of approximately 20 feet. The pilot was
engaged in u spray rig test flight with a mechanic on board to visually check
for suspected vibration problems. The helicopter had just lifted off for the
flight when the power line was engaged. The pilot had no knowledge of the power
line until entanglement.
The weather was clear with 8 miles visibility. At the time of accident,
1805, the sun was low and on the pilot's left side, causing the wires to be
difficult, if not impossible to see. The sun elevation was a contributing fac-
tor in chls accident.
Upon entanglement with the wires at a forward speed of about i0 knots, the
wires engaged the hellcopter skids. One wire broke instantly, but the other
detained the machine to almost a complete stop, when it parted, causing the
helicopter to pitch forward uncontrolled into the the ground.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to locate wires relative to anticipated flight
patterns, and ultimate failure to see and avoid the wires caused the crash.
RPcommendatlon: A pilot warning device continuously identifying wi¢_ location
when within hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location wlch known ground objects prior Co flight
would have aided the pilot in wire avoidance.
While forward speed and kinetic energy were low for wire cutting, Jnstalla-
Cion of an external wire cutter would have been beneficial in freeing the hell-
copter from the resultant skid wire entanglement and could have prevented the
accident,
00000002-TSC09
AO_ICULTUEE
AERIAL APPLICATION
3-2175 _6 Lore City,L OH HIiler UH-IZE _ fiobstan_lal - $40,000
NTSB Accident C_use:
Pilot Error: Failed to sen and avoid objects or obstructions
Factors: Terrain - High obstruct:tons
The Accident: A commercial agricultural pilot (943 hre) struck two electric_l
power cables crossing a field at approximately 20 feet above the ground. The
pilot was engaged in applying liquid fertilizer co the field and was on his first
run. Time of flight was 5 minutes. The pilot had no kuowledge of the wire until
entanglement.
The weather was clear with l0 miles visibility. At the time of the accident,
1915, the sun was still relatively high and not considered a contributing factor.
Initial impact with wile was on the cop of the bubble canopy at a speed of
approximately 40 knots. The wire hit the wind screen, flipped into the main
rotor control rods, and cut the tail rotor blades off. Losing the call rotor, the
helicopter made a control descent into the field causing extensive damage. The
pilot was not injured.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to locate all wires relative to known ground
___ objects and failure to see the wires iu time to conduct evasive maneuvers were
the cause of this accident.
• Reco._mendatlon: A pilot warnln8 device continuously identlfylng wire location
when withln ha_:ardous distance would have bean beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location with known ground objects prior to flight
would have aided the pilot in wire avoidance.
The estimated forward speed of 40 knots should have provided sufficient
kinetic energy for effective use of external wire cutters had such devices _een
installed. In this accident, with wire strike initially occuring on the wind-
scree_l, wire cutters could have been most beneficial in avoidin 8 the ultimate
accident,
00000002-TSC'
AIR TRANSPORTATION
3-224[ 6/27/75 Keokuk, Iowa B47J-__ No In_uzles Substantial - $7,000
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid objects or obstructions
The Accident: A commercial pilot (1347 hrs) was engaged in providing helleopter
sightseeing flights from a commercial store parking lot. The aircraft lifted to
a hover, moved sideways and made a hover turn. During the turn the tall rotor
struck a telephone cable causing the pilot to lose control. He made an emergency
descent and hard landing with no injury to passengers or himself. The aircraft
suffered substantial tall rotor and landlng skid damage.
The weather was clear with unlimited visibility. At the time of the accl-
dent, 1600, the sun was high and not considered a factor in the accident.
W_re entanglement occured in hover and information regarding continued wire
interference after initial impact is not known.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to locate wires relative to known ground objects
caused the crash.
_eeommendation: Use of a pilot warning device continuously identifying wire loca-
tion when within hazardous distance is questionable in this instance.
Identification of wire location with ground objects would have aided the
pilot in wire avoidance.
The lack of forward speed and initial tall rotor wire engagement would have
precluded any use of external wire cutters.
O0000002-TSC11
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AIR TRANSPORTATION
J
3_2333 5/4/76 Nr. Alsea, OR IIiller UHI2E _ Subs_antinl - $12,000
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: Failure to see and avoid objects or obstructions
Factors: Weather - low ceiling
Terrain - High obstructions
The Aceldent: A high tlme experienced pilot (3832 hrs) struck three power lines
erosslng a major mountain highway at an estimated altitude of 200 feet above
the terrain. The pilot was ferrying the aircraft to a Forestry Station for use
in timber spray operations. Total time of flight was 15 minutes. The pilot
had no knowledge of the wires until entanglement.
The weather was 200 £est overcast with a visibility of I0 miles. The pilot
was below the overcast and attempting to remain in the clear by following the
major mountain highway. At the tlme of the accldent, 0605, the sun was low,
but obscured by the overcast and not considered a factor in thls accident.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see the power llnes,which were obscured
by the low overcas_ was the cause of the accident.
Recommendation: A pilot warning device continuously identifying wire location
when within hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance°
Foward speed at the time of impact is not known end wire cutter effectiveness
cannot be evaluated.
Pilot's Recommendation: Hark power lines at sumnllt crossings.
#
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AIR TRANSPORTATION
3-2412 8/12/76 Brownsvi1_ Enstrom F-28A On__Mii_o._____rDes_roTed _ $65e000
NTSB Accident Charge:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid objects or ob_truc_ione
Factors: Failed to maintain adequate rotor RPH
Terrain: High obstruction
The Acciden_: A high time experienced corm.ercial pilot (9675 hrs) struck a tele-
phone line with the main rotor, while attempting an emergency landing adjacent
to a highway. Tha?ilot was engaged in providing aerial observation of real
estate properties to his two passengers. Total time of flight was about one
minute. The pilot was aware of wires and was attempting to maneuver the aircraft
for wire avoidance when the main rotor struck.
The weather was clear with 15 miles visibility. At the time of the accident,
1250, the sun was near zenith and is not considered a contributing factor.
Upon main rotor entanglement with the telephone _ire, the blades were deflected
do_, cutting off both tall rotor and boom. The aircraft rolled to the left and
resulted In total destruction of the craft.
Ccneluslon: The pilot's envo!vement with deteriorating main rotor RPM and attempted
forced landing resulted in inadvertent telephone wire entanglement that caused the
crash.
RecoT_"endatlon: Use of a pilot warning device continuously identifying wire
location would not have been beneflcial in wire avoidance.
External wire cutters would not have been effective in this accident.
00000002-TSC13
AIR TRAN_PORTATION
3-242_ 8/_/76 Br_wstcr t N.Y. Bell 47D-I Two Fatal D_.__qstroyed- $16,5OO
NTS_ Accldenc ¢ausaz
Pilot Errorl Failed to sea and avoid objects or obstructions
Factor: High terrain
The Accident: A low time commercial pilot (520 hrs) struck two electrical
transmission lines crossing a highway at approximately 25 feet. The pilot was
engaged in a pleaeure f118ht along a major highway. Total time o£ _lighc was
32 minutes. The pilot had no knowledge of wires until entanglement.
The weather was partial obscuration at 1500 feet, 5 miles visibility in
haze. Witnesses to the accident reported no difficulty in observing wires from
the ground.
The hellcopter struck the power lines between the plastic bubble and main
rotor with sufficient energy to swing the craft upside down and onto the high-
way, killing both occupants and destroying the machine. Speed of impact was
60 knots.
Conclusion: THe pilot's failure to see and avoid wires was the cause of this
accident.
Recommendation: use of a pilot warning device continuously identifying wire
location when within hazardous distance would have been be_eficial in wire avoi-
dance.
Forward speed of estimate_ 60 knots should have provided sufficient kinetic
energy for effective use of wire cutters, had such devices been installed.
I
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AGRICULTURE
AERIAL APPLICATION
3-2829 6/9/76 Eltopia ! WA Bell 47G-2 Minor Injury Dcstroygd - $30_000
NTSB Accident Cause:
Material Failure: 1. Transmission rotor drive sys_e_u
2. Tail rotor drive shaft assembly
Terrain: High obstructions
The Accident: A high time experienced agricultural pilot (5000 25hrs last
l0 days) _xperianeed a tail rotor a_embly fail, re in flight that caused the air-
craft to descend :mcontrolled through 3 power lines prior to earth impact.
The weather was clear, with 15 miles visibility. At the time of the accident,
1220, the sun was near zenith and was not a cause factor in the accident.
The pilot attempted to avoid the power lines on the emergency descent, but
the aircraft failed to respond. The machine cut 3 out of 4 power lines, causing
a fire that ultimately destroyed the craft. The pilot suffered minor injury.
Conclusion: Mechanical failure of the tail rotor transmission caused the air-
craft to fall uncotLtrolled through the power lines. Wire strike in this instance
was not a cause factor in the accident.
Recounendation: None
!
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 SPgRTATt
3-3132 10/17/76 Aztec. N.M. Eel.__1 206B _ Substantial - $20e000
HTS5 Accident Cause:
I Pilot Error: I. Failed to see and avoid objects or obstructions
2. gnwarrauted low flying
} Factors: Terrain - High obstructions
The Accident: An experienced cOw_erclal pilot (4796 hrs) struck some electrical
power lines crossing a river at approximately 50 feet above ground. The pilot
was engaged in a low level pleasure sightseeing fllght. Total tlme of flight
was 25 minutes. The pilot had no knowledge of wires until entanglement.
The weather was scatted clouds at I0,000 feet. and vlelbillty was wore than
40 miles. At the time of the accident, 1750, the sun was relatively high and not
considered a contributing factor to the accident.
Upon impact with the wires at a forward speed of approximately 50 knots, the
swashplate and main rotor controls were d_maged. Tile pilot made a forced landing
and caused further damage to the tail rotor on touchdown. There were no injuries
to the three persons in the helicopter.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see and avoid wires was the cause of the
accident.
Recommendatlon: Use of a pilot warning device continuously identifying wire loca-
tion when within hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location prior to flight would have been beneficial.
Forward speed of estimated 50 knots should have provided sufficient kinetic
energy for effective use of external wire cutters, had such devices been installed.
00000002-TSD02
AIRTR. AN:Sl)ORTATI ON
On_ serious,
3-318_.__?7/12/76 New York ICY Bell 47J One mi_y bestreve¢[-_ $72,5OO
N'].'SBAccldsnt Cause:
Pilot Error: Fat?Lad to see and avoid objects or obstructions
Factors; Aircraft came to rest in water
The Accident: A high time commercial pilot (5550 hrs) struck the corner of a
building under construction on takeoff from an authorized heliport in New York
City. The pilot with two observers was to conduct a routine railroad patrol.
Total time of flight was about two minutes. The accident is listed by tileNTSB
as a wire strike, although it appears the main rotor blades struck a steel
girder adjacent to the heliport.
Tile weather was clear with 25 miles visibility. At the time of the accident,
1402, the sun was high and not considered a contributing factor.
There was no wire entanglement.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to locate the steel girder relative to ground
objects and rotor diameter was the cause of accident.
Recommendation: Identification of girder location relative to ground objects
prior to flight would have aided the pilot in obstruction avoidance.
00000002-TSD03
AGRICULTURE
AERIAL APPLICATION
3-3192 8/18176 Zion, Grove,= PA Bell 47D1 _ eubFtantia _ - $20_000
r
, NTSB Acc!dpnt Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid objects or obstructions
Factors: Terrain - High obstructions
i Conditions - Sun glare
i The Accident: An ezparlenced agricultural p_. • (3280 hrs) struck two telephone
lines crosslng a field at approxlr4ately i0 feet above ground. This was the
last fllght of the evening| the pilot was spraying potatoes with an insecticide.
Total flight time is not known. The pilot was aware of wire location and assumed
he had sufficient altitude for clearance.
The weather was clear with over 15 miles vlslbillty, At the time of the
act:Ident, 1945, the sun was low and caused the pilot conslderable difficulty
in seeing, as hle awath run was ahnoat into the sun. The sun angle was ameer
definite contributing factor in this accident.
Upon entangl_,ent with the first set of three telephone wires that were
engaged with the helicopter skids, the pilot attempted to break loose with power.
The wires stretched and he encountered a second set of wires that caused the
alrcraft to fllp over and turn on its side, The pilot was not injured, but the
aircraft suffered aubstantlal damage.
Conclusi_._.._..__o._nn:The pilot's failure to see and avoid the telephone llnes was the
cause of the crash.
Reco_en_ttion: Use of a pilot warning device cQntlnuoualy identifying wire
locatlon when within hazardous distance would have been benlflclal in wire avoidance.
Flight away from the setting sun on the swath runs could possibly have been
advantageous In wire avoidance.
The forward speed is unknown, but there was insufficient aircraft kinetic
energy to cut the telephone lines on impact. External wire cutters could pos-
sibly have been of assistance. ?ilot hover and retraction from wire engagement
_¢ould have been more prudent than attempting wire breakage with engine power.
'f 00000002-TSD0'
PUBLIC SERVICE
Search anti Rescue
3-3261 9/22/7_. San Bernardino t CA Sikorsky S-55B 4 Fata_______llDestroyed - $80t000
NT...._SBAccidentCause:
Pilot Error: i. Failed to see and avoid obstructions
2. Improper in-flight decisions or planning
Factors: Weather - Low ceilings, fog
Terrain - High obstructions
The Accident, An experienced evacuation pilot (1934 hrs) flew into 500,000
volt electrical transmission lines which were strung across a mountain highway.
The pilot was engaged in transferring a patient and medical attendents from a
hospital to a medical center. Total time of flight was 25 minutes. Pilot know-
ledge of wires is not known.
The weather was 500 foot overcast with about one mile visibility, with low
clouds prevalent in the area. At tile time of the accident, 1959, it was totally
dark, and the pilot was attempting to remain clear of clouds by following a major
_nteratate highway over a mountain pass.
The nelicopter passed a major highway intersection,.flew into the 500,000
volt power lines, whereby the main rotor was destroyed, and the craft crashed
inverted, killing all four occupants. Fire and impact destroyed the helicopter.
Conclusion: The pilot failed to see the wires due to darkness and weather, and
flew into them, causing the crash.
Recommendation: Use of a pilot warning device continuously identifying wire
location when within hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior
to flight would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
Forward speed is net known, and no assessment of external wlre cutter effec-
tiveness can he made.
00000002-TSD05
PUBLIC SERVICE
Search and Rescue
I 3-327____5 i0131/7_ _uake, Lake t NT gel.___l147J-2 No_ujur_ S,ubstan_lal - $71_000NTSB Accident Cause
I Pilot Error: I. Inadequate preflight praparatlon and/or planning
2. Failed to see and avoid obstructions
The Accldent: An experienced commercial pilot (3945 hrs) struck a power llne
on takeoff from a remote location. The pilot was engaged in a rescue mission
for an injured hunter. Total time of flight was less than one minute. The
pilot had no knowledge of wire location untll entanglement.
The weather was clear with unlimited visibility. At the time of the acci-
dent, 1810, darkness had set in and was a contributing factor to the accident
since the wires were not illuminated and location not known to the pilot.
Upun main rotor entanglement with the wires, the pilot made an immediate
emergency descent into a ditch alongside the road. The pilot was not injured
but the helicopter received substantial damage.
Conclusion: The p21otls failure to locate wires relative to known ground
objects prior tO takeoff, and wire obseurement by darkness, caused the crash.
Recommendation: A pilot warning device continuously identifying wire location
when within hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identlflcation of wire location with known ground objects prior to flight
would have aided the pilot in wire avoidance.
Takeoff hover speed would not have provided sufficient speed to make the
use of external wire cutters practical.
Pilot Eecomendatlon: "_[orewires in th*e country should have illuminated
balls on them." "DonVt take anyone's word about e_isting conditions on obstacles. _
Walk a further distance over the takeoff path than I did."
00000002-TSD06
AIR TR_$PORTAT_ON
3-344____3 10/1.__J/76 Mr. Beaver_ UT Bell 47___.___GTwo Minor Injuries D_stroved - $16=500
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid objects or obstructions
Factors: Pilot - Improper level-off
Terrain - High obstructions
Miscellaneous - Sun glare
The Accident: A 2830 hour airline transport rated pilot struck a cluster of
three high voltage wires with two static shield lines, in a canyon, at an
altitude of 200 feet above ground. The pilot was engaged in hunting coyotes,
a vocation that is called predator control. Total time of flight was 45 minutes.
The pilot was aware of wires in the canyon, but had no knowledge of the exact
location of wires involved until entanglement.
The weather was clear with unllmxted visibility. At the time of the
accident, 1045, the sun was high, but the pilot reports glare from flying up
the canyon into the sun. Pilots statement was "The position of the sun, da_k
background of the trees and hills and our direction of fligh_ (away from visl-
ble pole) contributed to the accident."
Upon entanglement with the wires, one of the tall rotor blades parted,
shortly followed by the other, wherein the helicopter autorotated to the ground.
In the resulting crash, the helicopter received substantial damage and the ewe
man crew suffered minor injuries.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see and avoid wires is the cause of the
crash.
Reco-,.endation: A pilot warning device continuously identifying wire location
when within hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location on aeronautic charts might have been bene-
ficlal in wire avoidance. '_
Attempted turn to avoid wires on initial sighting reduced speed so that
helicopter kinetic energy would not have been sufficient for effective use of
external wire cutters, Initial tail rotor wire impact further supports this
observation.
#
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00000002-TSD07
AIR TRANSPORTATION
One Serious
3-350______8_ Nr. Glen Ivy r CA Bell 47_____.__JOne Fatal Destroyed - $72,500
I_T$_ Accident Cause:
Pilot Error| Failed to see and avoid obstructions
Factors: Personnel - passenger
Terrain - High obstructions
Fire after impact
The Accident: A co-,-erclal pilot (1715 hrs) struck three high power llnes on
a night takeoff at approximately 20 feet above the ground. The pilot was
goln8 to engage in a citrus orchard frost control flight. The total time of
flight was 30 minutes. The pilot was not familiar with the area and had no
knowledge of accident wire location.
The weather was clear with 20 miles visibility. At the time of accident
0500, it was totally dark. Sinus the pilot was not familiar with the area,
he was to be aided by the passenger who summarily directed the pilot to take
off into the power lines.
Upon entanglement with the wires on transition from llft-off, the pilot
attempted to land in the orchard, but about i0 feet above the ground the heli-
copter rolled to the right, and crashed 60 feet beyond the wires, bursting
into flames upon impact. In the fire, the passenger died, the pilot was
severely burned end the aircraft was destroyed.
Conclusion: The pilotts failure to familiarize himself with hazardous wire
locations in the takeoff and landing area prior to night operations, and failure
to see and avoid wires were the cause of this accident.
Recsn_endation: A pilot warning device continuously identifying wire location
when within hasardous distance might have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location with known ground objects prior to flight
would have aided the pilot in wire avoidance.
Lift-off speed and transition speed would not have provided sufficient
energy for effective use of external wire cutters.
00000002-TSD08
MISCELLANEOUS
CONSTRUCT ION
3-352____1_ Nr_ Epl!rataT WA lliller.UH-12E One Seriou__._sDestroyed - $79,000
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: MisJudsed clearance
Diverted attention from operation of aircraft
Factors: Personnel - Ground crewman
Terrain High obstructions
The Accident: An experienced commercial pilot (2200 hrs) was stringing a power
line with tllehelicopter when he struck 4 static wire cables, which were sus-
pended from steel towers in the construction area. The pilot was engaged in
untangling the new primary power cable from obstructions on the ground. Total
time of flight is unknown. The pilot was aware of the static cables but mis-
Judged distance.
The weather was clear with 20+ miles visibility. At the time of the
accident, 1600, the pilot experienced dusk llghting and this could have been
a contributing factor in the accident.
Upon entanglement, at hover, the wires wrapped around the main rotor
blade and forced the aircraft to the 8round. The aircraft crashed from approx-
Imately 20 feet, and burned after impact. The pilot was rescued from the wreck
by ground personnel working with the helicopter, and had serious injuries.
Recommendation: Identification of wire location with known ground objects prior
to flight would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
The lack of forward speed in this accident, would have precluded any
effective use of external wire cutters.
Pilot's Recommendation: "By maintaining continuous rsdlo communications between
pilot and ground crew - with special care taken by pilot and observer on the
ground when wires - for one reason or another - are hard to judge the distance
ftom."
00000002-TSD09
PUBLIC SERVICE
Police Patrol
3-3696 7/31/76 WgsCbur_v, NY Buttes 369 No EnJurl,es Substantial - $18,000
NTSB Acclden= Cause=
Pilot Error: Misjudged clearance
Factors: Terrain - High obstructions
Weather - Haze
The Accident: An experienced police officer commercial pilot (3110 hours)
struck utility wires which were strung across a main turnpike approximately
20 feat above ground. The pilot was engaged in attempting to make an unsche-
duled landing to deliver a medical technician to aid victims of an automobile
accident. Total ti_e of the flight was ten minutes. The pilot was not aware
of wires until entanglement,
The weather was clear, with four hilts visibility in light haze. At the
time of the accident, 1710, the sun was relatively high and not considered a
factor in the accident.
Upon entanglement with the wires, from a hover, the pilot managed to dle-
engage and execute a controlled forced landing. Main damage to the bellcopter
involved the maln rotor and rotor bead.
Concluelon: The pilot's failure to locate and avoid wires in his landlug attempt
was the cause of thls accident.
Reco_endatlon: A pilot warning device continuously identifying wire location
when within hazardous distance would have been beneflcial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location with known ground objects prior to flight
would have aided the pilot in avoidance of wires.
_i Lack of forward speed in hover would have precluded any effective use of
i external wire cutters.
00000002-TSD10
AIR TRANSPORTATION
3-3760 10/24/76 Laredo t TX Bell 47G-4A Three Serious Destroyed - _55t000
,_gB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid obstructions
Diverted attention from operation of aircraft
Unwarranted low flylng
The Accident: An experienced commercial pilot (3500 hrs) struck three strands
of heavy electrical power llne 25 feet above ground. The pilot was engaged in
a deer populatlon survey. Total time of fllght was one hour and 15 minutes.
The pilot had no knowledge of wires until entanglement.
The weather was clear with 5 miles visibility. At the time of the acci-
dent, 0915, the sun was relatlvely high and not considered a contrlbutln8 factor.
Upon entanglement with the ,,Ires at a estimated foward speed of 40 knots,
two wires parted, but the third remained attached to the aircraft until the
crash 150 feet from initial engagement. All three occupants were seriously
injured and the aircraft was destroyed by fire.
Conclusion: The pilotts failure to see and avoid wires was the cause of the
crash.
Recommendation: A pilot warning device continuously identifying wire location
when within hazardous distance would have aided the pilot In wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location with known ground obJscts prior to flight
would have aided the pilot in wire avoidance.
Forward speed of estimated 40 knots should have provided sufficient kinetic
energy for effective use of external wire cutters, had such devices been installed.
q
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AGRICOLTURE
AERIAL APPLILATION
3-0514 3/29._ Villu platte t LA B_II 47G-4A One Serious Destroyed -.$45,000
If_SB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: Inadequate pra-flisht preparation and/or planning
Factors: Hidden obstructions
Th.._eAccldent: A highly experienced agricultural pilo= (11,575 hrs) struck two
atzands of electric powerllne which were approximately 50 feat above a field.
The pilot was engaged in applying herblc_de to willow trees in a ditch. Total
time of flight was approximately two minutes. The pilot had no knowledge of
wires until entanglement.
The weather was 800 foot overcast with 5 miles visibility. The pilot did
_ot sea the wires or supportln8 poles, as they were surrounded by trees. At
the time of the accident, 1130, the sun was relatively high and was not consldtred
a contributing factor in the accident.
Upon entanglement with the wires at a _ow forward speed, the helicopter was
pitched up and struck the groun_ tall rotor first, approximately 150 feet from
the initial wlre strike. A fire started upon impact with the ground, which
destroyed the aircraft and caused serious burn injury to the pilot.
Conclusion: The pilotts failure to locate wires relative to known given objects,
to see and avoid wires, caused the crash.
Recommendations: A pilot warning device continuously identifying wire location
when within hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location with known ground objects prior to flight
would have aided the pilot in wire avoidance.
Th_ low forward speed at the time of impact, and initial tail rotor entangle-
ment in wires, would preclude the usefulness of external wire cutters.
Operator Recommendation: "Industrial Helicopters recormuends to all pilot that
each individual Job be surveyed by a reconnaissance flight over areas to be _
sprayed, at an altitude sufflcient to clear electric lines and make observation
and mark on maps any and all obstructions on or near proposed spray sites. These
observations should be made prior to commencement of sprayin_ activities."
[:
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00000002-TSD13
AGRICULTURE
AERIAL APPLICATION
3-0554 _ Do_,_er,Missouri Bell 47D-I No injury Substantial - _15,000
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error_ Misjudged clearance
The Accident: A high time experienced agricultural pilot (4800 hrs/25 last I0 days)
struck high power electrical wires crossing a field approximately 20 feet above
ground• The pilot was engaged in spraying a wheatfield. Total time of flight
was 30 minutes. The pilot was aware of the wires, since hc had made repeated
passes under the same wires on previous swath runs.
The weather was clear with i0 miles vlsibility. At the time of the acci-
dent, 1430, the sun was high and not considered a factor in this accident•
At a forward speed of approximately 35 knots, the tail rotor struck the
power lines and the aircraft made one uncontrolled rotation and then struck the
ground, rolling on one side. The pilot had made an early pull up to avoid a
tree on the swath run and misjudged distance from the power line.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to properly Judge distance from the power llne,
and his premature pull up to avoid a tree, caused the crash.
Recommendation: A pilot warning device identifying wire location, could pos-
sibly been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Foward speed of 35 knots provided sufficient kinetic energy for effective
use of external wire cutters, but tail rotor initial entanglement on impact
made use of such wire cutters ineffectual.
i
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PUBLIC SERVICE
Police Patrol
3-0608_ Nr.Honolulu t HI Hushes 269C 2 Fatal Destroyed - $66_000
I NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid obstructions
Factors: Pilot fatigue - Pilot had flown 12 hours in last 24
Black-gray painted wires masked against foliage.
The Accident: A high time aerial law enforcement pilot (10,149 hrs) struck
one strand of a ? wire electrlcal high tension power lined about 225 feet above
the ground. The pilot was engaged in a routine police patrol operation and had
_usC taken off from a power pumping station prior to wire engagement. Total
time of the flight was one hour and 51 minutes. The pilot had knowledge of wire
location in that he had flown over the wires on departure from the last landing
site and had gone 500 yards beyond_ when he reversed direction and flew back
into the wires.
The weather was scattered clouds with 25 miles visibility. At the time
of the accident, 1521, the sun was high and not considered a contributing factor.
Upon initial impact with one wire at an estimated speed of 30 knots, the
main rotor was sheared off and the aircraft crashed to the ground, fatally
injuring both pilot and crewman.
The Honolulu police attribute the power lines being painted black to
"satisfy environmental group" as a cause factor.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see and avoid the wires caused the crash.
Pilot fatigue is regarded as a contributing factor in the crash.
Recommendations: A pilot warning device identifying wire location would have
been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Forward speed o_ 30 knots could possibly have provided sufficient kinetic
energy for effective use of wire cutters, had they been installed. However, _
main rotor engagement of the wires, rather than cockpit contact, makes use of
external wire cutters questionable.
J
O0000002-TSE01
AIR TRANSPORTATION
3-062______14/17/72 Sour Lake_ TX Bell 206_B No injuries Substantial - $142,000
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid obstructions
Factors: High terrain
The Accident: A high time experienced commercial pilot (5826) struck two
strands of power line which were strung across an open field. The pilot
was engaged in mak_n_ an impromptu landing in what he assumed to be a field
clear of obstructions. Total time of flight was 30 minutes. The pilot had
no knowledge of the wires until entan$1amenC,
The weather was 2000 foot overcast wlth 5 miles visibility in haze.
At the Clme of the accident, 1645, the sun was relatively high and not con-
sidered a factor.
Upon entanglement, at a hover airspeed, the wi_es struck the u_in rotor
blades, main rotor control tubes and upper cockpit. Neither pilot nor passen-
ger were in_ured.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see and avoid wires on the landing
approach wss the cause of this crash.
Recommendation: A pilot warning device identifying wire location would have
been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification bf wire location with known ground objects prior to flight
would have aided the pilot in wire avoidance.
The near hover approach speed would not have provided sufficient kinetic
energy on impact to make external wire cutters effective.
!
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AGRICULTURE
AERIAL APPLICATION
3-_02 5/23/77 Nr. Pgst_ TX Hu_hes 269B No _ Substantial - $25.000
•_SB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: Inadequate preflight preparation and/or planning
Factors: Terrain -. Hidden obstructions
The Accident: A low time agricultural pilot (609 hours) struck two telephone
wires which were strung across a field 5 feet and 15 feet above ground. The
pilot was engaged in seeding crops and was on a swath run. Total time of
flight was 40 minutes. The pilot had no knowledge of wires until entanglement.
The weather was clear, with over 10 miles visibility. At the time of
accident, 1700, the sun was relatively high and not considered a contributing
factor.
Upon entanglement with the wires at a forward speed of approximately 55
knots, the pilot was forced to land. hitting the grout_ at approximately 15
knots. The wires struck the main rotor and cock, it. Loss of the tail rotor
assembly occurred w_th ground impact. The pilot was not injured.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see and avoid wires was the cause of the
crash.
Recomendation: A pilot warning device identifying wire location would have
been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location with known ground objects prior to flight
would have aided the pilot in wire avoidance.
Forward speed of 55 knots should have provided sufficient kinetic energy
for effective use of external wire cutters, had they been instalied. Ilowever,
wire entanglement with the _tin rotor, could possibly have negated effective
use of the wire cutters.
, I
O0000002-TSE03
AIR TRANSPORTATION
3-0956 4/17/77 Nr Polson MT Bell 47G 3BI 2 Serious Destroyed - $ 51,i00
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: i, Failed to see and avoid obstructions
2. Inadequate supervision of flight
Factors: Unmarked wires
The Accident: A very experienced instructor pilot (17,095 hrs) struck two elec-
tric power lines approximately 150 feet above ground, which were strung across
to an island. The pilot was engaged in checking out a student for a flight
instructor's rating. Total time of flight was one hour. The pilot had no
know:edge of the wires until entanglement.
The weather was clear with unlimited visibility. At the time of the
accident, 1700, the sun was relatively high and not considered a contributing
factor.
Upon entanglement with the wires at a forward speed of approximately i0
knots, the tail rotor was cut off by one of the main rotor blades. The aircraft
crashed i,_,edlately upon loss of main rotor blade and tall rotor, in shallow
water (2 to 3 feet). Both pilots received serious injuries.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see and avoid wires caused the crash.
Recommendation: A pilot warning device continuously identifying wire location
when within hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior
to fllght would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
Forward speed of approximately i0 knots would not have provided sufficient
kinetic energy for effective use of external wire cutters had such devices been
installed. Initial engagement of main rotor with wires would also have rendered
external wire cutters ineffective.
Pilot's recommendation: "This accident could have been avoided by having seen
the wires. There was no evidence xisible of a power wire. The post on the main-
la_Ldand on the island were all set in a wooded area. Their camouflage was perfect
except for the transformer. There were no markings on any pole or wire. Any indi-
_!atlons of these wires, other than the base, weathered wires themselves could have
ilelped avoid this accident."
6
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O0000002-TSE04
AGRICULTURE
AERIAL APPI. _.ATION
3-1126 4/6/77 King City. CA Boll 47G2 One Serious Dostru_ed - $42_870
NTSB Accldont Cause:
Pilot Error: I. Failed to see and avoid obstructions
2. Znsdequats preflight preparation and/or planning
Factors: High obstructions
The Accident: A high time experienced agricultural pilot (6,000 hrs/12 hrs last
ten days) struck a power line which was strung across a field at approximately 20
feet above ground. The pilot was engaged in a takeoff to proceed to the aorlal
application area. Total time of flight was less than three minutes. The pilot
had no knowledge of the wires until entanglement.
Tho weather was clear with unlimited visibility at the time of the accident,
12301 the sun was near zenith and not considered a contributing factor.
Upon entanglement with the wires at a forward speed of less than 20 knots,
the helicopter was forced to the ground, where it crashed and burned. The exact
location of initial wire impact on the helicopter is not known.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see and avoid wires caused the crash.
Reco_endatlon: A pilot warning device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior
to flight would have aided the pilot in wire avoidance.
Forward speed of approxlmatoly 20 knots could possibly ]lave provided sufficient
kinetic energy for offectlve use of wire cutters if installed.
Pilotts recommendation: "Better rerun of takeoff area. Publication of accldent
prone areas (wire traps) by local PG&E [This wire had been hlt several times
before]."
, , i ,
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AGRICULTURE
AERIAL APPLICATION
3-134_____05/2/77 Nr. Bi5 Lake, MN Hi!let UH-12E One Serious Substantial - $65,000
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid obstructions
The Accldent: An experienced agricultural pilot (3179 hrs) struck six 3/8" guy
wires leading from the ground to a power llne approximately i0 to 15 feet above
the ground. The pilot was engaged in a swath run. Total time of flight was one
hour. The pilot had no knowledge of the wires until entanglement.
The weather was clear with over I0 miles visibility. At the time of the
accident, 0700, the sun was low and was a contributing factor to the accident.
The pilot reports "Sun was shining in eyes and trees blended in wires and didn't
see them till I was about 40 ft. away. I knew I couldntt get over them so tried
to go under and caught wire."
The main rotor struck the wires initially at a forward speed of approximately
40 knots. This entanglement forced the helicopter to the ground. The pilot
received serious injury and the aircraft was destroyed.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see and avoid the wires, caused the crash.
Recom_endatlon: A pilot warning device continuously identifying wire location
when within hazardous d%stance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior
to flight would have aided the pilot in wire avoidance.
Forward speed of 40 knots should have provided sufficient kinetic energy for
effective use of wire cutters had they been installed. However, initial main
rotor entanglement with the guy wires makes effective use of the external wire
cutters questionable.
Pilotts recommendation: "Wires marked by flags."
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O0000002-TSE06
AIR TRANSPORTATION
3-1410 51217__7 W_ Bell206B NoI__ Subst.antial- $142_000
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid obstructions
Factors: Terrain - High obstructions
The Accident: A experienced commercial pilot (5813 hrs) struck a telephone
wire which was approximately 20 ft above an automobile parking lot. The pilot
was in a hover looking fo_ a suitable landing location adjacent to a parking
lot. Total time of flight was 45 minutes. The p£1ot had no knowledge of the
telephone wire until entanglement.
The weather was clear with 20 miles visibility. At the time of the acci-
dent, 0815, the sun was low and is considered a contributing factor to the
accident. The pilot reports "I was hovering to a corner to sit the helicopter
down and was looking into a brlghu sun when I realized I had caught a telephone
wire; I flinched and in so doing came off the collectlv_ causing a hard landing
on the rear of the skids, doing damage to skids, tailboom and s,ertical fin."
Upon entanglement with the telephone llne at a hover airspeed, the pilo_
inadvertently made a hard landing. Exact location of wire impact on the heli-
copter is not known.
Conclusion: The pilot's fa$1ure to see and avoid the telephone wire caused the
crash.
Reeo_endatlon: A pilot warning device continuously identifying wire location
when within hazardous distance would have been beneficial.
Identification of wire location in relation to known Rround objects prior
to flight would have aided the pilot in wire avoidance.
Hover airspeed would not have provided sufficient kinetic energy for effec-
tive use of external wire cutters had they been installed.
4
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AI_RRTRANSPORTAT ION
3-1514 712/77 Chandler ,.AZ Hiller UII-12_ 0qe_Serlous Destroy:._ - $IO3,500
•'_SB Acclden_ Cause:
Mechanical Malfunction: Engine Structure - Cylinder Assembly
Conditions: Material Failure
Factors: . Terrain - High obstructions
Power Loss-Complete engine failure
The Accident: A high time experienced commercial pilot (9000 hrs) struck a
power line adjacent to an airport approximately 20 feet above ground. The
pilot was attempting an emergency autorotation to a landing, following a complete
engine failure. Total time of flight was 20 minutes. The pilot was aware of
wire location, but wae unable to avoid the hazard due to the energency descent.
The weather was clear, with unlimited visibility. At the time of the accident,
0750, the sun was relatively high and not considered a contributing factor.
Upon main rotor wire entanglement during the emergency autorotatlou,
m the aircraft became uncontrollable and crashed tail first, then rolling onD
the left side. A fire followed the crash and the aircraft was destroyed. The
D pilot received serious injury in the accident.
Conclu.sion: The total engine failure caused the crash. Wire entanglement
occurred as a result of the emergency autorotation and is not considered a
basic cause factor.
Recommendatlon: None
#
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AGRICULTURE
AERIAL APPLICATION
3-1660 7/5/77 Oooding, ID Hu_hes 300C _ D_troyed - $60_000
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: 1. Inadequate preflight preparation and/or planning
2. Failed to see and avoid obatructioun
Factors: Terrain - High obstructions
The Accident: A high time experienced agricultural pilot (3550 hrs) struck
two telephone wires strung across a field at approximately 15 feet elevation.
The pilot was engaged in conducting a survey of the field for wires and ocher
hazards prior to spraying. Total time of flight was less than one minute.
The pilot had no knowledge of wires until entanglement.
The weather was clear with unlimited vlslbillcy. At the time of the
accident, i000, the sun was high and not considered a contributing factor.
Upon entanglement with the wire at a forward speed of approximately 30
knots_ the aircraft became uncontrollable and crashed. The aircraft was
destroyed. Neither pilot nor passenger received any injury.
Concluslon: The pilot's failure to see and avoid wires caused the crash.
Recommendation: A pilot warning device continuously identifying wire location
when within hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire locatien in relation to ground objects prior Co
flight would have aided the pilot in wire avoidance.
Forwarded spee_ of 30 knots should have provided sufflclent kinetic energy
for effective use of external wire cutters had they been installed.
O0000002-TSE09
AIR TP_A_SPORTATION
3-2084 _ Nr. Enumclaw t WA Boll47DI No___n_urlos Substantlal _ $15,000 ]
NTSB_Accldent Cause:
Piloc Error: Failed co see and avoid obstructions l
Factors: Diverted attention from operation of aircraft.
The Acclden_: An experienced fllght instructo_ (5085 brs) struck electrical
power lines which were strung across a river at approximately 130 feet above
sround. The pilot was ensaEed in an impromptu Invost18atlon of an overturned
raft in the river, lookln8 for possible survivors. Total time of fiisht was
45 minutes. The pilot had no knowledse of wires until entanslemont.
The weather was scattered clouds at 3000 feet, with 7 mile_ visibility.
At the time of the accident, 1015, the sun was hish and not considered a con-
trlbutlng factor.
Upon entanslement with the wires, from a near hover airspeed of approximately
5 knots, the aircraft became uncontrollable and the pilot made an emersency land-
ing. The resultant hard landin8 fractured the main right skid and caused the
main rotor to shatter. Neither pilot nor passenger were injured.
Conclusion: The pilotts failure to see and avoid wires caused the crash.
Recow, endation: A pilot warning device continuously identifying wire location
when within harzardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to known sround objects prior
to flight would have aided the pilot in wire avoidance.
The near hover approach speed (5 kts) in all probability would not have pro-
vided sufficient energy for effective use of external wire cutters.
[
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T . OR ATION
3-2246 9/26/77 Carrgliton t MI Hiller U._H-12B No In_uries Destroyed - $18,000
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: MisJt,dged clearance
Factors: Weather - gusty winds
The Acclden_: A low time Drlvate pilot (310 hrs) struck two telephone lines
strung across a field approximately 16 feet above ground. The pilot was engaged
in providing individual slght-seelng trips to a group of about six people.
Total time of flight was less than one minute. The pilot was well aware of
wire locatlonD since this was his fourth transit of the area.
The weather was clear with I0 miles visibility. Surface wind was erratic
with gusts varying between 8 and 20 knots. The pilot claimed the gusty wind
caused the tall rotor to swing up from a hover and engage the telephone line.
At the time of the accldent_ 0956_ the sun was high and not considered a con-
trlbating factor.
Upon _all rotor entanglement with the wires from about a 3 foot hover,
the pilot lost cuntrol and made a hard landing. The impact was hard enough to
drive the skids about 4" into the damp clay with some bending. Fire broke out
after impaet_ but occupants exited the aircraft uninjured.
Conclusion: The pilotts failure to adequately Judge distance to the wires,
accounting for varying wind conditions, caused the crash.
Recommendation: A pilot warning device continuously identifylng wire location
when within hazardous distance would not have aided in wire avoidance. The
pilot was aware of wire location, but failed to account for varying wind condi-
tions.
The hover airspeed would not have provided sufficient energy for effective J
use of external wire cutters; initial tail rotor wire engagement would have
precluded use of _tire cutters.
?
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AGRICULTURE
AERIAL APPLICATION
,3-225_8 _ Nr. Urbana_ 01! 1_ One Serious Destroyed - $ 661000
NTSBAccid_nt Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid obstructions
The Accldent: An experienced agricultural pilot (2378 hrs/56 hrs-last i0
days) struck a 3/4" braided steel guy wire stretched across a bean fiold
approx_ately 20 feet above the ground. The pilot was engaged in a swath run
applying chealcals to a soybean fleld. Total time of flight was five hours,
with intermittent fueling and chemical stops. The pilot had no knowledge of
the wire until entanglement.
The weather was overcast with 1200 foot ceiling, and 2 miles visibility.
At the t_e of the accident, 1530, the sun was obscured by the overcast and
not considered a contributing factor.
Upon main rotor engagement with the guy wire at a forward speed of approx-
imately 30 knots, the aircraft was i_uediately forced to the ground. All com-
ponents were centered within 25 feet of the maln wreckage. The aircraft was
a total loss and the pilot received serious injury.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see and avoid the cable caused the
accident.
Recomendatlon: A pilot warning device continuously identifying wire location
when within hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior
to flight would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
Forward speed of approximately 30 knots should have provided sufficient
kinetic energy for effective usa of external wire cutters had they been installed.
However, main rotor engagamen_ of the wires rather than cockpit _,pact makes
the value of wire cutters questionable.
O0000002-TSE12
AGRICULTURE
AERIAL APPLICATION
3-2283 _ Nr, Wa29_Eae.a__WI _69B One Serious S.hatan_ial_ $1.5,000
i'rI'SBAccident Cause:
Pilot Error: Misjudged clear'shoo
The Aceiden_: A commercial agricultural pilot (926 hrs/50 in last 10 days) struck
two 7000 volt high power electrical transmission lines strung across a field at
approximately 20 feet above the ground. The pilot was engaged in his fourth
swath run in the same field applying chemicals to a potato crop. Total time of
flight was 20 minutes. The pilot was well aware of wire location since he had
l avoided same on three previous swath runs.
The weather was clear wi_h unlimited visibility. At _he time of the acci-
dent, 1730, the sun was relatively high and not consloered a contributing factor.
-- Upon skid entanglement with the wires at a forward speed of approximately
25 knots, the aircraft nosed over out of control and crashed. The aircraft
i had substantial damage and the pilot received serious injury.
--_ Conclusion: The pilo¢'s failure to Judge clearance from the power lines caused
helicopter skid entavglement and the resulting crash.
i R_co_endatlo,_: A pilot warnlng device continuously identifying wire location
when within hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Forward speed of 25 knots should have provided sufficient kinetic energy
for effective use of external wire cutters had they been installed.
?
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AGRICULTURE
AERIAL AI_PLICATION
3-2320 3/25/77 Nr. Kentland, IN Bell 47G2 Mino_. Substantial - _20,000
brlSBAccident Catt_e_
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid obstructions
i Th_.__Accident: A low time commercial agricultural pilot (480 hrs/15 hrs. last I0days) _truck two rural electric power linss which were parallel to e four lane
highway, approx_matsly 20 feet above _rot, nd. The pilot was engaged in applying
I sell conditioner to a field and struck the wires during his third swath run.
i Total time of flight was I0 minutes. The pilot had no 9rlor knowledge Of wire
i location.
The weather was clear with 15 miles visibility. At the time of the accident,
1455, the sun was high and was not considered a contributing factor.
T_en the helicopter struck the wires, at a forward _pead of approximately 30
knots, the pilot lost control and crashed approximately 120 feet from initial
wire strike. The wires struck the bottom of the cabin section and top of skid
attachment. Both wires broke cleanly and did not entangle the helicopter.
Concluslo__q: The pilot's failure to see and avoid the wires caused the crash.
Reqommendatlon: A pilot warning device continuously identifying wire location
when within hazareous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior
to flight would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
Forward speed of 30 knots provided sufficient kinetic energy to break the
wires, and exte1_nal wire cut=ers would have been effective in accident prevention.
#
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AGRICULTIJRE
3-2435 fi/25/7_ Oswego, S.C. Bell 47D _ Substantial - $ ii,000
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pi!ot Error: Failed to see and avoid obstructions
The Accident: A high time exparlancad agricultural pilot (6051 hrs/30-1ast
I0 days) struck one strand of electric power llne strung across a field at
approximately 15 feet elevation. The pilot was engaged in applying insecticide
tO a cotton field. Total time of flight was 15 minutes. The pilot was well
aware of wire location, inasmuch as he had made previous swath runs under the
same wire.
The weather was clear with over X0 miles visibility. At the time of the
accident, 1230, the sun near zenith and not considered a contributing factor.
The tail rotor struck the wire at a forward speed of about 30 knots, where-
upon the pilot lost control end was forced to execute an emergency landing.
The single wire that was struck broke cleanly and did not further foul the hell-
copter.
Conclusion: The error in estimating distance to the wire caused the tall rotor
strike and ultimate loss of aircraft control, causing the crash.
Recomendation: A pilot warning device would not have been an aid in wire
avoidance in this case.
Use of externa% wire cutters would not have possible since the tail rotor
m_de Intlal contact with the wire.
Pilot'...___ssReco_endatlon: "Do not fly under wires!"
[
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AGRICULTURE
AERIAL APPLICATION
3-2456 8/23/7_______7Nr. Denlson t IA Bell 47G5 One Serious Destroys _ - $607000
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid obstructions.
The Accident: A high time experience_ agricultural pilot (2980 hrs) struck two
strands of rural electrical power line strun8 across a field approximately 20 feet
above ground. The pilot was engaged in applyin8 chemicals to a corn crop. Total
time of flisht was 10 minutes. The pilot had no knowledee of wires until con-
tect.
The weather was clear with unlimited visibility. At the time of the accident,
1945, the sun was relatively low, but not considered a contributing factor.
The aircraft rotor mast assembly struck the lower power line, breaking the
rotor blade pitch control linkage, which caused loss of helicopter control. The
wire broke and did not remain with the aircraft.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see and avoid the wires caused the crash.
Recommendation: A pilot warnivg device continuously identifying wire location
when within hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior
to flight would have aided the pilot in wire avoidance.
Forward speed of estimated 30 knots did provide sufficient kinetic energy
for wire breakage. External wire cutters would have been beneficial if they
had been installed.
i
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AtIRICUL'I'URE
AERIAl. APPL ICATlot;
3-252!_ b/30/7/ Ashford. NY IIn_he_ 2h9C N,) _r_v De._troyed - $ 06,000
.'qTSBAccident Cause:
Xeehanlcal failure: Engine failure, or malfum_tlon
Factors: Personnel - inadequate maintenance and inspection
Terrain - Iiigh obstructions
Tile Accident: A high time experience agricultural pilot (4832 hrs./28.6-1ast
10 days) struck rural electrical power lines which were parallel tt_ a road,
approximately 20 feet above ground. Tile pilot was forced into an emergency
autorotation following engine failure. Total time of flight was 14 minutes.
The pilot was well aware of wire location since he had made repeated swath
runs over the same wires.
The.weather was clear with unlimited visibility. At tile time of tilenoel-
dent, 1350, tile still Was high and not considered a contributing factor.
The pilot struck the power line as a result of emergency autorotati_;n,
following tile engine failure. The landing skids were first to contact tile wire.
Con,=lusion: Total enqtne failure was tile cause of tile crash, and tile wire strike
was incidental to tile incident.
Recommendattol:: A pilot warning device or detailed knowledge of wire location
would not have aided tile pilot in this emergency.
Forward speed of al,proxirmltely 40 knots would have provided sufficient
kinetic energy for effective use of wire cutters, had they been installed.
L
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AER]_AL APPLICAT ION
3-2609 9/1/77 Nr. Monro_la_ I_ TomC_*t MK5A _Iinur Injury Destroyed - $57,_62
I_SB Ae_tdent,C_ause:
eilot Error: Failed to see and avoid obstructions
Factors: Terrain - High obstructions
_hc Accident: A high time experienced agricultural pilot (3377 hrs./25-1ast 10
days) struck two strands of rural electrical power line strung across a field
at approximately 20 feet above ground. The pilot was engaged in applying chemicals
to a bean field. This was his first swath run. Total time o£ flight was 6 minutes.
The pilot had no knowledge of wires until entanglement.
The weather was clear with over i0 miles visibility. At the time of the
accident, 1121, the sun was high and not considered a contributing factor,
Following an initial windscreen and main rotor blade strike of the wires
at a forward speed of approximately 40 knots, the tall rotor sheared and control
was lost. The pilot executed a semi-controlled crash whereby the helicopter was
destroyed. The pilot received only minor injury.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see and avoid obstructions caused the crash.
Reco_endatlon: A pilot warning device continuously Identlfyln_ wire location
when within hazardou_ distance would have been beneficial in wire avoldance.
Identification of wire location in relation to know1_ 8round objects prior to
flight would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
Forward speed of approximately 40 knots should have provided sufficient
kinetic energy for effective use of external wires cutters had they been installed.
M;RICUI.TURE
AERIAL !%PPI_[CAT 10_
3-2686 I0/3/7.Z Crossville, IL Bell 47G4 3oIn_ Dest:royed - $55, 400
_._.. (,ause,._I'SBAcci_lent " •
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid obstructions
The Accident: A high time experienced agricultural oilot (6950 hrs./50-1ast I0
days) struck two temporary rural electric power lines which were strun_ across
a beat, field at approximately 15 feet above ground. The pilot was engaged in
applying chemicals to the field. Total time of flight was i0 minutes. The pilot
had no knowledge of wires until entanglement.
The weather was clear with I0 miles visibility. At tile time of tile accident,
1720, the sun was relatively high and not considered a contributing factor.
Upon contact with the initial wires at a forward speed of approximately 40
knots, the canopy bubble shattered, the pilot lost forward visibility, and flew
into a second set of wires and a light pole. The hellcooter was destroyed by
fire following impact. There were no injuries to the pilot.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see and avoid the wlros caused the crash.
Recommendatlon: A pilot warning device continuously identifying wire location
when within hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior
to fllght would have aided the pilot in wire avoidance.
Forward speed of estimated 40 knots should |lave provided sufficient kinetic
energy for effective use of external wire cotters had tltey beet] installed.
|i
O0000002-TSF05
AIR TRANSPORTATION
3-2705 9/13/77 Fa etteville NC Enstrom F-28_ .No Injuries Substantial - $44,000
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed to maintain adequate main rotor RPH
Factors: Terrain - High obstructions
Settled into wires
The Accident: An experienced flight instructor (3098 hrs) struck a series of
electric power lines in a residential district, while executing an emergency land-
ing. The pilot had planned on a routine air transportation flight when he lost
main rotor R/'H on takeoff. Total time of flight was approximately 2 minutes. The
pilot had no knowledge of wires until entanglement.
The weather was clear with over 15 miles visibility. At the time of the
accident, 1545, the sun was high and not considered a contributing factor.
Upon initial tall rotor entanglement with the power lines at a near hover
airspeed, 10-15 knots, the aircraft continued to settle in an emergency auto-
rotation into more power lines and ultimate main rotor contact with a light pole.
There was no fire but the helicopter received substantial damage. Neither pilot
nor passengers received any injuries.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to maintain main rotor RPM caused the crash.
Wire strikes that occurred as a result of the emergency landin_ are not a cause
factor and incidental to the accident.
Recommendation: A pilot wacntng device wouh! not have been beneficial in wire
dvo Idat*ee.
Identification of wires prior to flight would not have aided in _voldance.
Forward speed of I0 to 15 knots would not |lave provided sufficient kinetic
e*ergy for efte_tive use of wire cutters, initial tall rotor engagement of the
wires wouhl have rendered their ust, ll*el:lective also.
O0000002-TSF06
AGRICULTURE
AERIAL APPLICATION
3-2773 7/26/7.._.._7_ Hu_hes 269C No_ Des,troyed - $65_000
NTSB Accldent Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid obstructions
Factors: Terrain - High obstructions
The Accident: A experienced agricultural pilot (3154 hrs) struck two strands
of rural electric power llne strung across a field approximately 20 feet above
the ground. The pilot was engaged in applying chemicals to a hayfield. Total
time of flight was I0 minutes. The pilot had known of wire location, but forgot
until impact.
The weather was clear with over 30 miles visibility. At the time of the
accident, 0920, the sun was high and not considered a contributing factor.
Upon initial main rotor mast contact with wires, all control rods were
severed, causing immediate loss of control of the aircraft. Impact speed is
estimated at over 40 knots. The aircraft was destroyed upon ground impact.
There was no injury to the pilot.
Conclusion: The p_lot's failure to see and avoid wires caused the crash.
Recommendation: A pilot warning device continuously identifying wire location
when within hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior
to flight would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
Forward speed of estimated 50 knots should have provided sufflci_nt kinetic
energy for effective use of external wire cutters had they been installed.
Pilot's Rec.ommendatlon: "Pilot had made rerun of field prior to spraying the
field. It was completed except for the clean up passes on east end. Pilot i
knew of wires, but forgot. Possible preoccupation of other matters on pilot's
mind."
?
$
O0000002-TSF07
AGRICULTURE
AERIAL APPLICATION
3-288_____97--/9/77 American Falls, ID Hughes 3_69HS Fatal Destroyed.- $235,000
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: Misjudged clearance
The Accident: An experienced agricultural pilot (2500 hrs, lO-last 10 days)
struck one strand and pole of a high power electrical transmission llne (138,000
volts) 70 feet above the ground, at the end of a field. The pilot was engaged
in applying chemicals to a potato field. Total time of fllght was 1 I/2 hours.
The pilot was aware of high power transmission line location since he had
made repeated turns o._er the same lines.
The weather was clear with unlimited visibility. At the time of the accident,
2009, the sun was lowering, but the pilot was makln 8 pull ups away from the sun
and therefore it could not be considered a contributing factor.
The helicopter struck one high power tr_nmuisslon llne, and the 70 foot
pole simultaneously, became totally uncontrollable and crashed 120 yards from
Inltlal impact. The crash was fatal to the pilot and the helicopter was totallyi
destroyed.
Concluslon: The pilot's failure to Judge range to the high power transmission
llne cnused the crash.
Reco_endatlon: A pilot warning device would not have aided in wire avoidance.
i Further identification of wire location would not have aided, and externalwire C t ers would have been ineff ctive in av _dln8 this cr sh.
#
O0000002-TSF08
ACR[CULTURE
AERILAL APPL IICATION
3-4159 6/27/77 Nr. Woodstock IL H_ _I_ Substantial- $15_DO o
i NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed to maintain adequate rotor RPM
Factors: Failed to compensate for wind
The Accident: A low time beginning agricultural pilot (286 hrs/4-1ast iO days)
struck a rural electrical power llne paralleling a read at approximately 15 feet
above ground. The pilot was engaged in applying fertilizer to a nearby corn
field. Total time of flight was one minute. The pilot had knowledge of wires
since he had covered the same flight path on two previous flights.
The weather was scattered clouds at 4000 feet with 5 miles visibility. At
the tlm._ of the accident, 1818, the sun was still relatively high and not con-
sidered a eontrlbu_ing fuctor.
The aircraft was operating at maximum gross weight on a hot day (93°F).
After initial takeoff, the aircraft was forced into an unplanned touch down and
the pilot literally attempted a bounce I:o clear the oncoming power lines. The
spray boom engaged the power lines, forcing the helicopter back to the ground.
The helicopter received substantial damage. There were minor injuries to the
pilot.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to maintain adequate main rotor R_IP caused
the crash.
Recommendation: A _,_ilotwarning device identifying wire location would not h;ivo
aided in wire avoidance.
[dentlfication of wire location would not have aided in avoidance.
Forward speed of approximately 20 knots might have provided sufficient
kinetic _,norgy had wir_, cutters b,,en installed. However, _nitla] wire engagement
wi_h spray boom makes use of extOl'hal wire cutters questionable.
I
1978
#
O0000002-TSFI0
A_R T_ANSPORTATION
3-0084 1/18/78 Nr. Por_o..la_t__CA Bell 47G-3BI No Injuries S!Abst,antial- _34_000
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Errorz Failed to see and avoid obstructions
Factors_ High obstructions
Thej_co..Iden__.t: An experienced co_erelal pilot (2680 hrs) struck a rural electric
power line. The pilot was engaged in a photo mapping operation. Time of flight
is unknown, Pilotts knowledge of wires is not known.
|_eather is unknown. At the time of accident, 1515, the sun was high and
not considered a contributing factor.
The pilot hooked a powerllne with his skids, lost directional control and
autorotated to the ground. The aircraft received substantial damage. There were
no injuries to either pilot or passenger.
Conclusions: The pilotts failure to see and avoid the wires caused the crash.
Recomm_.__en.da_tlon____s:A pilot warning device continuously identifying wire location
when within hazardous distance would have been hene_iclal in wire avoidance.
_dentifieation of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior
to flight would have aided the pilot in wire avoidance.
External wire cutters would have been effective in avoiding this accident.
?
#
O0000002-TSF11
AIR TRAN_PORTATIoN
3-.039_..._.._93/30/?8 _, WA Hughes 269B No injury 5ubntantial - _25,900
HTSB Accident Caus_e:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid obstructions
Factors: Neather - obstructions to vision
The Accident: An extremely experienced airline captain (24,700 brs/700 in type)
stretch two high power electrical transmission lines paralleling an airport, approx-
imately 50 feet above ground. The pilot was engaged in local pleasure flight.
Total time of flight was less than one minute, The pilot had no knowledge of wires
until entanglement.
The weather was 2300 foot overcast with 15 miles visibility. The pilot
reported that:due to the long span between poles it was virtually impossible to
see the wires against the overcast tackground. At the time of the accident, 1143,
the sun was high, obscured by the overcast and not considered a contributing
factor.
Upon entanglement with the wires from a slow speed llftoff, the controls
were _a_ned, making autorotation impossible. The pilot cut the engine with tho
FUEL SHUT off switch and attempted an adjacent to runway landing, After I00 feet
of roll, the hellcoptcr rolled to the rlght_ causing substantial damage. The
pilot was not injured.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see the wires against the overcast caused
the crash.
Recommend_tio___q: A oiler warning device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to kno_ ground objects prier
to flight would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
,.e slow speeo on takeoff would not have been ample to develop sufticient
ki:_e,:ic energy for effective use of external wtre cutters, Initi,tl _,'tre entau-
_,.m,. t .club main rotor would further preclude effective use ,,fwire • '_, "tug.try.
O0000002-TSF12
AIR TRANSPORTATION
3-0668 5/8/78 Nr. Brownsville t TX Hughes 3691{S Fatal Destroyed - $13b,000
NTSB Acaident Cause:
Pilot Error: Improper in-fllght decision or planning
Factors: Local whirlwind
Terrain: High obstructions
The Acclden_: A high time corm_ereial pilot (5500 hrs) struck high power electri-
cal transmission wires strung across a fie_d at aparoxlmately 40 feet above ground.
The pilot was ferrying the helicopter to home base. Total time of flight was
approximately 2 minutes. The pilot was aware of wires and was attempting to avoid
entanglement.
The weather wss clear with over 20 miles visibility. At the time of the acci-
dent, 1620, the sun was relatively high and not considered a factor. A witness
stated the helicopter ran into a whlrlwlnd and was forced into the wires.
Upon tall rotor entanglement, from a n_ar hover airspeeds the aircraft crashed
within 30 feet of Intlal point of contact. Approximately 15 feet of 1/2 inch wire
cable was found wrapped around the tall rotor shaft. Ti_ecrash was fatal to the
pilot and the aircraft was destroyed.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to properly react to erratic atmospheric condi-
flute, i.e., whirlwind, caused the crash.
Recommendation: A pilot warning device would have been of no use in this instance,
as the location of wires was known.
Near hover airspeed and initial tail rotor wire engagement would have precluded
effective use of external wire cutters.
t
x
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O0000002-TSF13
AGRICULTURE
AERIAL ,_PLICATION
.3-1204 _7/7/78 Hannibal_ HO llughes 269A Minor Destroyed - _37,000
NTBB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid obstructiom:
The Accident: An experienced agrleulCural pilot (958 hr_/12 hrs-last I0 days)
struck two telephone lines strung across a Eield approxlmaLely 20 feel above
ground. The pilot was engaged in applylnB ehemlcals to a cornfield. Total
time of flight was i0 minutes. The pilot had no knowledge of wires until entan-
glement,
The weather was clear with greater than i0 miles vioibility. At the t_e
of the accident, 1205, the sun was at zenith and not considered a contributing
factor.
Upon entanglement with the wires at a forward speed of approximately 40 krots,
the aircraft was dragged toward the ground. The oiler pushed the collective for-
ward, the lines broke and the aircraft crashed into the ground on its port skid.
With ground impact, the aircraft started to roll and ultimately was destroyed.
The pilot received minor injuries.
Conclusion: The pilotts failure to _oca_e wire relative to known ground objects
caused the crash.
Recommendation: A pilct warning device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior to
flight would have aided the pilot in wire avoidance.
Forward speed of estimated 40 knots should have provided sufficient kinetic
energy for wire cutters to be effective. Initial landing skid engagement would
have been suited to use of wire cutters.
O0000002-TSF14
AGRICUIA URE
AERIAL APPLICATION
3-1205 6/14/78 Naylor_ MO Bull 47q-22 NoIn_O___U__ Sub_t:mtial _ $6,000
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid obstructions
The Accident: A high time experienced agricultural pilot (5202 hrs/40 hrs-last
10 daya) struck an electrical power line strung across a field approximately 20
feet above ground. The pilet was engaged in applying chemicals to a rice crop.
Total time of flight was five minutes. The pilot was aware of main power lines,
but struck a smaller branch wire.
The weather was clear with over 15 miles visibility. At the time of the
accident, IS00, the sun was relatively high and not ccnsldered a contributing
factor.
Upon initial tail rotor wire entanglement at a speed of 40 knots, the air-
craft was forced to the ground, where it received substantial damage. The pilot
was not injured.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see and avoid the wires caused the crash.
Recommendation: A pilot warning device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identiflcatlon of wire locatlon in relation to known ground objects prior
to flight would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
Forward speed of 40 knots should }.ave provided sufficient ,.ineti¢ energy
for effective use of wire cutters, However, inltial tail rotor engagement of
wires makes use of external wire cutters questionable.
$
00000002-TSG01
AI R TI_g_.qPOI{TATlt)N
()ILL' _t,r|ol ,,_
I-L230 5/10/78 Vero Beaelh, FL Ilu.._j_w:_ 2_9A One_.':,U_h3j,_,v " !l,._tr___t,d-_,q7(J,0J)l )
,'qT_U Accident Cau..-.,.:
i Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid obstrucLions
Tile Aeehlent: A high time experienced flight instructor (105'-'5 hrs) struck two
strands of (7600 volt) electrical transmission wire _trun,; across a field approxi-
mately 40 ft above ground. The pilot was engaged in demonstrating an emergency
landing (autorotation). Total time of flight was 55 mLnutce. The pilog had no
knowledge of wires until entanglement.
The weather was 4000 foot overcast with 5 miles visibility. At the time of
the accident. 16L5, the sun was relatively high and not considered a contributing
factor.
Upon tail rotor wire engagement while in a demonstrated aut,,rotation, the
aircraft became uncontrollable and a fo_ced landing resulted. The aircraft was
destroyed and the instructor received serious in. urtes.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to locate wtre_ rdiative to ground ,_bJects caused
tile ccash.
Recomme____ndatio_ ns: A pilot warnin,q device identifying wire location when within
hazardou_ distance would have been beneficial in wire ave|dane.,.
Identification of wire loeation in r,_,lation to known ground objects prior
co flight would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
Pull up from autorotation and initial tail rotor wire engagement would not
have bt,t,n cop.ducJve to ofl'ective IIS_2 Of external wlro ctlttel's.
¢
00000002-TSG02
A IR HU_PtIRTAT | 0,_
._'j_S1__/_,__,t.a ..u_.IL cause;
Pilot l.lrror: l. HtS lltdged clearance
._ • _[_Olltaeous, tlnproptr ilC t _OII
•$ ,1 (
The A,'.etfl_,jIt-" An experienced commercial pilot (.1).9 hrs) inadvertently caught
Lhe hoist line of a mectla_ism used to raise a bucket to the cop of a b5 foot
pole. Tile pilot was engaged in retrieving banking transactions from the trans-
fer device ;¢hieh was [o,'ated otl the roof of a bank. Total time of flight was
2 hours, 2"2 minutes. The pilot was familiar with the bunk hoisting rig.
'rhe weather was clear with unlimited visibility. At the time of _he acci-
dent, 1_52, the sun was relatively high and not considered _1 contributing factor.
Upon right skid entanglement with the transfer device hoisting line, at a
hover speed, the pllol; aLtemntod ,1 pull away that caused the helicopter to pit:oh
over inverted on the bank roof. The helicontor leas destroyed, the passenger
killed and ll_e pilot received serious itxJurles.
('Ollchlsltllll "-'!,t' pilot'S failure to avoid hoisting rig t.ntangleglent and subsequent
l_oor ]udgment Oll atteml_ting to b_t, ak loose_ c;lused tilt • crus!l.
Re_'olr_,lt,tlda t [0118 ._ _1 •.,on¢. this .Iccident is not regarded as a wllid wire strike
s,|mp 1 lng.
|
00000002-TSG03
AtIRICULTURE
AERIAl. APPLICATION
3-1600 5/28/78 Red Lick_.z_M8 Bell _7G3B Serious In_ur,¢ p.e_troyed - $_21300
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid obstructions
TileAccident: A commercial agricultural pilot (980 hrs) struck an electrical
power llne strung across a field approximately 20 feet above tileground. The
pilot was engaged in applying chemicals to a bean field. Total time of flight
was 15 minutes. The pilot had no knowledge of wires until entanglement.
The weather was clear, with 15 miles visibility. At the time of the acci-
dent, 1515, the sun was high and not considered a contributing factor.
The male rotor mast of the aircraft struck the wires and subsequently
the wires entangled in the tail rotor, causing its separation from the air-
craft. The helicopter became uncontrollable, pitched up, rolled and crashed.
The aircraft was destroyed by fire and the pilot received serious injuries.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to locate wires relative to known ground objects
caused the crash.
Recommendations: A pilot warning device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been be.eficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire locstlon in relation to known ground objects prior
to flight would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
Forward speed of estimated 45 knots should have provided sufficient kinetic
.,nergy for effective use of external wire cutters. Initial main rotor mast engage-
ment indicates an external wire cutter would have been most beneficial in avoid-
img this accident.
°.
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00000002-TSG04
AI_2,TI_'_NSPORT,'d'ION
l-lu24 7/7/78 Nr. t;len Ellen, PA Bell 47C. No h3_i!!v Sub._tantlal - $6,300
_r_s_?,c,-i,tynt cause:
Pilot Error: Failad to see and avoid obstructiou._
The Accident t: A co:ra_ercial agricultural pilot (826 hrs) struck a power line
strung across a field approximately 20 feet above _;round. The pilot was engaged
in conducting an aerial survey of fields to be chemically treated. Total time
of flight was 5 minutes. The pilot had no knowJedge of wires until entanglement.
The weather was clear with 20 miles visibility. At the time of the accident,
0930, the sun was high and not considered a contributing factor.
Upon initial wire entanglement with the skids, the pilot continued his
approach to landing. Forty feet from touchdown, tall rotor control was lust and
the aircraft was forced to the ground. The main rotor sheared off the tail boom
and rotor. The aircraft received substantial hamage but neither pilot nor pas-
senger were injured.
Conclusion: The pilotts failure to locat_ wires relative to known ground objects
and continuation of the landing approach when entangled with wires, caused the
accident.
Recotm_endations: A pilot warnln_ device _dentifylng wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been benoflclal in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior
to flight would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
Forward speed of less than 15 knots during landin8 approt;ch ,rohab_y would
not have provided sufficient kinetic energy for effective use of wire cutters.
However, initial skid engagement would have been suited to usL, oI_ wife L-utters.
i
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00000002-TSG05
AIR TRANSPORTATION
3-1711 6/15/78 Ch2rlotte _ NC Hu_hos 269¢ One Fatal DestroTed - $77_000
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: 1. Failed to see attd avoid obstructions
2. Inadequate preflight preparation and/or planning
The Acclden_: An experienced commercial pilot (4571 hrs) struck two electrlcal
transmission lines strung across a field approximately 20 fe_t above ground.
The pilot was engaged in an approach to landing. Total time o_ flight was 5
minutes. The pilot had no knowledge of the wires until entanglement.
The weather was clear with greater than 5 miles visibility. At the time
of the accident, 1500, the sun was high and not considered a contributing factor.
Upon main rotor entanglement with the wires at an approach sneed of less
than i0 knots, the aircraft became uncontrollable and crashed. The aircraft
was destroyed by fire and the pilot received fatal injuries.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to locate wires relative to known ground objects
prior to attempting a landing caused the crash.
Recommendations: A pilot warning device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior
to flight would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
Forward speed of less than iO knots probably would not have provided suf-
ficient kinetic energy for effective use of wire cutters. Initial main rotor
wire engagement would have also precluded effective use of wire cutters.
=I
00000002-TSG06
AGRICULTURE
AERIAl. APPL[CArlON
3-1737 7/30/78 Buena Vista, GA Hu_s 269C One Serious Dustroyed - $76.500
_;TSB Accident, Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid obstructions
The Accident: A high time experienced agricultural pilot (10,252 hrs) struck
a telaphone wire strung across a field approximately 20 feet above ground. The
pilot was engaged in applying chemicals to a peanut field. Total time of flight
was 5 minutes. The pilot was aware of wire location.
The weather was scattered clouds with 20 miles visibility. At the time of
the accident, 1400, the sun was high and not considered a contributing factor.
Upon entanglement at a forward speed of approximately 40 knots, the aircraft
became uncontrollable and crashed. The aircraft was destroyed and the pilot
seriously injured.
Conclusior: The pilot's failure to see and avoid wires caused the crash.
Recommendations: Use of a pilot warning device would have been of questionable
value since the telephone lines were beneath power lines.
Closar identification of telephone line location with power lines would
have aided in wire avoidance.
Forward speed of 40 knots should },ave provided sufficient kinetic energy
for effective use of external wire cutters had they been installed.
?
!
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00000002-TSG07
MISCELLANEOUS
CONSTRUCTION
3-1884 .6/__28178Harrlsbur_s PA Sikorsk_ S581.)_ One Serious De.stroyed - $850,000
NTSB Accident Capse:
Pilot Error: I. Failed to follow approved procedures/directlves
2. _isjudge0 elearanc_
The Accident: A highly experieuced airline transport pilot (11,240 hrs) struck
an 80 foot tall athletic field llghting tower with the tail rotor of a con-
sttuctlon helicopter. The pilot was engaged in the operation of removing the
lighting towers from the athletic field. Total time of flight was 5 minutes.
The pilot was well aware of the lighting tower hazards to his operation.
The weather was clear with over I0 miles visibility. At the time of the
accident, 0950, the sun was hlgh and not considered a contributing factor.
There were no wires involved in this accident. The tall rotor struck one of
the lighting towers still standing and disintegrated upon impact. With the
helicopter uncontrollable, the pilot dropped the tower load being carried and
crash landed in the athletic field. The pilot was seriously injured and the
helicopter destroyed.
Concluslon: The pi]ot's failure to judge distance was the cause of the acci-
dent.
Recotmendatlons: This helicopter accident was not a valid wire strike for
the NASA study and recommendations are not pertinent.
#
00000002-TSG08
A(IRICI_LTffRE
AERIA;. APPLICATION
3-2068 8/6/78 Nr. Salines t C_ Boll It-13B Minor In_urv Destroyed - _55t0t)O
NTSB Acclden_ Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid obstructions
The Accident: An experienced agricultural pilot (2250 hrs/3-1ast I0 days) struck
_hree strands of electrical power line strung across a field 20 feet above
ground. The pilot was engaged in applying chemicals to a potato crop. Total
time of flight was 10 minutes. The pilot knew of wire location prior to wire
strike.
The weather was clear with 8 miles visibility. At the time of the acci-
dent, 0915, the sun was high and not considered a contributing factor.
The helicopter's main rotor became entangled in the wires when executing
a turn, and the aircraft was forced to the ground. The pilot received minor
injury and the aircraft was destroyed.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to Judge distance to _he wires caused the crash.
Recommendatlone: A pilot warning device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
The helicopter had minimal speed when executing the turn for the next
swath run and lacked sufficient kinetic energy for effective use of wire cutters.
Initial main rotor engagement further precludes effectlveness of external wire
cutters.
#
00000002-TSG
AIR T_SPORTATION
3-213 ! 512117_______8Nr. Birchwood, WI Hu_hea 269 _ _ubstantial - $15,000
NTSB Accident Cause:
Filet Error: Failed to see and avoid obstructions
The Acclden_.._._..._:An experienced commercial pilot (4742 hrs) struck two strands of
long abandoned telephone wire (12 yrs) strung approximately 50 to 60 feet above
the water of a remote lake. The pilot was engaged in conducting a geological
survey 0£ the area. Total time of flight is unknown. The accident occurred 5
hours and 30 minutes after initial takeoff. The pilot had no knowledge of the
wires until entanglement.
The weather was clear with over 20 miles visibility. _t the t_me of the
accident, 1330, the sun wab high and not considered a contributing factor.
The aircraft struck the lower wire of two, separated by approximately 3 feet,
at canopy level, which shattered the plexiglass. The upper wire missed the morn
rotor, but wrapped around the tail rotor, causing the tall boom to be sheared off.
The aircraft was forced down into the water.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see and avoid wires caused the crash.
Recommendations: A pilot warning device identifying wire location would have
been beneficial in wire avoidance,
Identification of wire location witil known objects would no, have been feas-
ible, since tlleflight hazard had been created and abandoned 12 years prior to
the accident.
7orward speed of 50 knots provided sufficient kinetic energy for effecclve
use of wire cutters; however, initial tall rotor entanglement would have made
their use ineffective.
Pilot's Recommendotlo,: "Maximum performance takeoffs should be executed no
matter how large and unconflnlng the takeoff area is."
!
t'#
00000002-TSG 10
AIR T_NSPORTATION
3-2823 10/7/78 Nr. Cluvts, CA Ilughes 369D No_o_u.!Ly Substantial - $lSg,hOO
._g_ Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed co see and avoid obstrucclons
The Accident: An experienced co_ercial pilot (4155 hours) struck two strands
of electrical cable strung between two hills, approximately 200-]00 feec above
ground. The pilot was engaged in a sightseeing flight of the hills. Total time
of flight was 50 minutes. The pilot had nv knowleuge of _he wires until entan-
Glement.
The weather was clear with 10 miles visibility. At the t_me of the acei-
| dent, 1530, the sun was high and not considered a contributing factor,
UpOn impact with the wires at a forward speed of approximately bO knots,
the windscreen was shattered and the main/tall rotors were damaged. Neither
pilot nor passenger received any injury.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see and avoid wires caused the accident.
Recommendations: A pilot warning devl_e identifying wire location when within
hazardoue distance would have bee_ beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identlflcatlon of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior
to flight would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
Forward speed of approximately 60 knots provided sufficient kinetic energy
for effective use of external wire cutters, had they been installed.
AIR TRANSPORTATION
One _etious
]-]111 9/24/7.__ Nr. Klngman, AZ Enstr,_m280C One Minor Destroyed - S_O,OOO
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: I. Failed to see and avoid obstructions
2. Diverted attention from operation of aircraft
The Accident: An experienced coMercial pilot (2416 hours) struck five strand_
of electrical transmission wire (24,900 volts) strung across a freeway approxi-
mately 20 feet above ground. The pilot was engaged in conducting an aerial sur-
vey. Total time of flight was 30 minutes. The pilot had no knowledge of wires
until entanglement.
The weather was 8000 foot scattered with unlimited visibility. At the time
of the accident, 0900, the sun was high and not considered a contributing factor
At an airspeed of 68 knots, the aircraft initially struck the wires at cock-
pit level, with wires deflecting up to the rotor mast. The ensuing wire entan-
glement caused shearing of the tail rotor and subsequent loss of control. The
aircraft crashed very close to the power lines, with injury to the passenger and
total loss of the helicopter.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see and avoid wires was the cause of this
accident.
Recommendations: A pilot warning device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior to
flight would have aided in avoidance.
Forward speed of 68 knots would have provided sufficient kinetic energy for
effective use of external wire cutters. IniLial wire impact in this accident
would have been must conducive to use of wlre cutters.
Pil=._t'sRecommendati_ms: Change Federal Air Regulations (FAR 9|.79d and 135,91b)
to requlrc helicopter pilots to fly no lower than 300 feet AGL, excep_ when tak- "'
Ln_ off and landing, or wl_en _onductiu_ operations that require flight _t lower
,tit+ _,t [_s
Revise th_ F.M\"Basic Helicopter Handbook" to Inehtde a special section ou
..a..lrds and pilot techniques for ensurin_ flight safety ;It tie:it _rouod altitudes.
1
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O0000002-TSG12
A{_RICOLTURE
AERIAL APPLICATION
a-3[1__...33 IO/14/7S qu_en Creek. _ Ill!let U_IZ12 E One Minor I)ostroyed- $104r000
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: Failud to see and avoid obstructions
The Acciden_: A h_gh time experienced agricultural pilot (15,000 hrs/40 last 10
days) struck power llnes strung across a fleld approximately 20 feet above ground.
The pilot was attemp_'ing his first swath Fun to apply chemicals co a cotton field.
Total time o£ flight was one minute. The pilot had no knowledge of wires until
entanglement.
The weather was clear with 30 miles visibility. At the time of the accident,
0715, the sun was relatively high and not considered a contributing factor.
Upon skid entanglement with the wires at a speed of approximately 40 knots,
the nose of the aircraft pitched down, causing the main rotors to strike the
ground, and resulting in loss of the aircraft.
i
Concluslon: The pilot's failure to see and avoid wires caused the accident.
Reco_endations: A pilot warning device identifying wire location when within
• hazardous distance would have been be_flcial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior
to flight would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
Foward speed Of 40 knots should have provided su_flcient kinetic energy for
affectlve use of external wire cutters. Initial skid engagement with wires
would also have been conducive tu their use.
00000002-TSG 13
AGRICULTURE
AI.RY,__LA[ PI.[LA [ ION
3-3264 12/8/78 Nr. [vanhou± CA lltllar UIII2E N+) [nluriu_ ,_id)._laa_la]- :40 I)00
NTSB Accident Cao_..*
P_lot Error: Failed _o se_ and avoid obstructions
.Thahcclden_: An agricult-ral pilo_ (858 hoers) struck _hr_-e s_rands of elcc-
_rlcal trans,_Isslon wire strung across a field approxlma=ely 20 feel: abow.,
ground. The p£1o= was +ugaged in m_.',king a temperature survey over an orange|
orchard in pre-dawn darkness. The pilot had knowledge of wlrn locaLion.
Thu weather was clear wi_h 20 miles vislbilicy. At =he time of the acci-
dent, 0400, the pilot's visibility was restricted by darkness.
Wire entanglement occurred when the pliot was in a shallow turn Srd his
attention was distracted by making observations of orange g-ave temperatures.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to conc_ntraee on flight, and being d:' trac:.e_
by temperature observations ¢Rused the accident.
Reco_nend.atlons: A pilot warning device id_ntlfying w_re _ocatlon w'_e_ w _A_._r_
hazardous distance would have been ':' "'_ene.xci_ _ In wire avoldance.
Slow _urning speed at _Jz_eof wire i_,pactwouJd not. have provided ._utflclent
kinetic energy for effec:Cive use o¢ _xterna.l .;ire cu_:er_,
$
00000002-TSG14
AIR TRANSPORTATIOI_
OIL SUPPORT
3-3451 _ L_ccher t LA Bell 206_ Two Hlno_ Suba:an_ial - $175L000
.qTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed co see and avoid obstructions
The Accident: A comuerciel pilot (2944 hours) struck a steel Suy wire
which was struns across a levee 20-25 feet above sround. The pilot was
ensaged in air taxi operations co a pipeline oil spill. This was his
s_cond landtns on the levee. Total time of _llghc was 65 minutes. The
ptloC had no knowledse of the guy w_ce until entanglement.
The weather was 4000 fooc overcast w£ch 7 miles vis£bll£ty. AC the
time of the accident, 0820, the sun was relatively hish, obscured by the
overcast and not considered a factor.
Upon encauslement with the guy wire at a near hover laudins speed,
the main rotor blades were lost and the aircraft crashed, inflictin S
minor injury co the pilot and one crewman.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to locate wires relative Co the landing
site and visual blendi_,_ of the wires with Chc environment caused the
crash.
Recommendations: A pilot warnin8 device £dencifyin 8 wire location whed
within hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identi£icacion of wire location in relation co known ground obJec'"
prior to flisht would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
_ear hover landin8 speed, less than 10 knots, would noC have provided
sufficient kinetic ener87 £or effective use of wire cutters.
\
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00000003
AGRICUI.TURE
^E_ RI^L:eLIT ION
3-347_____69123178 Waveland, IN Bell 47C2 One _lnor Substantial - $ 28,500
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid obstructions
The Accldenc: A hlgh time experienced agrlculturaI pilot (6444 hrs/2-1ast lO
deys_ struck a power line struns across a field approximately 20 feet above
ground. The nilot was ensased in applylng chmlcals to a been field. Total
time of flight was less than one minute. The pilot had no knowledge of wires
until entan$1_ent.
The weather was clear with 15 miles visibility. At the time of the acci-
dent, 1150, the sun was near zenith and not considered a contrtbuttn$ factor.
The main rotor mast struck the wires at a forward soeed of approximately
30 knots. The wires further fouled the main rotor control rods causin 8 the
pilot to lose control and crash. The wires remained entangled wl_h the main
rotor. The pilot received minor injuries and _he atrcraft substantial dmuage.
Co__ncluston: The pilot's failure Co see and avoid the wires caused the crash.
Recomee)datlone: A pilot warning device Identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location In relation to knotm 8round objects prior
to flisht would have aided in wire avoidance.
Forward speed of approx/mately 30 knots should have provided sufficient
kinetic energy for effective use of external wire cutters. Initial wire enga8e-
ment with main rotor mast would have been conducive to use of the wire cutters.
9."
00000003-TSA03
At,K1(.1_toFbRI'.
AI'_RIAI. API_I.It_AT ION
3-_74'_ 12/o/7_ Nr. ¢astrovil._l_j_.C,_ Bel___l47,_; Hinor h__,jurie._ .Suhsta.ntia! - $li0!)O_/[)
NTSB Accident _C;_luse:
Pilot Error: Misjudged distance
Th__e_.Acc_dent.: A high time experienced agricultural pilot (47h5 hrs/30-last 10 days)
struck a power line strung across a field approxiraately 20 feet above gro*_.._.
The pilot was engaged in applying chemi,'als to a artichoke field. Fetal time of
flight was two minutes. The pilot was well aware of power line location.
The weather was clear with b miles visibility. At the time of the accident,
0830t the sun was relatively high and not considered a contributing factor.
Upon tail rotor entanglement with the wires dtse tea latepull up from a swath
run, the pilot lost control and the aircraft crashed, causing minor pilot injuries.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to determine range to wire s on a swath run poll
up caused the crash.
Recommendations: Effective use of a pilot warning device is questionai)le in
that the pilot was aware of wire location; he Just misjudged swath run pull up.
Further wire location identification is questionable in that the pilot was
well aware of wires.
Pull up airspeed of approximately 40 knots should have provided sufficient
kinetic energy t r effactive use of external wire cutters. How_.ver, initial
tail rotor wire engagement on swath run turn around makes use of wire cutters
of questionable value.
q
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00000003-TSA04
_I St:t,:LI.A._EO|'S
CO_VlERC[AL CONSTRUCTl.t)N
3-3817 7/2_17S Ssuk Centre_ ,_ Hu_hes 3_9HS t)ne Serious Destroyed - _183,000
NTSB Accident Cause:
Miscellaneous - Undetermined
The Accidect: A higll time commercial pilot (_300 hours), discharging a workman
atop a 140 ft. tower, struck the tower arm with main rotor blades. The aircraft
fell to the ground and was destroyed by fire. Total time of flight uas 12 hrs.,
30 min. Pilot had knowledge of location of tower arm.
I
The weather was clear with 20 miles visibility. At the time of the acci-
dent, 1935, the sun was low but not considered s factor in the accident.
The pilot had been involved in an helicopter accident on 7/13/78, received
head injuries which caused dizziness. This was his first day back at work
since the previous accident. The pilot had made 12 to 15 tower landings on
7/29/78.
Conclusion: Cause of the accident is undetermined.
Recomendations: None. Pilot was within hazardous distance limits of tower
arm at time of accident.
q
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00000003-TSA05
AIR TIU_ISPOR'I'_TI ON
Two ser tolls
_-4102 _ P_hoeni__xL_- Bell 20_ One minor th.,,s_royed- §225100t)
NTSB Accident Cause:
Misc. - Powerltne tower static cable fell on air,.raft.
The Accident: A commercial pilot (2-_05 hours) was hovering near a electrical
transmission cower when it collapsed and a powerllne static cable fell on the
aircraft. The pilot was engaged in conducting a storm damage assessment of
the electrical power line. Total time of flight was 42 minutes. Pilot know-
ledge of wire location was not pertinent to the accident. The wire fell on
the helicopter.
The weather was clear with 25 miles visibility. At the time of the acci-
dent, 0812, the sun was high and not considered a contributing factor,
_len the support tows collapsed, the wire fell upon the helicopter, foul-
Áng the main rotor and causing loss of control that resulted in a crash°
.Conc...lueton: Material failure of the electr1:al support tower caused the static
wire to fall upon the helicopter and caused the crash.
Recou_endatton: None; this accident is not a valid NASA wire strike data samp-
ling.
' t¢
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00000003-TSA06
lO,l.,/ S Xr. KoekvllZe,._IS SuE t.. Lt.O__"S)l _:l_oo
.N'I'SB At'ctdt'ttt t:aust,:
Pilot Error: Failed to see .In ,I avoid oh._tructions
_:mergency t:ircomt4tanee: Precautionary |anding off airport with .qnt_pected
or known aircr,tft damage
Tlte. Aec. tden_._.t" An airline tran._port pilot (5512 Itour_) _ttruck one tztrand of
electrical power Line strung across a field approximately 20 feet above gronnd.
The pilot was engaged in evaluating engine recovery ch_Iracterlstics from auto-
rotations In ,In nnsnr_.0t, yed field. Total time of flight was two hottr _t. The
pilot had no knowledge of wires until entanglement.
The weather was clear with over 20 miles visibility. At tile time of tile
accident, 1400. the sun was high attd not considered a contributing f_ctor.
l_pon entanglement with the wire at a climb speed of iS0 knots, tile aircraft
L_t,veloped vibrations that prompted tile pilot to execute an emergency atttorotation
into the field. ALl aircraft damage re._ulted from tile initial wire strike and
not subsequent flight. Post-flight investigation revealed a 4 foot length of
power cable wrapped arottttd both tail rotor blades at the hub.
l_oncltt_zion-* The pllott8 failure to locate wires relative to intended at'ca of
autorot_ttion qvalu_ttion, and failLure to see _lttd avoid tile wire8 caused tile
crash+
=Rl,3-on_men_dati_2_ns: A pilot waruing device identifying wire location when within
ha:-at'dott_ dl_t,tnce would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
|dentil'Lettish of wire location ill relation to knowtl groutld ob3ect_ prior
to flight wottLd have ,tided the pilot in wire avoidan0e.
Forward _peed of 100 ktlot_z provided sttt'fi_'ietlt ktuettc ctlet'_',x" for effective
that" Ot wire cutters. J_
?
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00000003-TSA07
1979
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00000003-TSA08
At;RLt;t:LTL'RE
Aer t a I .'.,ppLLc,.it Lorl
3-O285 2/25/79 6ren:wood,, CA Ih_ier t'lll2t_ ,No h3,_tries Substaul_l,t| - ,*_2tl,t'lO¢)
NTSB Accident C,ina_:
,Not awtt table
Tl_e Accident: A commercial pilot (1305 hours) stv:uck three power wires approximately
35 feet above ground atter making a spray pass and the aircraft was Ln an Ag turn.
The engine developed roughness and loss of power. 1c fell tllrough Ute wires and
landed on its right side.
At the time of the accident, 1230, the sky was scattered ,it _O00 feet with
visiblJtty of IO miles. The sun was high. The weather was no¢ a factcr.
The main rotor blades initially impacted with ti_e wires. The wires were broken
as the aircraft crashed to the ground with substantial damage. The pilot was unin-
Jured. •_taintenance inspection showed lead deposits on all spark plugs; more preva-
lent in rite two plugs removed from cite "2 cylinder and the front plug from the ,_4
cylinder. The aircraft was carrying Liquid toxic chemicals. The pilot was not
affected.
Con.clusion: ,_tomentary loss of power while ":n an Ag turn caused the aircraft to
Lose altitude and hit wires.
Recommendation: ._one. The wire strike was tt_e result of engine power loss in
flight and was unavoidable.
r*
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00000003-TSA09
t
A_RICULTURE
Aerial Application t
3-057__.___O03124179 Friend t OR Hiller UH12E No Injuries Substantial - _35,000
NTSB Accident Cause:
Not available
The Accident: A very experienced pilot (13,761 hours) hit two power lines while on
a swath run spraying weede in a wheat field, The pilot had flown three hours the
same day. The power line, which crossed the field 90 ° to the line of flight, was
observed by the pilot before takin_ off with the spray load.
At the time of the accident, 1000, the sky was clear with unlimited visibility,
The sun was relatively hi&h and not a factor,
The part of the aircraft initially im_)acting with wires was not reported. The
aircraft was substantially damaged; the pilot was not injured. The aircraft was
carrying non-toxic chemicals,
Conclusion: The pilotts failure to see and avoid the wire across the field caused
the accident.
K_commendations: A pilot warning device identifying wire location when within hazard-
out distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location would not have aided in this case as the pilot
had observed the wire.
Forward speed of the helicopter, estimated about 30 knots du_ ag a spray run, had
sufficient kinetic energy for wire cutters to be effective, had they been installed.
#
00000003-TSA10
AGRICULTURE
A_rlal Application
3-0576 4/27/79 GustlnS__C_C_AAHiller [;HI2E One Minor Substantial - $7(I,OOO
NTSB Accident Cause:
Not available
The Accident:
A very experienced commercial pilot (5750 hours) struck two power wires
approximately 35 feet above ground while on a pullup from a swath run. The
pilot was spraying a walnut orchard. The pilot had flown 2 I/2 hours that day.
Tlle pilot was flying into the sun. The aircraft was on the second pass of the
fourth load.
At the time of the accident, 1800, the sky was clear with visibility of I0
miles. The sun was low and sunglare was a factor.
The part of the aircraft impacting initially with tae wires was not reported.
The pilot, seeing that he was dragging cable, went into a quick stop and auto-
rotation. On landing, the aircraft main rotor hit a tree at the edge of the orchard.
The pilot received mi,or injuries. The aircraft was substantially damaged. Liquid
toxic chemicals were being carried. The pilot was not affected.
Conclusion: The pilot's misjudgment of the altitude and distance to the power
lines caused the accident.
Recommendations: A pilotts warning device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance woold have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Forward speed of the aircraft of over 30 knots had sufficient kinetic energy
for wirs cutters to be effective had they been installed.
P
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00000003-TSA11
I
At;RICULTURE I
A__Eria,l App lleat 1on |
3-0045 5/15/79 Moeea Lake m WA Bell Tomcat HKSA No hljurie_ Destroyed - _q40 Oa_qt_OOO [
!
NT_B Accident Cause:
Not available
TheA____eclden__.__c:An experienced commercial pilot (3695 hours) n_ruck a power pole while
on a swath run spraying a wheat field. The pilot was spraying along a pole line
flying from west to east. The pilot had flown eight hours in the last 24. The
flight originated at the field site being sprayed, moments before the accident.
I
At the tim_ of the accident, 0600, the sky was clear with unlimited visibility.
The angle of the sun was low and could have been a factor.
The main rotor blades hit the pole and the aircraft was thrown to the ground
and destroyed. The pilot was not injured. Liquid nontoxx_ chemicals were being
carried on the aircraft.
Conclusion: Pilot misjudgment of the distance to power poles near the flight path
caused the accident.
Recommendation: A pilot's warning device indicating close proxitaity to a hazard
would have been beneficial.
q,.
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00000003-TSA12
AIR T_NSPORTATION
3-0682 5/6/79. Weatherly, PA Bell 47(; 'rhre_ Minor ILu__urics l)en_rov__d -_50()
rJ'rSB Accident Cause:
Not available
The Accident.: A commercial pilot (2147 hours) struck a _uy wire abouL 75 feet high
which was s_rung across a river. The wire was supported by a pole on one embank-
meat of the river and at ground luvel at the opposite side. The pilot was carry-
ing forest rangers on a firs control reconnaissance over the river. Total time
of the flight was 15 minutes. The pilot bad been flying at the height of mountain
ridges and descended lower to make contact with a ground party, when the aircraft
hit the guy wire.
At the time of the accident, 1145, the weather was clear with visibility of
15 miles. The sun was high and not a factor.
The aircraft impacted with the wire at 50 mph, flipped and crashed into the
river and was destroyed. The pilot and passengers received minor injuries.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see and avoid the guy wire strung across the
river caused the accident.
Recommendations: A pilotts warning device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior
to flight would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
Forward speed of aircraft of approximately 50 knots had sufficient kinetic
enerzy for wire cutters to be effective had they been installed.
Pilot's Recommendation: "Masking of wires with aircraft orange balls"
"Prominent notices of wire locations at hellports/alrports in local area"
00000003-TSA13
AGRICUI.TURE
Aerial Application
3-I031 5/I/79 Nr. Drewj___MS Hlller UIII2D ] Minor _,tbstantial - $27,000
NTS_ Acciden= Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid objects or obstructions
The Accident: A commercial pilot (1668 hours) struck a wire approximately
20 feet above ground while on a swath run spraying cotton. The pilot had flown
1.5 hours between midnight and the time of the accident. The pilot stated to
the inspector making the investigation that he was di_peastng herbicide on this
fleld,worklng under the wires, He stated that after several swath rune h_ f_,_
into the wires, thinking he had passed over them.
The weather at the time of the aceldent, 1730. was estimated as 3000 fear
broke_ with unlimited visibility. The sun was relatively high and _.¢ I far:cot.
The part of the aircraft impacting with the wire _,as _t r_ported. The air-
craft was substantially damaged; the pilot received minor _njurie8. The air-
craft was carrying liquid non-_oxic chemicals,
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see and avoid the wire caused the accident.
Recommendations: A pilot warning device identlfying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Forward speed of the aircraft of approximately 60 knots provided sufficient
kinetic energy for wire cut_er effectiveness had they been ins_alled.
Pilot's Recommendation: "If wires were better marked around trees and houses"
(the accident might have been avoided).
J
00000003-TSA14
AIR TRANSPORTATION
3-1039 3/9/79 Angleton, TX ltu_hes 369D 2 Fatal Destroyed- $76,500
_NTSBAccldent Cause:
Pilot E_'ror: Failed to see and avold objects or obstruc_lons
Factor: Unwarranted low flying
The Accident" An experienced commercial pilot (6150 hours) struck 2 long span
power wires 60 feet above ground while carrying a passenger from Brazorla County
Airport, Texas to Columhla Lakes, Texas. Total tlme of the flight was 5 minutes.
]t is not knowv if the pilot or passenger were aware of the wire strike. Photos
show wires are long span power llnes.
At the tlme of the accident, 1320, weather was clear with visibility of
i0 miles. The sun wac hlgh and not a factor.
Apparently, the bubble and main rotor b._.adeinitially impacted wlth the
wires. Plexlglass and plastlc fragments were found below the impact point and
there were steel power wire imprints on a main rotor blade. The aircraft
crashed to the ground and caught fire after the pilot and passenger were pulled
from the wreckage. Apparently the pilot and passenger dled in the crash. The
aircraft burned and was destroyed.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see and avoid the long span poxTar wires
caused the accident.
Recommendations: A pilotVs warning device identifying wlre location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wlre location in relation to ground objects prior to flight
would have aided the pllot in avoidance.
Forward speed of the aircraft of around 80 knots would have provided suf-
ficient kinetic energy for wire cutters to be effective; how_,ver, effectiveness
is questionable as main rotor blade impact in this case was a primary factor.
O0000003-TSB01
II
AhR ILUL[tIKE
Aerial Applies| ion
_) Nr. Napa_ CA Bell OI1-131! t Ntm_r Injury _d - $70_000
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid objects or ob._truction_
Factor : Sunglare
The Accident: An experienced comerciai pilot (3900 hours) struck two power
lines approximately 25 feet above ground while on a swath run. The pilot was
dusting grapes in mountainous terrain. The pilot had flown 3 hours from mid-
night to the time of the accident. Time of the flight was 5 minutes. Tile pilot
stated that lines blended in with mountainous terrain and apparently he was
unaware of tile location of the wires.
Tile sky was clear at the time of tileaccident, O820, w_th ,;Isibility of
20 miles. Tile pilot was flying in a NE direction with the sun in his eyes.
The aircraft crashed andburned after wire impact. Dry non-toxic chemicals
were being carried. Tile pilot suffered minor lacerations and bruises.
Conclusion: Tile pilot's failure to see and avoid tim wire while flying with tile
sun ill his eyes caused tile accident.
ge¢o_endatiotls: A pilot warning device identifying wire location when within
lla::_irdousdistance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior
to flight would have aided che pilot in wire avoidance.
Forward spet_d of the aircraft of approximately 60 knots provided ,qofficient
kiuetic ener_:y for wire cutter effectiveness had they been installed.
Pi|ottS gecomraendatlon: *IDontt _'ly wit|l snn Ill eyk's, t*
I
O0000003-TSB02
At;RICULTURE
Aerial Appli£atton
3-1077 6/23/79 Nr. Lihue_ HI Hiller UII12E No tt_uries Substantial -$¢,7,000
NTSB Ac c|d entCaus.._e:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid objects or obstructions
Factor: High obstructions
Th_ Accident: An experienced commercial pilot (564q hours) struck 3 power wir,_s
about 75 feet above ground. The pilot was dusting sugar cane and was in flight
to reload. After completing a spray run prior to reloading tim pilot stated he
momentarily forgot about the power line and pulled up too late to avoid it.
Tllepilot had flown 1.4 hours between midnight and the time of tlleaccident.
Tlleweather was clear at the time of the accident, 1400, with visibility
of I0 miles. The sun was high and not a factor.
Initial wire impact was with the main rotor mast and tail rotor driveshaft.
The aircraft lo_t directional control and sustained further damage on landing.
There were no itL_uries. The aircraft was carrying liquid non-toxic chemicals.
Conclusion: The accident was caused by the pilot momentarily forgetting about
the power line location and failing to gee and avoid it on his poll up from
a swath run.
Recommendations: A pilot warning device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire aw)idanee.
Forward speed of the aircraft of approximately 60 knots had sufficient
kinetic energy for wire cutter effectiveness had they been installed.
Pilot's Recommendation: "Would help to have lines marked with balls that are
t_resently available for this st_eeifie purpose. Would probably h:lve seen line
earlier."
"4
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At;R LCUI.'L'LIRI,:
Aerial ApplLcat ton i
J-t207 5/l_/7_) t_.la.d CJ_vL._OK _,-'JZ 20._ O.,+ >ihh, r _.:_L_'," ]>_.._r,._++v,;_L:.q2Z_jSoJ? I
N'I',qB At.)e|de[|[(_.|teSt).)
Not awtiL_dsle
The Acclden.__t: An experienced con,nerclal pilot t/)521 hourS) ,_truck two power wire._
abont 20 feet above gt'ound while on a swath run, spraying a wheat field. Total
time of flight that day was 24 minutes. Tile pilot stated he had just looked at
ilL,,, boom pressure gauge when he Ilit the power lille at tl_e edge of the field.
At the time of the accident) 0545, the sky was :+eattered at 8-10 thousand
fe_t. There were no restrictions to visibility.
One wire impacted with the aircraft windshield and the other with tilemain
t'otor blades. 'l'h,,aircraft m_Lde a right turn. crashed, caught fire lind wits des-
troyed, The pilot received minor injuries, The aircraft was carrying liquid
notltox_ _" _hemicals.
Conclusion: The pilot's momentary diversion of attention from tile flight path
during a swath run c_tused the |tee|dent.
Recotm1_end_Itiotls:A pilot's warning device identifying wire loc_ttion wllen within
hi_:_irdousdistance won]d h_lve been benefici_tl illwire avoid,lnce.
[dentifieat|oll of wire location in reliltion to known gl'otmd oh.leers prior to
flight might h_we _tded the pilot Lit avoid_tnee.
Forw;ird speed of tile aircraft estinmted ilrottnd OI) knots would h,lve sltfficietlt
kinetic energy for wire cutters to be effective, e.xeepi effectivetless is doubtful
whes wit'e t%eCOlltes entangled with the tit|tin rotor hi,Ides.
?
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O0000003-TSB04
At;RICULTURE
Aerial Appti_:aL ion
]-1487 3/22/79 t'ularosa: N_! ll_ller UH 12J3 OneMino____.___r Destroyed - $18OtO0 L)
N'I'SBAccident Cause:
i _Ot available
The Accident: An experienced commercial pilot (3889 hours) struck the second of
two sets of two power lines approximately 35 feet above ground, on a pull up from
a swath run of an alfalfa field, The pilot stated the flagman had reported wires
[ at the end of his pass, but he had indicated there was only one row of lines.
At tile time of the accident, 1300, the sky was clear with visibility of 50 miles.
The sun w_s high and not a factor.
Initial wire imnsct was with the tail rotor. The aircraft descended and
landed on the pavement with left skid, then bounced onto the left side. The air-
craft was destroyed. There was no fire. The pilot received minor injuries. The
aircraft was carrying liquid toxic chemicals. The pilot's exposure was 15 minut,.,s
or less, with txo effect.
Conclusion: Tile pilot's failure to see and avoid wires at the end of the swath run
caused the accident.
ge¢ooaneudations: A pilot's waruitlg device mtght have been beneficial in avoidance.
Identification of the two _ets of wires prior to flight _ould |*ave aided the
pilot lu avoidance.
Forward speed of aircraft of over 30 knots had sufficient kinetic energy for
wire cutters to be effective had they beet* installed.
L_ilot'._RL','OllUltt_lld_t[Ol*, "Less rdliance oil fl,w, olan to illark wires ,Itld ,* more thot'_,lgh
t tetd ¢lwek."
i
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AIR T_NSPORrATION
Three Miller [nJur tt, s I
3-175____3 b/2_179 Findlay t Ohio Hu_hes 269 B One No Injury _ubstautial - $25,000 I
NrSB Accident Cause:
Not available
T..he Accident: A very experienced commercial pilot (16,113 hours) struck a power line
approximately 35 to 40 feet above ground while landing in a parking lot. The pilot
was carrying passengers on local helicopter rides. Total time of flights were
three hours. A very strong wind from the left drifted the hovering helicopter
rapidly toward tilepower lines on tlleright. The pilot attempted to pull up and
over but engaged tile skid on the top power line.
At tlle time of tlleaccident, 1515, tileweather was clear with visibility of
30 miles. Wind velocity was 15-18 knots. The pilot had made tile same approach to
landing before, but this time was caught by cite wind as he was hovering.
Initial impact with tilewires was with the landing gear skid. Tile helicopter
continued to turn another 120 ° to the right and crashed 50 yards south of tile
intended landing area. Tilepassengers received minor bruises and scratches; the
pilot was uninjured. Tlle aircraft was substantially damaged. Tile pilot stated a
passenger may have had a foot on tile lower section of the dual control column wher.:
tile control had been removed, thereby restricting movement of controls ill attempting
the avoidance maneuver,
Conclusion: Tile pilot's attempt to climb out of a confined landing area after
attempting to land with an unfavorable wind, caused tile accident.
Rcconmtendations: Identification of wires In areal may have aided the pilot in select-
it_g a landing area more suitable for passenger operation.
Climb out speed of aircraft of arouttd 20-30 knots might have provided s,tfficletlt
ktnetic energy for wire cutters to be effective had they been installed.
#
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AGRICULTURE
Aerial AppLication
3-1772 8/16/79 _ Bell 47G2 No Injuries SubstantlaI - $28t000
NTSB Accident Cause:
Not available .
_le Accid_;_C: A very experienced commercial pilot (5688 hours) struck a power
wire about 30 feet above ground while on an approach to spray a field. Tile pilot
had completed spraying the north-south leg of the field and in starting the east-
west leg, he had to approach over wires on the west side of the field. Total time
of the flight was three hcurs in that day. The pilot was aware of tile location of
=he wires but did not see them on his approach.
At the time of the accident, 1120, the sky was clear with visibility of 20
miles. The sun was high and not a factor.
Wire impact was with right skid. The aircraft crashed to the ground with sub-
stantial damage. The pilot was not injured. The aircraft was carrying nontoxic
=
liquiJ spray.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see and avoid power wire on his approach to a
i spray run caused the accident.
i Recommendations: A pilot's warning device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.Forward speed of the aircraft, estimated at over 30 knots, kad sufficient kine-
tic energy for wire cutters to be effective had they been installed.
Pilot's Recommendation: "Have utility companies mark wires in areas where low flying
aircraft operate."
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AGRICULTURE I
Aerial Application
3-179____1 8/2/79 Salines, CA Bell 47G2 No Injuries Substantial - $950 (Pilot's estimate)
NTBB Accident Cause:
Not available !
The Accident: A experienced commercial pilot (9730 hours) struck a telephone line
approximately 20 feet above ground parallel to the line of flight, while spraying
a lettuce field. The pilot had flown 35 mlnu es that day. The pilot stated that
the tall rotor hit a parallel telephone llne at the west end of the field being
sprayed.
At the time of the accident, 0610, the sky was overcast, ceiling was 300 feet,
with vislbillty of 1/2 mile. There was light drizzle and fog. It was dawn.
The tall rotor initially impacted with and snagged telephone wire. Directional
control was lost and the aircraft crashed to the ground with substantial damage.
The pilot was not injured. The report did not state the type of insecticide was
being used for spraying. The pilot was not affected.
Conclusion: The misjudgment of the distance to the wires by the pilot caused the
accident.
Recommendation: The aircraft forward speed of approximately 40 knots on the swath
run had sufficient kinetic energy for wire cutters to be effective had they been
installed.
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AGRICULTURE
AERIAL APPLICATION
3-1816 7/23/79 Flanagan, _L Brantley B2B No Injuries Substantial - $23p000
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid objects or obstructions
The Accident: A commercial pilot (374 hours) was completing spraying end rows
of a bean field and inadvertantly flew into a power line approximately 15 or 20
feet above ground. Total time of flight that day was one hour. The pilot stated
that the wire wire was strung from across a road to a farm house with no poles
or markers in sight, and the wire was difficult to see.
At the time of the accident, 1120, the sky was clear with visibility of
three miles. There was haze. The sun was high and not a factor.
The part of the aircraft impacting with the wire was not reported. The air-
craft received substantial damage. The pilot was not injured. Aircraft was carry-
ing liquid toxic chemicals. The pilot was not affected by exposure.
Conclusion: The pilotts failure to see and avoid the wire caused the accident.
Recommendations: A pilot warning device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identlflcatlon of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior
to flight would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
Forward speed of the aircraft, estimated around 60 knots, had sufficient
kinetic energy for wire cutters to be effective had they been installed.
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AGRICULTURE
AERIAL APPLICATION
Destroyed -
3-1834 7/30/79 Chilllcothe t OH Sikorsky S55C I Serious Injury $205t500 i
!
,NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid ohlects or obstructions
The Accident:
A helicopter pilot (2204 hours) struck a power cable 30 feet above the ground
while on a swath run over a bean field. Total time of the flight was two hours
i
t_t day. The pilot stated to a wltt_ase that he had previously made a couple
of spraying passes and on the last one he had forgotten about the wire.
At the time of the accident, 0950, the sky was clear with visibility of
I0 miles. The sun was relatlvely high and not a factor as the aircraft was
-'_ east to west.
Wire shaft Just under the blades. The wire cab.le
wrapped around the rotor shaft after breaking. The aircraft crashed and burned.
The pilot was seriously injured. The aircraft was carrying liquid non-toxlc
chemicals.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see and avoid the power cable caused the
crash.
Rscon10endatlons: A pilot's warning device identifying wire location when within
hazardous dlstance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior
to fllght miigh_ have aided in this case.
Forward speed of the aircraft, estimated at 60 knots, had sufficient kinetic
energy for wire cutters to be effectlvet had they been installed.
Pilo_.__t'sR___.__eco_nendatlon:"This field has been sprayed by air several times over
the past years, The wire situation I$ a bad one and if the electrical service
company would have installed large red balls on these lines, the accident could
have been prevented." '_
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AGRICULTURE
AERIAL APPLICATION
3-1917 7/30/79 Barnesboro, PA Hughes 300C 1 Minor Injury Destroyed-g85,000
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error: Failed to see and avoid objects or obstructions
The Accident: An experienced commercial pilot (3,817 hours) struck a power wire
approximately 20 feet above ground while spraying a potato field. The pilot was
starting his descen= for a swath run and se_,:ck a branch llne which he had
not seen on his check of the area for obstructions. The pole supporting the
wire was hidden by trees. Total time of the flight that day was 4 hours.
At the time of the accident, 1930, the sky was clear with visibility unlim-
ited. The sun was low, but not a factor.
The part of the aircraft initially impacting with the wire was not stated.
The pilot attempted to land, th_ aircraft rolled onto its side and was destroyed.
There was no fire. The pilot received minor injuries. The aircraft was carry-
lug non-toxlc chemicals.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see and avoid the wire where the supporting
pole was hidden by trees caused the accident.
Recommendation_s: A pilot's warning device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance,
Identification of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior
to flight would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
Foward speed of _he aircraft at approximately 60 knots provided sufficient
kinetic energy for wire cutters to be effective had they been installed.
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iAIR TRANSPORTATION I
3-2104 918179 LaGrange, TX Bell 206B No Injuries Substantial - $100,O0__0 il
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Error= Failed to see and avoid obJect_ or obstructions
Factor: Unwarranted low flying
The Accident: An experienced co_uercial pilot (3500 hours) struck a long span wire
over a river while mapping limestone deposits near LaGrange, Texas. Total time of
the flight was 30 minutes. The pilot stated he had no= seen the wires; if he had,
he would have flown over them. The report does not skate if poles supporting the
wires were visible to the pilot.
At the time of the accident, 1330, the weather was clear with visibility of 15
miles. The sun was high and not a factor.
The main rotor blades initially impacted with the wire, causing the aircraft to
crash to the ground and sustain substantial damage. The pilot was uninjured. There
_,D were no passengers.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure to see and avoid a long-span wire crossing a riveri caused the accident.
Recommendatlons: A pilot's warning device identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to known ground objects prior to
flight would have aided the pilot in avoidance.
Forward speed of the aircraft of 80 mph had sufficient kinetic energy for wire
cutters to be effective; however, main rotors initially impacted with the wire so
wire cotter effectiveness is questionable.
Pilot's Reeommendatlon: "Marking on wires that cross rive_ would help."
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AGRICULTURE
Aerial Application
3-2278 6/3....._./79 Carr.ollton, Ohio Be.ll 47t;2A Om_ Sertotts D_stroy'_d - $45p500
NTSB Accident Cause:
Pilot Effort Fail_d Co see and avoid objects or obstructloes.
The Accldan._: An oxperlenced cotmnerelal pilot (4227 hours) struck two power lln*_s
approximately 25 feet above ground while spraying corn. Photos show poles supporting
wires were partially hidden by tress in the cornfield. The pilot had flown 6.6 hours
in the last 24. The pilot stated that due to head injuries, he did not remember what
happened in the accident. I= is not known if the pilot was aware ef the wire location.
At the time of the accident, 1215_ the ceiling was 10,000 feet with visibility
ef I0 miles. The sun was at its zenith and not a factor.
The part of the aircraft initially impacting with wires was not given in the
report. The aircraft crashed into a clump of trees and was destroyed. There was no
fire. The pilot was seriously injured. The aircraft was carrying dry nontoxic
chemicals.
Conclusion: The pilot's failure te see and aveld power lines while spraying a corn-
field caused the accident.
Reco_nendations: A pilot's warning de,vlce identifying wire location when within
hazardous distance would have been beneficial in wire avoidance.
Identification of wire location in relation to known ground ebJects prior to
flight would have aided the pilaf in avoidance.
Fom_ard speed of the aircraft, estimated to be 60 knots in a swath run, had
sufficient kinetic energy for wire cutters to be effective had they been installed.
Owner's Recommendatlen: "Power companies should not obscure poles in wooded areas
with wires camouflaged agnlnsC trees."
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AIR TR._qSPORTATION I
3-2552 8/18/79 l{ou_tonHn_L_T_ Bell 206B No In_urles Substantial- $I0,000 |NTSB Aeeideng Cause:
Not available 1
The Accident: A eoramer_ial p_!_t (2228 hours) _truck a power line approximately
35 feet above ground while hover taxiing to a takeoff. 'Filepilot was carrying
one passenger. Total time of the flight was 30 minutes. The pilot was attempt-
ing to hover under the struck wire as he maneuvered =o obtain a better takeoff
position which would avoid higher _Ires.
At the time of the accident, 1630, the weather was clear with visibility of
7 miles. The sun was relatively high and not a factor.
The tail rotor impacted with the wire as the pilot hovered the aircraft
under the wire. The aircraft was landed without further damage. There were
no injuries to the pilot or passenger.
Ceneluslen: The pilot's misjudgment of clearance in hovering under a wire caused
the accident.
Recommendation: Identification of wire location may have aided in selection of a
more suitable area for a heliport.
Pilot's Recommendation: "This cccident could have been prevented by landing the
helicopter in a larger field to the east of the power lines. This would have
caused the customer more inconvenience and a longer distance to walk, but possibly
=his accident would not have happened had this other landing area been used."
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